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LOWER CONTROL ARM ASSEMBLIES (A) 
Each includes 3 cotter pins, castle nut, 2 washers and grease fi tting.
Made in Taiwan
’68 - ’70  ............................... 10812 ..........................ea ..........49.95
Made in Argentina
’62 - ’65 Falcon after 10-15-61 and Comet after 11-1-61.
 Import ..................... *SP3078A ...................ea ..........39.95
’66 - ’67 Features the original riveted design, lower jacking tabs and 

2-tone black and natural gray paint for a more authentic look.
  ............................... C7OZ-3078A ...............ea ..........69.95
’68 - ’70 Import ..................... SP3078C ....................ea ..........39.95
Made in U.S.A.
’62 - ’65 Falcon after 10-15-61 and Comet after 11-1-61.
  ............................... *10800 ........................ea ..........64.95
’68 - ’70  ............................... K8123 .........................ea ..........64.95

LOWER CONTROL ARM BUSHINGS  (B)
’61 - ’66 Urethane. Must use existing metal outer shells.
  ............................... *43101G ......................kit ...........10.95
’67 - ’701/2 Urethane. Must use existing metal outer shells.
 17/16" O.D. .............. 43102G .......................kit ...........10.95
 19/16" O.D. .............. 43106G .......................kit ...........10.95

LOWER CONTROL ARM SHAFT KIT AND BUSHING (C)
’66 - ’70 Shaft kit. Includes 2 each of bolts, cams, nuts and washers. 

Bushing not included. Requires one kit per vehicle.
  ............................... K8243A .......................kit ...........19.95
’66 - ’70 Bushing. 19/16" O.D. Use with shaft kit #13238A. Requires 2.
  ............................... FB365 .........................ea ..........10.95

LOWER BALL JOINTS (D)
’60 - ’61 Falcon before 10-15-61 and Comet before 11-1-61.
  ............................... *RP10105 ...................ea ........ 119.95
’66 - ’67  ............................... RP10587 .....................ea ..........99.95

LOWER BALL JOINT DUST BOOT COVER (E)
’65 - ’70 ’65 - 70 Falcon and ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *C7OZ-3A105A ...........ea ............8.95
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UPPER CONTROL ARM ASSEMBLIES (F), see page 72
Includes shaft and ball joint, grease fittings and cotter pin.
Made in Taiwan
’63 - ’65 Falcon and ’64 - ’65 Comet. Import.
  ............................... *C4DZ-3082A ..............ea ..........89.95
’66 - ’701/2 3 rivet. Import ............ C7OZ-3082 .................ea ..........89.95
Made in Argentina
’63 - ’65 Falcon and ’64 - ’65 Comet.
 Import ..................... *SP3082A ...................ea ..........69.95
’66 - ’70 Import ..................... *SP3082B ...................ea ..........69.95
Genuine Ford
’66 - ’701/2  ............................... D5DZ-3082C ...............ea ........199.95

UPPER ARM SHAFT KITS (G), see diagram on page 72
Each kit includes 1 shaft, 2 bolts, 2 nuts, 2 bushings, and 2 grease 
fittings. Requires 2 per car.
’61 - ’65  ............................... *13154A ......................kit ...........39.95
’66 - ’701/2 Also includes 2 O-rings.
  ............................... 13173A ........................kit ...........39.95

UPPER CONTROL ARM GREASE FITTING KIT
This kit is the most effective way to eliminate the common squeaking prob-
lem the upper control arm bushings make when they dry up. Our special
2-piece 90˚ grease fittings and positioning wrench eliminate having to destroy 
shock towers in order to inject grease into these bushings. Regular 90˚ 
fittings do not fit between the control arm and the shock tower wall.
’61 - ’70  ............................... *610-041 .....................kit ...........18.95

UPPER CONTROL ARM SHAFT BOLT (I), see page 72
’60 - ’701/2 Requires 4 per vehicle.
  ............................... *1005331 ....................ea ............2.95

UPPER BALL JOINTS (J), see diagram on page 72
Each includes castle nut, bolts, nuts, lock washers, dust boot, cotter pin 
and grease fitting. Requires 2 per car.
’60 - ’62  ............................... *RP10330 ...................ea ..........84.95

UPPER BALL JOINTS CONTINUED(J), 
See Diagram on Page 72
’63 - ’69 4 bolt. MOOG ......... *K8036 ........................ea ..........29.95
’63 - ’69 Falcon; ’63 - ’65 Comet and ’63 - ’66 Ranchero.
 4 bolt (import) ......... *10230AB ....................ea ..........19.95
’65 - ’69 4 bolt. N.O.S. ........... C7OZ-3049ANOS .......ea ..........50.00
’70 3 bolt. Import .......... *10235 ........................ea ..........19.95
’70 3 bolt. MOOG. ........ K8142 .........................ea ..........29.95

UPPER BALL JOINT DUST BOOT COVER (K), See Page 72
’65 - ’701/2    Falcon and ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *C7OZ-3A105B ...........ea ............9.95

UPPER SUSPENSION RUBBER BUMPERS (L), see page 72
Mounts on outer shock tower, coil spring cover. Includes nut. Requires 
2 per vehicle.
’63 - ’65 Falcon 6-cylinder; ’63 - ’64 Comet 6-cylinder.
  ............................... *C3DZ-3020A ..............ea ............7.95
’66 - ’68  ............................... C6OZ-3020A ...............ea ............7.95
’69 - ’701/2  ............................... 14212 ..........................ea ............7.95

UPPER CONTROL ARM SPRING SEAT AND BUSHING (M),
see diagram on page 72
’60 - ’70 ’60 - ’70 Falcon and ’60 - ’65 Comet. An excellent reproduc-

tion; bolts to upper control arm. It is a gold-anodized part 
with red nitrile rubber bushing and insulators.

  ............................... *C4DZ-3388RR ...........ea ..........34.95
’60 - ’701/2 Import ..................... *C4DZ-3388A ..............ea ..........29.95
NOTE: Requires 2 for shock tower coversion kit #2025 on page 65.

FRONT COIL SPRING INSULATOR (N), 
see diagram on page 72
’64 - ’70     Upper. Falcon and ’64 - ’65 Comet.
                  Reproduction.
.....................*C4DZ-5415A ..............ea ............4.95
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FRONT COIL SPRINGS (O),
see diagram on page 72
’60 - ’62     144/170 6-cylinder
...............................C1DD-5310D ..............pr .........129.95
’63 - ’70     Specify year, engine, body style, transmission 
and with A/C......................... ......................pr ...........89.95

STRUT ROD BUSHING KITS (P), see diagram on page 72
’60 - ’66 Falcon and ’61 - ’65 Comet. Polyurethane.
 4 bushings, customer must re-use old hardware.
  ............................... *47111G ......................kit ...........24.95
’62 - ’63 Includes 2 bushings, washers, nuts and 1 spacer.
 Replacement – not exact O.E.M. Requires 2 kits per vehicle. 

NOTE: Will not fit early ’62, which had a smaller strut rod. This 
fits the larger-size strut rod.

  ............................... *HB1007K ...................kit ...........24.95
’64 - ’65 Rubber. Includes 4 washers, 4 bushings, and 2 cotter pins. 

Requires 1 kit per vehicle.
  ............................... *K8122 ........................kit ...........19.95
’66 - ’69 Rubber. Includes 4 washer/bushing assemblies, 2 cotter 

pins. Requires 1 kit per vehicle.
  ............................... K8157 .........................kit ...........39.95

STRUT ROD BUSHINGS (Q),
see diagram on page 72
Bushings only. No hardware included – must use 
old hardware.

’60 - ’62 Falcon to 10-15-61 and Comet to 11-1-61.
  ............................... *RP15673 ...................set ..........29.95
’62 - ’63 Falcon .................... C2DA-3470B ...............pr ...........29.95

SWAY BAR END LINK KITS (R), see diagram on page 72
Includes bolt, 4 bushings, 4 washers, sleeve and nuts.
Requires 2 kits per vehicle.
’60 - ’65  ............................... *K440 ..........................kit .............7.95
’66 - ’70  ............................... K8097 .........................kit .............7.95

SWAY BAR MOUNT KITS (S), see diagram on page 72
Polyurethane. Includes brackets and bushings.
’60 - ’70 With 11/16” bar. NOTE: Must drill new holes. The brackets 

do not line up. ......... *95105G ......................kit ...........19.95
 With 3/4” bar. NOTE: Must drill new holes. The brackets do 

not line up. .............. *95106G ......................kit ...........19.95
 With 7/8” bar. ........... *95108G ......................kit ...........19.95
 With 15/16” bar. ........ 95109G .......................kit ...........19.95
 With 1” bar. ............. 95110G .......................kit ...........19.95
 With 11/8” bar. ......... 95112G .......................kit ...........19.95

SWAY BAR KITS (T), see diagram on page 72
Non-stock replacement. From Addco Industries. Complete kits with 
installation hardware. Specify rubber or urethane. Includes all attaching 
parts. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
Front
’63 - ’65 7/8", Rubber ............ *AD832R .....................kit .........189.95
 7/8", Urethane ......... *AD832U .....................kit .........199.95
’63 - ’65 1, Rubber ................ *AD536R .....................kit .........189.95
 1", Urethane ........... *AD536U .....................kit .........199.95
’63 - ’65 11/8", Rubber .......... *AD549R .....................kit .........189.95
 11/8", Urethane ....... *AD549U .....................kit .........199.95
’66 - ’70 7/8", Rubber ............ AD833R ......................kit .........189.95
 7/8", Urethane ......... AD833U ......................kit .........199.95
’66 - ’70 1", Rubber .............. AD537R ......................kit .........189.95
 1", Urethane ........... SY6770 .......................kit ...........99.95
’66 - ’70 For use on small block cars only.
 11/8", Rubber .......... AD708R ......................kit .........189.95
 11/8", Urethane ....... AD708U ......................kit .........199.95
Rear
’63 - ’70 3/4", Rubber ............ *AD914R .....................kit .........189.95
 3/4", Urethane ......... *AD914U .....................kit .........199.95
’63 - ’70 7/8", Rubber ............ *AD676R .....................kit .........189.95
 7/8", Urethane ......... *AD676U .....................kit .........199.95

SHOCK ABSORBERS (U), see diagram on page 72
Monroe®

Monroe-Matic Plus: Combines exclusive position sensitive pressure tube 
grooves with specially-tuned valving to improve riding and handling of 
vehicle. Changes more rapidly to changing road and weight conditions.
Monroe Sensa-Trac: Adjusts to changing road conditions for quicker 
response time. These have position sensitive damping technology for 
additional control and safer, confident driving.
’60 - ’70 ’60 - ’70 Falcon; ’60 - ’66 Ranchero; ’60 - ’65 Comet.
 Monroe-Matic Plus.
 Front ....................... *KY33053 ....................ea ..........22.95 
 Rear ....................... *KY31069 ....................ea ..........22.95
Monroe® Continued
’66 - ’70 Falcon station wagon and ’66 Ranchero. Monroe Sensa-Trac.
 Front ....................... KY5809 .......................ea ..........29.95
 Rear ....................... KY5818 .......................ea ..........29.95
 Falcon station wagon and ’66 Ranchero. Monroe-Matic Plus.
 Rear ....................... KY32126 .....................ea ..........22.95
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SHOCK ABSORBERS CONTINUED(U),
see diagram on page 72
KYB® Gas Shocks – Made in Japan
’60 - ’70 Falcon, all except station wagon and ’60 - ’65 Comet.
 Front ....................... *KG4505 .....................ea ..........44.95
 Rear ....................... *KG5517 .....................ea ..........44.95
’60 - ’70 GR2 shock. ’60 - ’65 Falcon/Comet/Ranchero and ’66 - ’70 

Falcon except station wagon. 
 Front ....................... *343156 ......................ea ..........29.95
 Rear ....................... *343219 ......................ea ..........29.95

Gabriel® Shocks
’60 - ’70 Falcon; ’60 - ’65 Comet and ’60 - ’66 Ranchero.
 Front ....................... *82126 ........................ea ..........29.95
’60 - ’70 ’60 - ’65 Falcon all; ’66 - ’70 all except station wagon and
 ’60 - ’65 Comet all.
 Rear ....................... *82170 ........................ea ..........29.95
’66 - ’70 Falcon station wagon; ’66 Ranchero.
 Rear ....................... *81495 ........................ea ..........29.95

TIE ROD ENDS
Includes cotter pin, castle nut, dust boot and grease fitting. Requires 2 
inner and 2 outer per car.
’60 - ’65 Falcon 6-cylinder with M/S.
 Outer. LH or RH ..... *ES317L (A) (G) ..........ea ..........44.95
 Inner. LH or RH ...... *ES317R (C) (E) .........ea ..........34.95
’63 - ’65 6-cylinder with P/S.
 Outer. LH ................ *RP25417 (G) .............ea ..........79.95

TIE ROD ENDS CONTINUED
’63 - ’65 Outer. RH ............... *RP25418 (A) ..............ea ..........79.95
 Inner. LH ................. *RP25419 (E) ..............ea ..........79.95
 Inner. RH ................ *RP25420 (C) .............ea ..........79.95
’66 Outer. LH or RH ..... ES359R (A) (G) ..........ea ..........49.95
 Inner. Short. LH or RH.
  ............................... ES359L (C) (E) ...........ea ..........49.95
’67 - ’70  Falcon 6- or 8-cylinder manual or P/S. N.O.S.
 Outer. LH or RH ..... *C7ZZ-3A130ANOS ....ea ..........49.95
’67 - ’69 Outer. LH or RH ..... ES360R (A) (G) ..........ea ..........32.95
 Inner. LH or RH ...... ES363L (C) (E) ...........ea ..........41.95

’63 - ’65 V8 Tie Rod Ends
NOTE: Build date is mandatory for ’63 - ’64 cars. Major change at 6-10-64 
build date. Includes cotter pin, castle nut, dust boot and grease fitting. 

Build Date Before 6-10-64
Outer. LH. Manual ................... *RP25421 (G) .............ea ..........79.95
Outer. LH. Power ..................... *RP25422 (G) .............ea ..........96.95
Inner. LH. Manual ................... *RP25424 (E) ..............ea ..........79.95
Inner. LH. Power ..................... *RP25423 (E) ..............ea ..........96.95
Outer. RH. Manual/power ......... *RP25421 (A) ..............ea ..........79.95
Inner. RH. Manual/power ......... *RP25424 (C) .............ea ..........79.95

Build Date After 6-10-64
Outer. LH. Manual ................... *ES336R (G) ...............ea ..........34.95
Outer. LH. Power ..................... *ES336L (G) ................ea ..........39.95
Inner. LH. Manual ................... *ES713 (E) ..................ea ..........39.95
Inner. LH. Power ..................... *ES714 (E) ..................ea ..........41.95
Outer. RH. Manual/power ......... *ES336R (A) ...............ea ..........34.95
Inner. RH. Manual/power ......... *ES713 (C) ..................ea ..........39.95
’65 M/S. Outer. LH or RH. N.O.S.
   ........................ *C5ZZ-3A130DNOS (A) (G) .... ea ....... 49.95
 P/S. Outer. RH. N.O.S.
   ........................ ..*C5ZZ-3A130DNOS (A) ...... ea ....... 49.95
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CONNECTING SLEEVES  (B) (F)
Requires 2 per car.
’60 - ’65 Comet 6-cylinder with M/S.
  ............................... *RP25675 ...................ea ..........42.95
’63 - ’69 ’63 - ’64 6-cylinder with P/S, LH or RH; ’64 - ’65 V8 with M/S 

– LH or RH, ’64 - ’65 V8 with P/S, RH only, and ’66 - ’69.
  ............................... *ES2004S ...................ea ............9.95
’64 - ’65 V8 with P/S and ’65 Comet V8 with P/S.
 LH ........................... *ES638S .....................ea ..........17.95

TIE ROD END DUST BOOT – POLYURETHANE
Replace your tie rod dust boot without having to buy a new tie rod. Made 
from high quality polyurethane, new dust boots will help resist damage from 
rocks, sand, water, road salt, and oils by sealing the tie rod end to prevent 
loss of lubricants - the major cause of tie rod wear. Measure the rod end per 
the diagram shown to find the closest fit.
’60 - ’66 Dimension A = 31/64" or .472" or 12 mm.
 Dimension B = 113/64" or 1.200" or 30.5 mm.
 Black ...................... 913103G .....................pr .............5.95
’60 - ’66 Dimension A = 19/32" or .590" or 15 mm.
 Dimension B = 13/8" or 1.375" or 35 mm.
 Black ...................... 913101G .....................pr .............5.95

IDLER ARM ASSEMBLIES (H), See Diagram on Page 72
’60 - ’65 6-cylinder with M/S.
  ............................... *K8160 ........................ea ..........54.95
’63 - ’65 6-cylinder with P/S.
  ............................... *RP20204 ...................ea ........136.95
’63 - ’64 V8 ........................... *RP20190 ...................ea ........149.95
’65 V8. Does not come with bracket.
  ............................... *K8106 ........................ea ..........69.95

’65 - ’701/2 Includes bushings. N.O.S. Limited quantities!

   ............................... C3DZ-3352LNOS .......ea ..........79.95

’66 - ’69 ’66 Falcon all and ’67 - ’69 with P/S. Complete with bushings.
  ............................... 18700 ..........................ea ..........89.95
’67 - ’69 With M/S. Complete with bushings. 
  ............................... 18699 ..........................ea ..........99.95

DRAG LINK/CENTER LINK
’63 - ’65 6-cylinder with M/S.
  ............................... *C3DZ-3304L ..............ea ..........79.95
’65 V8 with M/S ............ *C5DZ-3304A ..............ea ........149.95

IDLER ARM BUSHINGS
’60 - ’65 Upper. ’60 - ’65 Falcon 6-cylinder after 2-3-64 with M/S; 

’65 Falcon V8 with M/S (bracket end); ’64 Comet 6-cylinder 
with M/S (center link end); ’65 Comet 6-cylinder V8 with 
M/S (center link end) ...................................*12240 ........ea 
14.95

’63 - ’64 Falcon V8 with P/S and ’63 - ’64 Comet V8 - ’64 with P/S.
  ............................... *RP15317 ...................ea ..........36.95
’63 - ’65 ’63 - ’64 6-cylinder from 1-7-63 to 2-3-64; ’64 - ’65 6-cylinder 

P/S from 2-3-64. 5/8" I.D., 15/8" O.D.
  ............................... C3DZ-3356A ...............ea ..........29.95
’63 - ’65 Falcon V8 with M/S and ’64 Comet V8 with M/S. 7/8" I.D., 

17/16" O.D. .............. *C3DZ-3356C .............ea ..........32.95
’67 - ’70 With M/S. Center link end.
  ............................... K8103 .........................ea ............9.95

PITMAN ARM (I), see diagram on page 72
 ’65 Falcon/Comet V8 P/S and 1" sector shaft.
  ............................... *C5ZZ-3590A ..............ea ..........79.95

Remanufactured Power
Steering Components

**Call our Rebuild Department (ext. 117 or 113) to place an order or 
for any questions concerning Rebuilds.**
These premium remanufactured units carry a limited lifetime warranty 
against defects in material or workmanship for as long as you own your 
vehicle. We will repair or replace ANY remanufactured steering component 
found to be defective due to failure of material or workmanship in our 
judgment. This warranty does NOT cover: operator negligence, misuse, 
accidents, improper installation, changes in adjustments or disassembly.
If you do not have a unit to be rebuilt, call our Used Parts Department for 
availability of rebuildable core. Please allow 3-4 weeks plus shipping for 
the rebuilding of your unit. Core fees are in addition to the price of the unit 
and are refundable in 3-4 weeks after receiving a rebuildable core.
*ALL CORES MUST BE RETURNED COMPLETE WITHIN 60 DAYS 
TO RECEIVE A FULL REFUND*
NOTE: There will be an additional cost for replacement parts, such as 
ball stud, end cap, worm gear or sector shaft.

PITMAN ARMS (I), see diagram on page 72
NOTE: You supply a core for rebuild or you can purchase a core wehn 
available with no core refund from our Used Parts Department.
’63 - ’65 Falcon V8 from 5-24-63 M/S with 11/8" sector shaft
 and ’63 - ’64 Comet V8 with M/S. NOTE: Customer must 

supply core to rebuild.
 ................................... *RP20103 ...................ea ........164.95
’63 - ’65 M/S with 1" sector shaft. NOTE: Customer must supply core 

to rebuild ................. *RP20750 ...................ea ........177.95
’66 - ’70 Falcon with M/S ...... RP20117 .....................ea ........ 119.95
 Core fee ................. RP20117CORE ...........ea ........125.00

12240 C3DZ-3356A K8103

RP20117C5ZZ-3590A

ES2004S

Dust
Boot

Measurement A
Measurement B

Largest Diameter
Taper (A)

Diameter Top
Of Socket (B)

913103G

18700

C3DZ-3352LNOSC5ZZ-3352BNOS
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REMANUFACTURED CONTROL VALVES 
If your control valve needs the ball stud or end cap replaced, you will be 
notified. Additional cost for ball stud is $15.00, additional cost for end 
cap is $20.00.
’62 - ’64  ............................... CV8534 .......................ea ........ 119.95
 Core fee ................. CV8534CORE ............ea ........200.00
’65 6-cylinder ................ CV8534 .......................ea ........ 119.95
 Core fee ................. CV8534CORE ............ea ........200.00
’65 V8 ........................... CV8533 .......................ea ........ 119.95
 Core fee ................. CV8533CORE ............ea ........200.00
’66 1/4" pressure port .... CV8532 .......................ea ........ 119.95
 Core fee ................. CV8532CORE ............ea ........100.00
’67 1/4" pressure port .... CV8532 .......................ea ........ 119.95
 Core fee ................. CV8532CORE ............ea ........100.00
’67 5/16" pressure port .. CV8535 .......................ea ........ 119.95
 Core fee ................. CV8535CORE ............ea ........100.00
’68 - ’70 5/16" pressure port .. CV8535 .......................ea ........ 119.95
 Core fee ................. CV8535CORE ............ea ........100.00

REMANUFACTURED POWER CYLINDERS
When necessary, shafts are replaced at no extra charge. Rebuild 
includes boot insulator kit #C3AZ-3C651A.
’62 - ’65  ............................... PC8616 .......................ea ........ 119.95
’66 - ’70  ............................... PC8626 .......................ea ........ 119.95
 Core fee for above cylinders. ...................................100.00

REMANUFACTURED STEERING GEAR BOXES
Rebuild consists of new bushings, bearings and seals. The worm gear and 
sector shaft are polished and inspected to insure quality and the gear box is 
then set back to original specifications. If the worm gear or sector shaft need 
replacing, you will be notified. If available, these parts can be replaced for an 
additional charge. Please have your tag number ready when ordering.
’60 - ’63 6-cylinder M/S. 40" input shaft, 1" diameter sector shaft.
  .................................. HCC-B,C,K,M,S,T,W,X...ea ......199.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00
’60 - ’63 V8. 40" input shaft, 1" diameter sector shaft.
  .................................. HCC-AF,AS .................ea ........199.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00

REMANUFACTURED STEERING
GEAR BOXES CONTINUED
’63 P/S all. 40" input shaft, 1" diameter sector shaft.
  ............................... HCC-AJ,AK,BA ...........ea ........199.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00
’63 P/S all. 40" input shaft, 11/8" diameter sector shaft.
  ............................... HCC-AG ......................ea ........199.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00
’64 P/S 39" input shaft, 1" diameter sector shaft.
  ............................... HCC-AN,AN1 ..............ea ........219.95
 Core fee ...................................................................175.00
’64 - ’65 6-cylinder M/S. 39" input shaft, 1" diameter sector shaft.
  .................................. HCC-AM,AM1 .............ea ........219.95
 Core fee ...................................................................175.00
’64 - ’65 V8 M/S. 39" input shaft, 11/8" diameter sector shaft.
  .................................. HCC-AP,AP1 ...............ea ........219.95
 Core fee ...................................................................200.00
’65 P/S. 40" input shaft, 1" diameter sector shaft.
  ............................... HCC-AZ,BB ................ea ........199.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00
’66 - ’67 M/S. 391/2" input shaft, 11/8" diameter sector shaft.
  .................................. HCA-CA,SMA-C .........ea ........269.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00
’66 - ’67 P/S. 391/2" input shaft, 11/8" diameter sector shaft.
  .................................. HCC-BY,CD,SMA-A ....ea ........219.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00
’68 - ’70 M/S. 73/16" input shaft, 11/8" diameter sector shaft.
  .................................. SMA-F .........................ea ........219.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00
’68 - ’70 P/S. 73/16" input shaft, 11/8" diameter sector shaft.
  .................................. SMA-B,B1 ...................ea ........219.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00
’63 8-cylinder M/S .......... *HCC-AF .....................ea ........199.95
’63 P/S ......................... *HCC-AJ .....................ea ........199.95
’64 P/S ......................... *HCC-AN ....................ea ........219.95
’64 - ’65 6-cylinder M/S .......... *HCC-AM ....................ea ........219.95
 8-cylinder M/S .......... *HCC-AP .....................ea ........219.95
’65 P/S ......................... *HCC-AZ .....................ea ........199.95
’66 - ’67 M/S ......................... HCA-CA ......................ea ........269.95
 P/S ......................... HCC-BY ......................ea ........219.95
’68 - ’70 M/S ......................... SMA-F .........................ea ........219.95
 Core fee for SMA-F .. SMA-FCORE ...........................100.00
 P/S ......................... SMA-B ........................ea ........219.95

REMANUFACTURED POWER STEERING PUMPS 
We can help you identify your pump with your tag number if you are not 
sure which pump you have.
Front Mount Eaton Pump
’62 - ’66 6-cylinder and V8.
  ............................... P125 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P125CORE ..............................150.00
 With idle speed up.
  ............................... P92 .............................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P92CORE ................................150.00

SMA-BSMA-F

PC8616

PC8606

CV8534

Pressure Port 
Location

CV8534

Pressure Port 

CV8532/CV8535 CV8535

5/16” 
Pressure 

Port

CV8532

1/4”
Pressure 

Port

P92

WIth Idle 
Speed Control

Not Threaded

P125

Not Threaded
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New Power Steering Components

CONTROL VALVE
New, not remanufactured. No core fee. 
’67 - ’70 Late ’67 with 5/16" pressure port and ’68 - ’70 all.
  ............................... FR8535 .......................ea ........259.95

POWER CYLINDER
’62 - ’69 Falcon and ’63 - ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *FR8606 ......................ea ........199.95

POWER CYLINDER BOOT INSULATOR KIT
Accordion-type sleeve approximately 9" long but compresses to 3"; 
extends to 12". Includes 2 washers and bushings, and 1 retainer clip.
NOTE: This kit is inculded in our power cylinder rebuild service.
’63 - ’70  ............................... *C3AZ-3C651A ...........kit ...........14.95

POWER STEERING PUMP PULLEY
1 groove. Measurements: 51/4" O.D., 3/8" sheave width.
’65 - ’66 Falcon and ’65 Comet, each with V8 with Ford pump
 and A/C .................. *C7AZ-3A733A ...........ea ..........59.95
’69 - ’70 Falcon V8 with A/C.
  ............................... C7AZ-3A733A .............ea ..........59.95

POWER STEERING PUMP OIL CANISTER
’65 - ’66 Falcon and ’65 Comet, each with Ford pump and A/C.
  ............................... *C5DZ-3A697B ...........ea ..........69.95

POWER STEERING PUMP CAP – GENUINE FORD
’65 - ’66 For use with straight vertical filler tube.
  ............................... C5AZ-3A006B .............ea ............9.95

REMANUFACTURED POWER STEERING
PUMPS CONTINUED 
Rear Mount Eaton Pump
’62 - ’66 6-cylinder and V8.
  ............................... P124 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P124CORE ..............................150.00
 With idle speed up.
  ............................... P93 .............................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P93CORE ................................150.00
NOTE: All Eaton pumps come with reservoir seal kit and new filter.
Ford Pump
’66 6-cylinder and V8 with A/C.
  ............................... P127 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P127CORE ................................50.00
’66 6-cylinder and V8 without A/C.
  ............................... P128 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P128CORE ................................50.00
’67 6-cylinder with A/C.
  ............................... P131 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P131CORE ................................50.00
’67 All ........................... P128 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P128CORE ................................50.00
’68 All ........................... P131 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P131CORE ................................50.00
’69 6-cylinder ................ P131 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P131CORE ................................50.00
’69 V8 ........................... P134 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P134CORE ................................50.00
’70 6-cylinder ................ P131 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P131CORE ................................50.00
’70 V8 ........................... P133 ...........................ea ........109.95
 Core fee ................. P133CORE ................................75.00

P93

WIth Idle 
Speed Control

Threaded Mounting Hole

P128P127

P133

Female
Pressure

Port

P131

P124 

Threaded Mounting Hole

P134

C5DZ-3A697B

Looking for good quality used parts for your classic Ford?
We might have what you are looking for in our

Used Parts Department.

Call us at 1-800-228-7346

Auto Krafters, Inc. Price Match Guarantee
We pride ourselves in offering the best quality parts at the lowest 

prices possible. If our prices are not already lower, 
we will match any competitor’s price on like-quality parts. 

Prices matched must be current and verifiable from their web site. Price corrections 
must be made before purchase is made. No refunds on previous orders.
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STEERING PUMP CAPS AND DIPSTICKS
’62 - ’65 ’63 - ’65 Falcon V8 with Eaton pump and without A/C and 

’62 - ’65 Comet V8 with Eaton pump and without A/C.
 Zinc ........................ *C3AZ-3A006A ...........ea ..........13.95
 Chrome .................. *C3AZ-3A006C ...........ea ..........13.95
’67 - ’70 Zinc ........................ C7AZ-3A006B .............ea ..........15.95
 Chrome .................. C7AZ-3A006C ............ea ..........15.95

POWER STEERING RESERVOIR COVER GROMMET
’62 - ’64 Requires 1 per vehicle. Genuine Ford.
  ............................... B9A-6570A ..................ea ............1.95

POWER STEERING PUMP FILTER – GENUINE FORD
’62 - ’65     ’63 - ’65 Falcon and ’62 - ’64 Comet.
  ............................... *B7A-33538B ..............ea ..........24.95

STEERING COUPLER REPLACEMENT KIT (RAG JOINT)
This rag joint disc replacement kit helps prevent steering wheel shimmy 
and vibration and tightens up loose steering. Kit includes disc, nuts, bolts 
and washers. Requires 1 kit.

’65 - ’701/2  ............................... *31000 ........................kit .............9.95

POWER CYLINDER BRACKET MOUNT ZERTS
Mounts into frame rail to hold power cylinder mounting bracket.
’67 - ’69  ............................... C5ZS-1615 .................pr .............5.95

STEERING BOX COVER GASKET 
’60 - ’64  ............................... C3DZ-3581 .................ea ............1.95

POWER STEERING HOSES

Pressure Hoses
’63 - ’64 V8. 471/4" long with 3/8" male inverted fl are X 1/4" male inverted 

fl are. 3/8" I.D ............ *794 ............................ea ..........34.95

POWER STEERING HOSES CONTINUED

Pressure Hoses Continued
’65 6-cylinder. 401/2" long with 3/8" female S.A.E. X 1/4" male 

inverted fl are .......... *792 ............................ea ..........32.95
’66 All and ’67 6-cylinder. 361/2" long with 3/8" female S.A.E. X 1/4” 

male inverted fl are .... 402 ..............................ea ..........36.50
’67 - ’70 ’67 6-cylinder with 5/16" port and ’68 - ’70 6-cylinder all.
 361/2" long with 3/8" female S.A.E. X 5/16" male inverted fl are.
  ............................... 608 ..............................ea ..........28.95
’67 289 with 1/4” port. 501/2" long with 3/8" female S.A.E. X 1/4" 

male inverted fl are. . 412 ..............................ea ..........34.95
’67 8-cylinder with 5/16" port and ’68 8-cylinder all. 513/4" long 

with 3/8" female S.A.E. X 5/16" male inverted fl are.
  ............................... 506 ..............................ea ..........32.95
’69 8-cylinder. ............... 572/636 .......................pr ...........38.50
’70 8-cylinder with one-piece hose. 253/4" long with 3/8" male S.A.E. 

X 3/8" female S.A.E. ...612 ..............................ea ..........26.95

Control Valve-to-Cylinder Hoses
’63 - ’65 ’63 - ’64 Falcon 6-cylinder and ’65 Falcon 6-cylinder before 

8-17-64. Requires 1 of each. Genuine Ford. 
 Control valve-to-cylinder hose. Approximately 9” long.
  ............................... C3DZ-3A714A .............ea ..........29.95
 Control valve-to-cylinder hose. Approximately 91/2" long.
  ............................... C3DZ-3A717A .............ea ..........36.95

’63 - ’701/2 ’65 Falcon and Ranchero (requires 2); ’66 Falcon and Ranchero 
289 (requires 1); ’67 Falcon 6-cylinder and 289 (requires 2),

 ’68 - 701/2 Falcon (requires 2) and ’63 - ’65 Comet (requires 
2).101/2" long with 5/16" male inverted fl are X 5/16" inverted fl are. 

  ............................... *406 ............................ea ..........19.95
’65 103/4" long with 5/16" male inverted fl are X 5/16" male inverted 

fl are. Requires 2. .... 830 ..............................ea ..........19.95
’66 - ’70 101/4" long with 5/16" male inverted fl are X 5/16" male inverted 

fl are. Requires 2. .... 761 ..............................ea ..........16.95

761

830

31000

794

C5ZS-1615

406

B7A-33538B

C3AZ-
3A006A

C3AZ-
3A006C

C7AZ-
3A006C

C7AZ-
3A006B

412 506

C3DZ-3A717A

Auto Krafters, Inc.
Gold Card Club

*Save 10% from our already low prices, 
get expedited order processing and 
free shipping. Join AK’s Gold Card Club 
TODAY! Ask your salesperson for more 
information.
*Some exclusions apply.
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POWER STEERING HOSES CONTINUED

Return Hoses Continued
’63 - ’64 Comet 6-cylinder. 551/2" long with 3/8" male inverted flare X 

hose clamp. ............ *817 ............................ea ..........19.95
’63 - ’65 All. 501/2" long with 3/8" male inverted flare X hose clamp.
  ............................... *811 .............................ea ..........19.95
’66 - ’701/2 ’66 Falcon/Ranchero 6-cylinder, 289; ’67 Falcon 6-cylinder, 

289; ’68 Falcon V8; ’68 - ’701/2 Falcon 6-cylinder; ’70 Falcon 
V8 with one piece hose. 551/2" long with 3/8" male inverted flare 
X hose clamp. .......... 817 ..............................ea ..........19.95

’69 - ’701/2 V8. 271/2" long. 3/8" male inverted flare X 3/8" head.
  ............................... KY423 .........................ea ..........18.95

POWER STEERING RETURN HOSE CLAMPS
’60 - ’70 Genuine Ford. ........ B5A-2344B .................ea ............2.50
 Reproduction. ......... B5A-2344 ....................ea ............1.95

POWER STEERING HOSE BRACKETS AND INSULATOR
’63 - ’65 Bracket and retainer
  ............................... *C3DZ-3A610-11 .........ea ..........39.95
’65 Bracket and bolt. Falcon.
  ............................... C5DZ-3A609/1A ..........ea ..........29.95
’67 - ’69 Complete assembly. Includes bracket, insulator and
 attaching hardware.
  ............................... C7ZZ-3A610-11 ..........ea ..........44.95
’63 - ’65 Insulator. Falcon and ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *C7ZZ-3A609A ............ea ..........17.95
’67 - ’701/2 Insulator. ................. C7ZZ-3A609A .............ea ..........17.95

POWER CYLINDER SEAL KIT
Includes all the necessary seals and bushings when a power cylinder 
rebuild is done. Comes complete with illustrated instructions showing 
exploded views of the unit being serviced. Some kits are universal and 
may include some parts not necessary for your application.
’62 - ’70 Falcon .................... 2745 ............................kit ...........14.95

POWER STEERING CONTROL VALVE REPAIR KITS
P/S Control Valve Seal Kit. Includes all the necessary seals required 
when a control valve rebuild is done. Kit includes: paper seal, 2 plastic 
washers, 3 O-rings, nut, 2 rubber seals and 2 rubber grommets.
’62 - ’70  ............................... *2071 ..........................kit ...........24.95
P/S Control Valve Ball Stud Kit. Kit includes: spring, 2 ball stud seats, 
ball stud, bracket, 2 screws and 4 gaskets.
’62 - ’70  ............................... *2069 ..........................kit ...........39.95

POWER STEERING CONTROL VALVE SOCKET BALL STUD
’61 - ’70 Falcon and ’65 Comet. N.O.S.
  ............................... *C1AA-3A754CNOS ...ea ..........24.95

STEERING COLUMN BEARING AND BEARING SLEEVE
Genuine Ford.
’60 Bearing. Falcon. ..... C3DZ-3517A ...............ea ............3.95
’62 - ’65 Bearing. ’62 - ’65 Falcon and ’63 - ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *C3DZ-3517A ..............ea ............3.95
’60 - ’70 Bearing sleeve. ’60 - ’70 Falcon and ’60 - ’61 and ’65 Comet. 
  ............................... *B1AZ-3518A ..............ea ............4.95

POWER-TO-MANUAL STEERING ADAPTERS
A hassle-free and economical method for converting from power to
M/S. With this new adapter you simply remove the old control valve and 
thread this adapter on in its place. Installation of one of these adapters 
allows for the elimination of the control valve, ram assembly, pump and 
leaky hoses. Machined from billet 12L14 steel, the bodies are fit with 
heat-treated components and are completely greaseable.
’62 - ’65 ’62 - ’64 Falcon all and ’63 - ’64 Comet all and ’65 Falcon/

Comet 6-cylinder. This adapter will replace Control Valves 
#CV8500 and #CV8534.

  ............................... *RP27893 ...................ea ........199.95
’66 - ’67 Bolts onto the center link.
  ............................... RP27483 .....................ea ........149.95

C3DZ-3517A B1AZ-3518A

RP27483

C7ZZ-3A609A

C7ZZ-
3A610-11

C3DZ-
3A610-11

811

KY423

817

B5A-2344B

2071 2069

20692071

RP27893
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RRS® RACK AND PINION STEERING KITS 
These kits comes completely assembled with no other parts required. 
Kits are compatible with original Ford power pumps. No fabrication is 
necessary for these easy to install kits. With their advanced design, 
these rack and pinion kits will either eliminate bump and steer or allow 
adjustment to eliminate bump and steer from original Ford suspension 
set ups. This system can reduce your front end weight by up to 26 lbs. 
Kits include: all necessary mounting hardware, precision needle roller 
steering universal joints, column conversion kit, lightweight aircraft alloy 
components, built in steering stops and linear tracking systems. Fully 
warranted for street use only.
With Power Steering
’62 - ’65  ............................... *RACP62 ....................kit ......2,095.00
’66 - ’67 Falcon and ’66 Ranchero
   .............................. RATP66 ......................kit ......2,095.00
’68 - ’70  ............................... RATP68 ......................kit ......2,050.00
With Manual Steering
’62 - ’65  ............................... *RACM62 ....................kit ......1,895.00
’66 - ’67 Falcon and ’66 Ranchero.
  ............................... RATM66 ......................kit ......1,895.00
’68 - ’70  ............................... RATM68 ......................kit ......1,850.00

RRS® STRUT AND BRAKE KITS  
These complete RRS® strut and brake kits require no additional parts. 
With this advanced system you will get extended braking and perfor-
mance, superior steering geometry, and advanced handling and ride. 
This simple to install, height adjustable kit is fully warranted for street 
use. It will give you greater stopping ability than with standard brak-
ing systems. For example: After 10 emergency brakings with standard 
braking systems from 60mph to stop will be about 60 yards. With these 
Phase 1 and 2 kits after 10 emergency brakings from 60mph to stop 
will be about 38.5 yards. One of the secrets to this advanced system is 
the Kangaroo Paw ventilation design in the brake discs manufactured 
by DBA. This Kangaroo Paw system has 144 precisely positioned dia-
mond and tear drop pillars. These pillars increase strength and surface 
area. This decreases hot spotting and corrugating. Some modifications 
to original spring seats may be required depending on year and model 
of vehicle. Additional shipping charges apply. Give your classic Mustang 
the braking and performance that it and you deserve.
Phase 1
Kits include 297mm (11.7”) diameter high performance slotted disc 
rotors, PBR high performance lightweight 2 spot calipers, new brake 
lines, police interceptor pads, KYB heavy duty shock absorbers, Eibach 
heavy duty springs, 2 mounting plates, 2 spherical bushes and housings, 
2 circlips, 2 grease nipples, 2 spacer rings, assorted bolts and nuts and 
instructions. Requires 14” rims or larger. 
’62 - ’65 Small block ............. *PH1SBC ....................kit ......2,995.00
 Big block ................. *PH1BBC ....................kit ......2,995.00
’66 - ’70 Small block ............. PH1SBD .....................kit ......2,995.00
 Big block ................. PH1BBD .....................kit ......2,995.00

Typical 
RRS® Phase 2 

Strut and 
Brake Kit

Front Back

RCM2

RCM3

RRS® STRUT AND BRAKE KITS
Phase 2
Kits include 297mm (11.7”) diameter high performance slotted disc 
rotors, PBR high performance lightweight 2 spot calipers, new brake 
lines, police interceptor pads, KYB heavy duty shock absorbers, Eibach 
heavy duty springs, 2 mounting plates, 2 spherical bushes and housings, 
2 circlips, 2 grease nipples, 2 spacer rings, assorted bolts and nuts and 
instructions. Requires 14” rims or larger. 
’62 - ’65 Small block ............. *PH2SBC ....................kit ......2,995.00
 Big block ................. *PH2BBC ....................kit ......2,995.00

COMPLETE INDEPENDENT FRONT 
SUSPENSION CONVERSION KITS 

Tubular A-Arm System

Kit includes 1 crossmember for tubular control arms (strut rods not required), 
1 motor mount kit (any type engine), 1 pair spindles (reconditioned), 1 com-
plete 11" disc brake kit, 1 pair stainless steel brake hoses with frame bracket 
kit, 1 pair springs, 1 set (4) tubular upper and lower arms, 1 rebuilt power or 
new manual rack with tie rod ends, 1 upper control arm bolt kit, 1 spindle nut 
kit (2 spindles), 1 pair gas shocks, 1 pair upper spring cushion pads, 1 U-joint 
and shaft for steering, 1 kit bearing and adapter for lower steering column,

1 pair inner fender repair panels, 1 – 1" anti-sway bar with

urethane bushings.

’60 - ’70 Falcon and ’60 - ’65 Comet.

  ............................... *RCM2 ........................kit ......2,650.00

Tubular A-Arm Coilover System

Kit includes 1 crossmember kit for full coilover system, 1 motor mount 
kit (any type engine), 1 pair spindles (reconditioned), 1 complete 11" disc 
brake kit, includes rotors, bearings, seals, pads, calipers, and hardware, 
1 pair stainless steel brake hoses and frame bracket kit, 1 set of 4 tubular 
upper and lower control arms, 1 rebuilt power or new manual rack with 
rod ends, 1 control arm bolt kit, 1 spindle nut kit complete, 1 pair 6-way 
adjustable coilover shocks and springs, 1 U-joint and shaft kit for steer-
ing, 1 bearing and adapter for lower steering column, 1 pair inner fender 
repair panels, 1 anti-roll bar kit. Please specify manual or power rack, 
vehicle year, type, and engine size when ordering.

’60 - ’70 Falcon and ’60 - ’65 Comet.

  ............................... *RCM3 ........................kit ......2,650.00

Typical 
RRS® Rack and 
Pinion Steering 

Kit

Typical 
RRS® Phase 1 

Strut and 
Brake Kit

BackFront
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Rear Suspension Components

REAR SHOCK MOUNTING PLATES
’65 Falcon. LH .............. C5DZ-5796B ...............ea ..........24.95
 Falcon. RH ............. C5DZ-5796A ...............ea ..........24.95
’66 - ’67 2- and 4-door sedan.
 LH ........................... C6DZ-5796B ...............ea ..........26.95
 RH .......................... C6DZ-5796A ...............ea ..........26.95

REAR LEAF SPRINGS
Specify body style and engine size when ordering. Early years need 
length of main leaf.
’60 - ’65 Includes Comet ...........................................pr .........269.95
’66 - ’70  ....................................................................pr .........269.95

REAR LEAF SPRING BAND CLAMP KIT
Includes 2 short, medium, and long bands with 6 rubber insulators.
’64 - ’70 21/2" wide spring with 4 leaves.
  ............................... C4DZ-5724A ...............kit ...........24.95

SPRING SHACKLE KIT  
Kit includes: shackle with built-in bolts, 4 bushings and 2 nuts. 
’64 - ’70 Falcon all; ’64 Comet after 5-15-64.
 Urethane ................ FS769P .......................kit ...........44.95

REAR LEAF SPRING ANTI-SQUEAK PAD
’68 - ’70 Requires 4 - 8 per car. Reproduction.
  ............................... C0AA-5586B ...............ea ............2.50

REAR SPRING INSULATOR
’64 - ’70 ’66 -’70 Falcon station wagon, ’64 - ’65 Comet all before 

1-16-64 and ’66 Ranchero. Requires 4 per car.
  ............................... *C4GY-5741A ..............ea ..........10.95

FRONT OF REAR SPRING BUSHING
Bushing only.
’64 - ’70 ’64 - ’70 Falcon except 2-door and 4-door sedans and station 

wagons and ’64 - ’65 Comet. Requires 2.
  ............................... *RB82 .........................ea ..........12.95

FRONT OF REAR SPRING BUSHING KITS 
Hardware included. Requires 2 per vehicle.
’60 - ’63 All except Falcon convertible.
  ............................... *F6 ..............................kit ...........24.95
’64 - ’70 All and ’64 - ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *F53 ............................kit ...........19.95

REAR SPRING SHACKLE KITS
Requires 2 kits per car.
’60 - ’63 ’60 - ’62 Falcon except convertible, ’63 Falcon all, ’60 - ’63 

Comet station wagon. Includes 4 bushings and 2 nuts.
  ............................... *FS765 ........................kit ...........24.95
’64 - ’65 Comet from 5-15-64. Includes 2 shackles, 4 bushings and
 2 nuts ..................... *FS772 ........................kit ...........19.95
’64 - ’66 Falcon all and Ranchero and ’64 Comet to 5-15-64.
  ............................... *FS769 ........................kit ...........14.95
’66 2- and 4-door sedan and station wagon and Ranchero.
  ............................... FS775 .........................kit ...........19.95
’67 - ’70 All. .......................... FS769 .........................kit ...........14.95

U-BOLTS FOR REAR LEAF SPRINGS
Requires 4 per car. Nuts included.
’60 - ’63 ’60 - ’63 all and ’63 all except 6-cylinder convertible and 

’60 - ’63 Comet except convertible.
  ............................... *C0DD-5705A .............ea ............7.50
’64 - ’65  ............................... C4DZ-5705A ...............ea ............7.50
’66 - ’70 ’66 - ’70 Falcon 2 and 4 door sedan and station wagon and 

’66 Ranchero. 31/4" W X 7" H. Bolt size: 7/16". 20 threads per 
inch. Thread height: 11/4”.

  ............................... C7WY-5705A ..............ea ............7.50
’66 - ’70 Sedans before 8-25-69.
  ............................... C6DZ-5705A ...............ea ............7.50
’69 - ’70 After 8-25-69 .......... C9ZZ-5705A ...............ea ............7.50

REAR AXLE BUMPERS
’60 - ’70 ’60 - ’70 Falcon; ’63 - ’64 Comet station wagon; ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *C6AZ-4730A ..............ea ............8.95
’63 - ’67 8-cylinder. Outer. Mounts to frame rail. Requires 2.
  ............................... C3DZ-4730 .................ea ............6.95

F6 F53

FS772 FS769

C9ZZ-5705A 
(Includes Nuts)

C7WY-5705A

C6AZ-4730A C3DZ-4730

Typical Rear 
Leaf Springs

C0AA-
5586B

End On

C4DZ-
5724A

C5DZ-5796B C5DZ-5796A

Check out our redesigned website at 
www.autokrafters.com
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REMANUFACTURED POWER BRAKE BOOSTERS
**Call our Rebuild Department (ext 117 or 113) to place an order or 

for any questions concerning Rebuilds.**
These premium remanufactured units carry a 3 year/36,000 mile replacement 
warranty to original purchaser. You must retain your invoice for date verifica-
tion. Please allow 3-4 weeks plus shipping for the rebuilding of your booster 
and master cylinder. Boosters can also be rebuilt without master cylinder. Call  
our Rebuild Dept. (ext. 117 or 113) for information and pricing. If you do not 
have a booster to be rebuilt, please call for availability of a rebuilt unit or call 
our Used Parts Department for availability of a rebuildable core. Core fees 
are in addition to the price of the unit and are refundable in 3-4 weeks after 
receiving a rebuildable core.
**ALL CORES MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN 60 DAYS TO RECEIVE 
A FULL REFUND**
NOTE: Boosters/Master cylinders can be zinc coated (gold-like anodiza-
tion) for an additonal charge. Prices start at $75.00. This process takes 
an additional 1-2 weeks.

’64 Bendix. PRC: CO.
  ............................... *2502793 ....................ea ........119.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00

’65 Bendix. PRC: CO2.
  ............................... *2503547 ....................ea ........119.95

’66 No PRC. .................. *C4202J ......................ea ........139.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00

’67 - ’70 Disc or drum with clamp band – Midland. No PRC.
  ............................... C4261E .......................ea ........189.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00

’67 - ’70 Disc only without clamp – Bendix. PRC: FF.
 ........ .......................... 2508517 ......................ea ........139.95
 Core fee ...................................................................100.00
NOTE: PRC: Pedal Rod Code.

BRAKE BOOSTER CHECK VALVES/GROMMET
’60 - ’70 3-prong valve ......... *2503499 ....................ea ..........11.95

’60 - ’701/2 2-prong valve ......... 2502499 ......................ea ............9.95

’69 - ’70 Bendix booster. Genuine Ford.
  ............................... D0AZ-2365A ...............ea ............8.95
 Grommet. Check valve will fit into this part.
  ............................... 600706 ........................ea ............2.50

BRAKE BOOSTER BOOT  
’60 - ’70 ................. RP32AA ......................ea .......... 13.95

COMBINATION VALVE
For use with power disc brakes. Has a fluid metering pressure failure 
indicator as well as pressure proportioning function.
’67 - ’70  ............................... VL3350KF ...................ea ........ 189.95

FRONT DISC BRAKE PROPORTIONING VALVE 
Adjustable. Non-stock. For use with all cars with front disc brakes. As a 
replacement unit. Is not like O.E.M.
’67 - ’701/2  ............................... A0707 .........................ea .......... 59.95

BRAKE PROPORTIONING VALVE REBUILD SERVICE
**Call our Rebuild Dept. (ext. 117 or 113) to place an order or for 

any questions concerning Rebuilds.**
Send complete valves with full vehicle information. If valves are apart, 
please completely assemble before sending in to prevent lost parts 
during shipment. All valves are guaranteed 100% for as long as you own 
your vehicle. You must supply a core for rebuild or you can purchase a 
core when available with no core refund from our Used Parts Depart.
  ............................... PVRB ..........................ea ........229.95

BRAKE PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL VALVE 
AND WARNING LIGHT SWITCH 
’68 - ’69 Genuine Ford ......... C8AZ-2B264A .............ea ..........23.95

D0AZ-2365A2502499 2503499 600706

7"

7"

91/2"

MB

91/4"

MS

7"

7"
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MASTER CYLINDERS
New units – do not require a core exchange.
With Power Brakes

’64 - ’66 With 7/8" bore and ’64 - ’65 Comet.
 Single ..................... *MC36095 ...................ea ..........74.95
’67 - ’70 Dual ........................ MC36248 ....................ea ..........89.95
Without Power Brakes

’60 - ’65 Single ..................... *MC32900 ...................ea ..........64.95

’66 With 1" cylinder bore.

 Single ..................... MC36208 ....................ea ..........89.95

’67 - ’70 Dual ........................ MC39495 ....................ea ..........79.95

MASTER CYLINDER REBUILD SERVICE
**Call or Rebuild Department (ext 117 or 113) to place an order or 

for any questions concerning Rebuilds.**
If your master cylinder is not available new, check to see if we can rebuild 
yours. Price may be more on dual reservoir  or special master cylinders. 
You must supply core ................. MASTERCYLRB ........................ 59.95

MASTER CYLINDER CAPS 
’60 - ’66 Gold-anodized as original. Replaces Ford’s C5ZZ-2162B 

which is black plastic.
  ............................... *C5ZZ-2162 ................ea ..........19.95
’60 - ’66 With drum brakes. Chrome finish with gasket.
  ............................... *C5ZZ-2162BC ...........ea ..........19.95
’67 - ’70 With manual drum brakes.
 Genuine Ford ......... E0HZ-2162A ...............ea ..........17.95
’67 - ’70  With drum brakes. Chrome.
   ............................... C7AZ-2162A ...............ea ..........19.95

MASTER CYLINDER BOOT
’60 - ’70  ............................... *OA-2180 ....................ea ............4.95

MASTER CYLINDER ROD BUSHING
’69 - ’70 Genuine Ford ......... C9AZ-2474A ...............ea ............3.95

MASTER CYLINDER FILLER CAP GASKET – N.O.S.
’67 - ’70 Falcon. This is a Genuine Ford new old stock part.
 . .............................. C7AZ-2167ANOS .......ea ............9.95

SINGLE RESERVOIR TO 
DUAL RESERVOIR MASTER  
CYLINDER CONVERSION KIT
Use this kit to change from power to 
manual brakes or from single master 

cylinder to dual. The kit includes dual reservoir master cylinder with 
manual rod only. Sold as is, no warranty whatsoever. For brake light 
switch use part #HW2003 or a combination of #A0813 and #SW24. 
'60 - '70 With drum brakes .... MC1503K ....................kit ..........119.95

C9AZ-2474AOA-2180

BRAKE FLUID
Dot 3 Heavy Duty
Keeps fluid clean and dry. Contamination with dirt, water, petro-
leum products or other materials may result in brake failure or 
costly repairs. Keep away from painted finishes.
12 oz. ........................... FH12 ...........................ea ............1.39

Dot 5 Super Heavy Duty Silicone
Vehicle manufacturers do not recommend silicone brake fluid 
for all brake systems including anti-lock brake systems. Check 
vehicle instructions and use only manufacturer recommended 
brake fluid. Do not use silicone brake fluid if not recommended 
by vehicle manufacturer. Brake lines should be replaced or 
flushed completely to avoid contamination of silicone fluid. Con-
tamination may result in brake failure or costly repairs. Do not 

use silicone fluid in convertible top systems.
32 oz.  ............................... DS32 ...........................ea ..........19.95

BRAKE LINES
Please put “SS” after part number if ordering stainless steel.
Front Brake Lines Original Stainless
’60 - ’63  ............................... LKT6001 ................44.00 ..........59.95
’64 - ’65 LH and RH. Set.
  ............................... *LKT6301 ...............44.00 ..........59.95
Front-to-Rear Brake Lines Original Stainlessl
’60 - ’63  ............................... LIN6001 .................44.00 ..........65.00
’60 - ’63 Convertible ............. LIN6002 .................49.95 ..........65.00
’60 - ’63 Hardtop .................. LIN6003 .................44.00 ..........65.00
’64 - ’65 Hardtop .................. LIN6301 .................44.00 ..........65.00
’64 - ’65 Convertible ............. LIN6302 .................44.00 ..........65.00
’64 - ’65 Comet hardtop ....... LIN6304 .................44.00 ..........70.00

Rear Axle Brake Line Sets
’60 - ’63 6-cylinder ................ LRA6001 ................32.00 ..........39.95
’63 8-cylinder, 2 line set.
  ............................... LRA6303 ................32.00 ..........39.95
’64 - ’65 8” axle housing ....... *LRA6402 ..............32.00 ..........39.95
’64 - ’65 6-cylinder ................ LRA6401 ................32.00 ..........39.95
’64 - ’65 8-cylinder, 2 line set.
  ............................... LRA6402 ................32.00 ..........39.95
NOTE: We need samples for lines not listed.

BRAKE LINE SETS
’66 Manual drum brakes. 8 piece set.
  ............................... FLB6601 ..............145.00 ........170.00
’67 - ’69 Manual drum brakes. 9 piece set.
  ............................... FLB6701 ..............155.00 ........180.00
’67 - ’69 Power drum brakes. 9 piece set.
  ............................... FLB6702 ..............155.00 ........210.00
’67 - ’69 Power disc brakes.
  ............................... FLB6703 ..............155.00 ........180.00
’701/2 Manual drum brakes.
  ............................... FLB7001 ..............155.00 ........180.00
’701/2 Power disc brakes.
  ............................... FLB7002 ..............155.00 ........180.00

BRAKE LINE CLIP
’63 - ’70  ............................... 356626S .....................ea ............1.25

BRAKE HOSES
Front
’60 - ’64  ............................... *B7AZ-2078A ..............ea ..........24.95
’67 - ’70 Drum brakes ........... C7OZ-2078A ...............ea ..........29.95

MC32900

C7AZ-2162AC5ZZ-2162 E0HZ-2162A

B7AZ-2078A
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BRAKE HOSES CONTINUED
Front Continued
’67 Disc brakes ............ C7OZ-2078B ...............ea ..........29.95
’68 - ’70 Disc brakes to 1-1-70.
 LH ........................... D0OZ-2078D ..............ea ..........44.95
 RH .......................... D0OZ-2078C ..............ea ..........44.95
Rear
’60 - ’64  ............................... *B7AZ-2078A ..............ea ..........24.95
’67 - ’70 Sedan ..................... C7DZ-2282A ...............ea ..........53.95
’67 - ’70 Station wagon ........ C7OZ-2282A ...............ea ..........42.95
’70 Sedan ..................... C7OZ-2282B ...............ea ..........47.95

BRAKE HOSE CLIP – SET
’65 - ’70 Falcon and ’65 Comet.
 Set of 3. .................. *BHC101 .....................set ............4.95

WHEEL CYLINDERS
Drum – Front
’60 - ’62 Sedan, hardtop and station wagon.
 LH. .......................... *WC36100 ..................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... *WC36101 ..................ea ..........29.95
’60 - ’65 Ranchero 6-cylinder.
 LH. .......................... *WC36100 ..................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... *WC36101 ..................ea ..........29.95
’63 - ’65 6-cylinder convertible and station wagon;
 ’63 - ’65 Comet 6-cylinder; Ranchero V8. 
 LH. .......................... *WC36100 ..................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... *WC36101 ..................ea ..........29.95
’63 - ’65 Ranchero V8. 
 LH. .......................... *WC36017 ..................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... *WC36018 ..................ea ..........29.95
’63 - ’65 6- and 8-cylinder sedan and hardtop; 8-cylinder convertible 

and station wagon; ’64 - ’65 Comet 8-cylinder.
 LH. .......................... *WC36017 ..................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... *WC36018 ..................ea ..........29.95
’66 6-cylinder sedan and hardtop.
 LH. .......................... WC36100 ....................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... WC36101 ....................ea ..........29.95
 6-cylinder station wagon; 8-cylinder sedan and hardtop.
 LH ........................... WC36017 ....................ea ..........29.95
 RH .......................... WC36018 ....................ea ..........29.95
 8-cylinder station wagon.
 LH. .......................... WC37118 ....................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... WC37119 ....................ea ..........29.95
’66 Falcon and Ranchero. 
 LH. .......................... WC37118 ....................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... WC37119 ....................ea ..........29.95
’66 - ’70 With wear resistant brake and station wagon.
 LH. .......................... WC37118 ....................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... WC37119 ....................ea ..........29.95
 6-cylinder sedan and hardtop.
 LH. .......................... WC36100 ....................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... WC36101 ....................ea ..........29.95

WHEEL CYLINDERS CONTINUED
Drum – Front Continued
’67 - ’69 8-cylinder sedan and hardtop.
 LH. .......................... WC36017 ....................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... WC36018 ....................ea ..........29.95
’70 8-cylinder sedan and hardtop.
 LH. .......................... WC36017 ....................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... WC36018 ....................ea ..........29.95

Drum – Rear
’60 - ’62 Except station wagon.
 LH and RH ............. *WC34876 ..................ea ..........19.95
’63 6-cylinder sedan.
 LH and RH ............. *WC34876 ..................ea ..........19.95
 8-cylinder LH .......... *WC36019 ..................ea ..........29.95
 8-cylinder RH ......... *WC36020 ..................ea ..........29.95
’64 6-cylinder except station wagon, convertible.
 LH and RH ............. *WC34876 ..................ea ..........19.95
’64 - ’65 8-cylinder except station wagon.
 LH ........................... *WC36019 ..................ea ..........29.95
 RH .......................... *WC36020 ..................ea ..........29.95
 Station wagon.
 LH ........................... *WC17509 ..................ea ..........14.95
 RH. ......................... *WC17510 ..................ea ..........14.95
’65 6-cylinder except station wagon and convertible.
 LH and RH. ............ *WC37108 ..................ea ..........25.95
Disc – Rear
’67 - ’68 8-cylinder sedan and hardtop.
 LH. .......................... *WC36019 ..................ea ..........29.95
 RH. ......................... *WC36020 ..................ea ..........29.95
’67 - ’70 Station wagon and ’70 8-cylinder sedan and hardtop.
 LH. .......................... *WC17509 ..................ea ..........14.95
 RH. ......................... *WC17510 ..................ea ..........14.95
’67 - ’70 6-cylinder sedan and hardtop.
 LH and RH. ............ *WC37108 ..................ea ..........25.95
’69 - ’70 8-cylinder sedan and hardtop.
 LH. .......................... *WC17507 ..................ea ..........14.95
 RH. ......................... *WC17508 ..................ea ..........14.95

BRAKE DRUMS
Front
’60 - ’65 With 9" drum only. No hub. 4 lug holes.
  ............................... *BD2640 .....................ea ..........59.95
’63 - ’65 10" composite. Drum only; no hub. 
  ............................... *BD1627 .....................ea ..........59.95
’64 - ’70 And ’65 Comet. With 10" full cast drum. For use with both 

21/4" and 21/2" brake shoe.
  ............................... *BD1634 .....................ea ..........49.95
Rear

’60 - ’70 With 9" X 11/2" and ’60 - ’65 Comet.

  ............................... *BD2641 .....................ea ..........59.95

 With 9" X 21/4" and ’60 - ’65 Comet and Falcon. Drum only.
  ............................... *BD2640 .....................ea ..........59.95

WC36017WC36018WC36100

WC36019WC36020

BD1634BD1627
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BRAKE DRUMS CONTINUED
Rear Continued

’60 - ’70 With 10" X 13/4" and ’60 - ’65 Comet and ’60 - ’70 Falcon 
with 10" drum, 5 lug holes.

  ............................... *BD2623 .....................ea ..........49.95

 With 10" X 2" drum. . BD2637 .......................ea ..........49.95

BRAKE SHOES
Brake shoes carry a Limited Lifetime Warranty. Retain invoice for date 
verification. No invoice, no warranty.

Front
’63 - ’65 8-cylinder including Comet.
 10" X 21/4" .............. *QA154 .......................set ..........29.95
Rear
’63 - ’68 ’63 - ’65 8-cylinder including Comet and ’64 - ’68 except hardtop.
 10" X 13/4" .............. *QA151 .......................set ..........29.95
’66 - ’70 ’66 Station wagon 6- and 8-cylinder; ’67 - ’68 Station wagon 

8-cylinder; ’67 (before 10 - 20 - 66) Station wagon 6-cylinder; 
’69 - ’70 all.

 10" X 2" .................. QA152 .........................set ..........24.95

BRAKE DRUM HARDWARE KITS
Includes return springs and hold down parts. Requires 1 kit for the front 
and 1 kit for the rear.
’65 - ’70 Front and ’69 - ’70 rear with 10" X 2" brakes.
  ............................... H7045 .........................ea ..........14.95
’65 - ’68 Rear with 10" X 13/4" brakes and ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *H7102 ........................ea ..........19.95

BRAKE HUB AND ROTORS
’63 - ’65 Hub only. V8 drum brakes, including ’63 - ’64 Comet.
  ............................... *C3OZ-1102 ................ea ..........69.95
’67  ............................... 6004 ............................ea ..........99.95
’68 - ’69  ............................... 6006 ............................ea ..........99.95
’70  ............................... 5404 ............................ea ..........59.95

FRONT BRAKE HUB AND DRUM – N.O.S.
’63 - ’66    Falcon/Ranchero with 10" X 21/4" brakes. 
                 This is a Genuine Ford new old stock part.
........................C30Z-1102D .................ea ........169.95

“SHORT STOP” SLOTTED ROTOR UPGRADE KIT
This “short stop” upgrade kit by Stainless Steel Brake Corp. contains two 
Turbo slotted rotors with Xtra Life plating and high performance pads. 
When your O.E. disc brake car is in need of new pads and rotors, don’t 
go with the same old plain parts. Get style, performance and durability 
with this new upgrade kit. Kit contains two rotors, pads and hardware.
’67  ............................... A2360000Z .................ea ........ 364.95
’68 - ’70  ............................... A2360001Z .................ea ........ 449.95

REMANUFACTURED DISC BRAKE CALIPERS
**Call our Rebuild Department (ext 117 or 113) to place an order or 

for any questions concerning Rebuilds.**
’67  LH ........................... C4199 .........................ea ........119.95 
 RH. ......................... C4200 .........................ea ........119.95
 Core fee for ’67 calipers.
 LH ........................... C4199CORE ...............ea ........100.00
 RH .......................... C4200CORE ...............ea ........100.00
NOTE: The above Centric calipers have a 90 day/3,000 mile replace-
ment warranty to the original purchaser against defects in mateial or 
workmanship. These calipers are sold on an exhange basis only. Pads 
are NOT included and they are NOT loaded. You must return the core in 
the box fom the new unit within 60 days to receive a full credit. 
’68 - ’70 LH ........................... C4013 .........................ea ..........29.95
 RH .......................... C4012 .........................ea ..........29.95
 Core fee for the ’68 - ’70 calipers.
 LH ........................... C4013CORE ...............ea ..........30.00
 RH .......................... C4012CORE ...............ea ..........30.00

DISC BRAKE PADS – 1 SET PER CAR
’67  ............................... D11 .............................set ..........24.95
’68 - ’70  ............................... D34 .............................set ..........19.95

DISC BRAKE PAD RETAINING CLIP –  
REQUIRES 2 KITS PER CAR 
’67 Stainless steel ........ C7OZ-2B164 ...............ea ..........12.95

QA152QA154

H7102H7045

C3OZ-1102 540460066004

BD2637BD2623

C4200C4199

D11 D34

A2360000Z
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WHEEL BEARING AND RACE ASSEMBLIES
’60 - ’65 Falcon 6-cylinder and ’61 - ’65 Comet 6-cylinder.
 Outer ...................... *A-1 .............................ea ............9.95
’63 - ’70 Falcon V8 to 1-2-70 and ’63 - ’65 Comet V8.
 Outer ...................... *A-2 .............................ea ............8.95 

Inner ....................... *A-4 .............................ea ............9.95
’63 - ’70 Falcon V8 to 1-5-70 and ’63 - ’65 Comet V8.
  Inner ....................... *A-6 .............................ea ..........10.95
’70 Falcon from 1-2-70.
 Outer ...................... A-12 ............................ea ............9.95
’70 Falcon from 1-2-70.
 Inner ....................... A-13 ............................ea ..........10.95

INNER WHEEL BEARING SEAL
’60 - ’65 Falcon 6-cylinder; ’61 - ’62 Comet all; ’63 - ’65 Comet
 6-cylinder ................ *7994S ........................ea ..........10.95
’63 - ’70 Falcon V8 and ’63 - ’65 Comet V8.
  ............................... *6815 ..........................ea ............2.95

PARKING BRAKE CABLE EQUALIZER
’60 - ’65  ............................... *C0DD-2A602A ...........ea ..........12.95

PARKING BRAKE CABLE EQUALIZER ROD
’60 - ’70  Includes illustration and two nuts. Universal fi t 12" long, cut 

from thread end to required length.
  ............................... B7A-2628B .................ea ..........17.95 

PARKING BRAKE RETURN SPRING
’66 - ’70 Falcon .................... C6OZ-2A651A ............ea ............9.95

BRAKE CABLES
Front
’60 - ’61 2- and 4-door sedans before 5-1-61. 
 Approximately 497/8" long.
  ............................... *C1DD-2853A .............ea ..........22.50
’60 - ’61 Sedan delivery, station wagon and Ranchero before
 5-1-61. 431/4" long.
  ............................... *C1DD-2853B .............ea ..........29.95

’61 - ’65 All except convertible from 5-1-61. 503/4" long.
  ............................... *C3DZ-2853B .............ea ..........29.95
’63 - ’65 Convertible ............. *C4DZ-2853A .............ea ..........46.95
’66 - ’67 All. Approximately 44" long.
  ............................... C6OZ-2853A ...............ea ..........29.95
’68 - ’70 All. Approximately 44" long.
  ............................... C8OZ-2853A ...............ea ..........29.95

Rear
’60 - ’61 Sedan delivery and station wagon before 5-1-61.
 Approximately 166" long.
  ............................... *C1DZ-2A635A ...........ea ..........53.95
’60 - ’61 All except sedan delivery, station wagon and Ranchero 

before 5-1-61 (1515/16" long) and ’61 - ’63 All except
 convertible 6-cylinder from 5-1-61.
  ............................... *C3DZ-2A635D ...........ea ..........49.95
’63 All except convertible 8-cylinder. 1515/16" long.
  ............................... *C3DZ-2A635B ...........ea ..........49.95
’64 - ’65 All 6-cylinders except convertible. 1525/16" long.
  ............................... *C4DZ-2A635A ...........ea ..........54.95
’64 - ’65 All 8-cylinder except convertible. 1525/16" long.
  ............................... *C4DZ-2A635C ...........ea ..........49.95
’64 - ’67 6- and 8-cylinder convertible. Will not fi t Comet.
 1291/4" long. ........... C4DZ-2A635B ............ea ..........42.95
’66 - ’70 2- and 4-door sedans. 1703/16" long.
  ............................... C6DZ-2A635A ............ea ..........53.95
’66 - ’70 Station wagon and Ranchero. 1763/16" long.
  ............................... C6OZ-2A635A ............ea ..........39.95

BRAKE PEDAL PADS 
’60 - ’65 Automatic transmission.
  ............................... *C0DD-2457A .............ea ............7.95
’60 - ’65  Manual transmission.
  ............................... *B7A-2457A ................ea ............4.95
’66 - ’70 Manual transmission with manual brakes.
  ............................... C5ZZ-2457G ...............ea ...........  2.95
’68 - ’70 Manual transmission with disc.
  ............................... C5ZZ-2454D ...............ea ............8.95
’66 - ’70 Automatic transmission with manual brakes.
  ............................... C6OZ-2457A ...............ea ............5.95

6815

A-2 A-6

A-12

CODD-2A602A B7A-2628B

A-13

C0DD-2457A B7A-2457A C5ZZ-2457G

C5ZZ-2454D C6OZ-2457A

*Save 10% from our already low prices, 
get expedited order processing and free 
shipping. Join AK’s Gold Card Club 
TODAY! Ask your salesperson for more 
information.
*Some exclusions apply.

Auto Krafters, Inc.
Gold Card Club
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BRAKE PEDAL PADS CONTINUED
’68 - ’70 Automatic transmission with disc.
  ............................... D3ZZ-2454A ...............ea ............9.95

PARKING BRAKE PEDAL PAD
’66 - ’69  ............................... C6OZ-2454A ...............ea ............9.95

BRAKE PAD STAINLESS STEEL TRIM 
’66 - ’70 Manual transmission.
   .............................. D1ZZ-2A487B .............ea ..........19.95
’66 - ’70 Automatic transmission.
  ............................... C6OZ-2A487A ............ea ..........14.95

CLUTCH PEDAL PAD TRIM
’66 - ’70  ............................... C5ZZ-7B544A .............ea ............6.95

CLUTCH PEDAL PADS
’60 - ’65 Genuine Ford ......... *B7A-2457A ................ea ............4.95
’66 - ’70  ............................... C5ZZ-7A624B .............ea ............2.95

BRAKE AND CLUTCH MOUNT BUSHING – 
REQUIRES 2 PER ARM 
’60 - ’70 ’65 Comet brake and clutch and ’69 - ’70 brake only.
  ............................... *B7AZ-2471B ..............ea ............1.95

CLUTCH PEDAL ASSIST SPRING INSULATOR
U-shaped. 3/8" long. 5/64" thick. 1/4" between legs.
’65  ............................... C1DZ-7A630A ............ea ............5.95

CLUTCH PEDAL RETURN SPRING 
’65 - ’68 ’65 all; ’66 - ’68 200/289/302 with 3.03 and 4 speed trans-

mission ................... C2AZ-7534A ...............ea .......... 19.95

DISC BRAKE CONVERSION KITS 
BY STAINLESS STEEL BRAKES 
All kits have a 90 day warranty. Front kits contain everything necessary 
to totally convert a production drum brake equipped car to factory
4-piston disc brakes. All parts, except for calipers, are new, either Ford 
or made to Ford prints. Calipers for A120, A120-D and A121 are brand 
new, stainless steel and carry a lifetime warranty on our 4-piston caliper 
systems. If the car is factory equipped with an 8-cylinder engine, the 
spindles do not have to be changed. Our single-piston caliper systems 
come with spindles. Forty-fi ve piece kit comes complete with instructions 
and can be completely installed, without special tools, in 4 hours. Rear 
kits contain 123 pieces. They use 1984-86 Mustang SVO rear calipers 
with integral parking brake mechanisms and unidirectional vented rotors. 
Comes with full instructions and can be installed in about 8 hours without 
special tools, cutting or welding. All parts on the rear kits are new.

Front
’60 - ’65 6-cylinder. 4 lug ...... *A120-4 .......................ea ... 1,165.00
’63 - ’66 Original, 4-piston caliper, single-bowl master cylinder. V8 only.
  ............................... A120 ...........................ea ...... 995.00
’64 - ’65 V8. Dual-bowl master cylinder for added safety.
  ............................... A120D .........................ea ........ 995.00
’67 Original, 4-piston caliper, dual master cylinder.
  ............................... A121 ...........................ea ... 1,025.00
’68 - ’69 Original, single-piston caliper. Power Brakes only.
  ............................... A132 ...........................ea ... 1,195.95
’70 Original, single-piston caliper.
  ............................... A133 ...........................ea ... 1,195.00
’70 Falcon/Ranchero. With 5 lug/14" wheels. Non-power, dual 

bowl master cylinder, single piston calipers.
 Includes spindles. ... A133-1 ........................ea ...... 985.00

Rear
’63 - ’70 Ford 9" 31 spline big bearing with 15" wheels.
  ............................... A110 ...........................ea .......995.00
 Ford 9" 28 spline small bearing and all 8" - 15" wheels.
  ............................... A111 ...........................ea .......995.00
 Ford 9" 28 spline small bearing and all 8" - 14" wheels.
  ............................... A111-2 ........................ea .......749.95
’63 - ’70 Falcon/Comet/Ranchero. Big bearing with 14" wheels.
 9" with 31 spline axle.
  ............................... *A110-1 .......................ea .......749.95
  Fee for slotting and plating any of the above.
  ............................... SPROTOR ..................ea .......100.00
NOTE: The A111-2 is to be used with all 14" wheels including the Styled 
Steel and Magnum 500s. Most 15" wheels will clear the A111 and the 
A110 kits but there may be exceptions.

Can’t fi nd the part you’re looking for?
Try our Used Parts Division

1-800-228-7346

D3ZZ-2454A

C5ZZ-7B544A

B7A-2457A C5ZZ-7A624B

Front Conversion Kit Rear Conversion Kit

C6OZ-2454A

D1ZZ-2A487B C6OZ-2A487A

B7AZ-2471B C1DZ-7A630A

Order online 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

www.autokrafters.com
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HBRAKE PEDAL ASSEMBLY – POWER DISC
For use with disc brake conversion kits #s A132 or A133 on page 85.
 A/T .......................... A21184 .......................ea ..........75.00
 M/T ......................... A21185 .......................ea ..........75.00

BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH BLOCK
Use with vehicles that use a brake switch on the master 
cylinder and A120D and A120 brake conversion kits 
listed on page 85. 
’63 - ’66 ............. A0813 .........................ea ..........24.95

BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH AND “T” KIT
This kit is used to replace your brake light switch when you install dual 
reservoir master cylinder part #MC1503K (shown on page 81.) and you 
do not want to use your old switch. This kit operates your brake lights 
with an in line switch and a brass “T”. Has 3/8 - 24 threads. You may also 
use part #SW24 along with #A0813 instead of this kit.
’60 - ’701/2 Drum brakes ........... *HW2003 ....................kit ...........29.95

COMPLETE CLUTCH KITS – BY BWD
All clutch kits have a 12-month or 12,000 mile warranty. Kits include 
plate, cover and release bearing. These are new, not rebuilt.

’66 - ’701/2 250/289/302. Size - 10 - 11/16 - 10.
 Lever style .............. 90265 ..........................kit .........166.95
 Diaphragm style ..... 90214 ..........................kit .........139.95

’701/2 351. Size - 11 - 11/16 - 10.
 Lever Style ............. 90202 ..........................kit .........159.95
 Diaphragm Style
  ............................... 90203 ..........................kit .........169.95

CLUTCH EQUALIZER PARTS

Felt Washer
’60 - ’70 With standard transmission.
 Genuine Ford ......... *358979S ....................ea ............1.50

CLUTCH EQUALIZER PARTS CONTINUED

Idler Lever Bushing
’60 - ’70 All. Genuine Ford.
  ............................... *C0AZ-7526B ..............ea ............2.50

Shaft Bearing Retainer
’61 - ’70 All. Genuine Ford. 
  ............................... *C1DD-7A629A ...........ea ............2.95

Clutch Release Lever Dust Shield
’63 - ’65 Falcon .................... C3OZ-7513A ...............ea ..........11.95
’65 - ’70 Falcon V8 and ’65 Comet all.
  ............................... *C6OZ-7513C .............ea ..........14.95
’66 - ’70 170, 200 6-cylinder.
  ............................... C6GY-7513A ..............ea ..........12.95
’66 - ’701/2 Falcon .................... C6OZ-7A533C ............ea ..........10.95

Clutch Release Lever Anti-Rattle Spring
’65 Comet.
  ............................... *C6AZ-7562A ..............ea ............9.95

Clutch Release Lever Bracket Pivot

’68 - ’70 Falcon 6-cylinder. L-shaped. 7/8" X 11/16" X 115/16". Includes 
attaching hardware.

  ............................... C8OZ-7522A ...............ea ..........22.95

Ball – At Clutch Release Equalizer Bar
’61 - ’70 ’61 6-cylinder, ’61 Comet - all, and ’62 - ’70 all
  ............................... *C1DD-7543A .............ea ............2.95

Clutch Release Lever Fork

’68 - ’70 289/302 from 2-15-68. 101/2".
  ............................... C8OZ-7515A ...............ea ..........59.95
’67 - ’68 Falcon 6-cylinder, 9" long except heavy duty.
  ............................... C7ZZ-7515C ...............ea ..........51.95

C6AZ-7562A C8OZ-7522A

90202

C0AZ-7526B C1DD-7A629A

C3OZ-7513A C6OZ-7513C

C6GY-7513A C6OZ-7A533C

A21184 A21185

Not sure of a term used here?
Check the Glossary in the back of this catalog.
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CLUTCH EQUALIZER PARTS CONTINUED

Clutch Equalizer Bars
’60 - ’63 6-cylinder and ’61 - ’63 Comet 6-cylinder 144/170.
  ............................... *C1DD-7528C .............ea ..........89.95
’63 V8 ........................... C3DZ-7528A ...............ea ..........94.95
’64 V8 ........................... C4DZ-7528A ...............ea ..........99.95

’65 V8 ........................... C5DZ-7528A   .............ea ..........99.95

ROD – EQUALIZER BAR TO CLUTCH RELEASE LEVER
’60 - ’65  ............................... C0DZ-7521A ...............ea ..........29.95
’66 - ’67 289, 61/2" long. ....... C6ZZ-7521E ...............ea ..........19.95
’67 200/298, 81/4" long.
  ............................... C7OZ-7521A ...............ea ..........14.95

EQUALIZER BAR ENGINE MOUNT PIVOT KIT
’63 - ’65 Falcon/Comet all 6- and 8-cylinders. This reproduction kit 

includes a pivot, 1 metal washer, 1 felt washer, 1 bushing 
and 1 clip.

  ............................... *C2OA-7A531KIT ........kit ...........16.95

PRESSURE PLATES BY CENTERFORCE®

These pressure plates offer 30% more holding capacity than a stock 
O.E.M. clutch while maintaining a stock pedal feel. This system is
recommended as the finest quality “upgrade” from the original clutch.
’64 - ’70 ‘64 260; ’65 - ’67 289 and ’68 - ’70 302 4/B.
  ............................... CF360030 ...................ea ........146.95

10" CLUTCH DISC/PRESSURE PLATE SETS 
BY CENTERFORCE®

These clutch/disc sets are designed for use with engines producing 
high horsepower and torque output. It is suited for any radically altered 
high performance street vehicles and four-wheel drive vehicles. All 
Centerforce® clutch systems provide smooth engagement and light pedal 
pressure without compromising high performance. Diaphragm style. For 
throwout bearing, use part #N1439, shown above.
NOTE: O.E. clutch disc may be 101/2".
’64 - ’67 ’64 260 and ’65 - ’67 289.
  ............................... DF490030 ...................set ........299.95

10" CLUTCH DISCS BY CENTERFORCE® 
Diaphragm style. NOTE: O.E. clutch may be 101/2”.
’64 - ’70 ’64 260; ’65 - ‘67 289 and ’68 - ’70 302.
  ............................... 280490 ........................ea ..........95.95

THROWOUT BEARING
For use with the following clutch disc/pressure plate set DF490030, 
shown below  ............................... N1439 .........................ea ..........40.95

PILOT BEARING
’63 - ’70 ’68 - ’70 Falcon 6-cylinder 170/200/250; ’68 - ’70 Falcon
 8-cylinder 302/351W; ’63 - ’65 Comet 6-cylinder 

144/170/200 ........... *FC65662 ....................ea ..........14.95

CLUTCH PILOT BUSHING
’69 - ’70 Falcon 302 ............. *N20 ............................ea ............5.95

Pressure Plate and 
Clutch Disc, Pressure Plate Set, 

and Throwout Bearing.

C2OA-7A531KIT

C6ZZ-7521E C7OZ-7521A

C4DZ-7528A
C5DZ-7528A

C3DZ-7528A

C1DD-7528C

We pride ourselves in offering the best quality parts at the 
lowest prices possible. If our prices are not already lower, 
we will match any competitor’s price on like-quality parts. 

Prices matched must be current and verifiable from their web site. Price 
corrections must be made before purchase is made. No refunds on 
previous orders.

Auto Krafters, Inc. 
Price Match Guarantee
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Interior

INTERIOR SCREW KITS
Kits usually contain screws for coat hooks, sun visors, dash bezel, dash 
panel, kick panels, pillar molding, radio speaker, quarter panels, step 
plates, seat side, and steering column cover. Some kits contain more 
screws than needed.
’61 Comet 4-door. 58 pieces.
  ............................... FO1340 .......................kit ...........19.95
’62 - ’63 Comet 4-door. 58 pieces.
  ............................... FO1341 .......................kit ...........20.95
’63 2-door hardtop. 75 pieces.
  ............................... FO1231 .......................kit ...........27.95
’63 Ranchero. 54 pieces.
  ............................... FO1610 .......................kit ...........18.95
’63 - ’64 Convertible. 86 pieces.
  ............................... FO1230 .......................kit ...........21.95
’63 - ’64 4-door. 67 pieces.
  ............................... FO1250 .......................kit ...........22.95
’63 - ’64 2-door. 88 pieces.
  ............................... FO1271 .......................kit ...........33.95
’64 Futura 2-door hardtop. 70 pieces.
  ............................... FO1620 .......................kit ...........22.95
’64 Comet 4-door. 69 pieces.
  ............................... FO1320 .......................kit ...........24.95
’64 Comet 2-door hardtop. 77 pieces.
  ............................... FO1321 .......................kit ...........26.95
’65 Falcon convertible. 103 pieces.
  ............................... FO1273 .......................kit ...........59.95
’65 4-door. 84 pieces.
  ............................... FO1270 .......................kit ...........33.95
’65 Caliente 2-door hardtop. 91 pieces.
  ............................... FO1590 .......................kit ...........28.95
’65 Ranchero. 60 pieces.
  ............................... FO1272 .......................kit ...........23.95
’66 4-door. 36 pieces.
  ............................... FO1405 .......................kit ...........12.95
’66 Ranchero. 61 pieces.
  ............................... FO621 .........................kit ...........21.95

DASH AND RELATED

Firewall Pad Retainers
’60 - ’701/2 Steel ....................... 48-7001670CLIP .........ea ............3.00
’68 - ’70 Rubber – Ford ........ C8ZZ-6501691A .........ea ............3.95

DASH AND RELATED CONTINUED

Heater Related Hardware
’60 - ’65 Heater plenum screw kit. Set of 4.
  ............................... *AK343 ........................kit .............3.00
’60 - ’70 Heater box clip.
  ............................... *C0DF-19A779A .........ea ............3.95

Air Conditioning Register Clip
’63 - ’70 With hang-on air conditioning.
  ............................... C3AZ-19A683 .............ea ............1.25

Dash Pad Retainer Clip
’64 - ’66 Falcon and ’64 - ’65 Comet. Requires 10 per vehicle.
  ............................... *C4GY-54044B96C .....ea .............. .50

Glove Box Hardware
’60 - ’65 Glove box mounting screw kit. Set of 7.
  ............................... AK196 .........................kit .............1.80
’60 - ’65 Glove box bumper.
  ............................... *AV4246 ......................ea ............1.00

’67 - ’69 Bumper ................... C6AZ-6206066A .........ea ............1.00
’67 - ’69 Glove box door spring.

  ............................... C6AZ-6206069 ...........ea ............2.95

Ash Tray Bumpers
’62 - ’66  ............................... 380369S .....................pr .............1.25

’68 - ’70 Dash ash tray ......... AK250 .........................pr .............2.00

Instrument Cluster Screws
’64 - ’65 Black. Set of 6. ....... AK179 .........................set ............1.75

48-7001670CLIP C8ZZ-6501691A

C0DF-19A779AAK343

C3AZ-19A683 C4GY-54044B96C

AV4246

380369S AK250

AK179

FO1231

C6AZ-6206069

AK196

C6AZ-6206066A
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HORN HARDWARE PARTS
’60 - ’64 Horn ring plastic retainer.
 ........... (A) .............. *C2DZ-13A809 ...........ea ............2.00
’60 - ’64 Horn brush contact.
 ........... (H) .............. C2OZ-13A821A ..........ea ............8.95
’60 - ’68 ’65 - ’68 Falcon; ’60, ’62, ’64, ’65 Comet, ’63 Comet sedans 

and station wagon. Horn blowing ring insulator, 
  ...........(D) .............. *C0DZ-13A813A .........ea ..........16.95
’60 - ’70  Horn spring.... (C) ... C0DZ-13A807B ..........ea ............3.95
’60 - ’70 Horn mounting kit, 2 bolts and 2 nuts.
  ............................... AK268 .........................kit .............2.00
’65 - ’66 Falcon and ’65 Comet. Horn ring retainer with alternator.
 (A) .......................... *D1TZ-13A809B .........ea ............2.00
’65 - ’66 ’65 - ’66 Falcon with alternator and ’65 Comet. Horn blowing 

cam ring.
 ............(B) .............. *C5AZ-13A811A ........ ea ......... 21.95
’65 - ’66 Horn contact plate – Genuine Ford.
 ........... (F) ............... D1TZ-13A808A ...........ea ..........26.95 
’65 - ’67 ’65 Comet and ’65 - ’67 Falcon. Horn switch brush 
 plate – inner. Genuine Ford.
 ........... (G) .............. *C5AZ-13A823F .........ea ..........13.95
’65 - ’70 ’65 - ’70 Falcon and ’65 Comet. Horn contact insulator – 

lower. Without speed control.
 Genuine Ford.
 ........... (I) ................ *C5AZ-13867A ............ea ............3.95
’67 Horn ring insulator. Replaces 1HO-067-009.

 ........... (E) .............. C7AZ-13A903B ...........ea ............3.00

ACCELERATOR RETRACTING SPRINGS AND HARDWARE
’66 - ’68 Falcon 289 and ’68 Falcon 302. Accelerator 
 retracting spring ..... C5ZZ-9737B ...............ea ............4.95
’66 - ’68 Accelerator pedal spring. Before 4-25-68.
  ............................... AK272 .........................ea ............3.50
’68 - ’70 Accelerator pedal screw. After 4-25-68.
  ............................... AK447 .........................ea ............7.95 

Accelerator pedal screw and retainer.
  ............................... AK255 .........................set ............4.75

BRAKE AND CLUTCH PEDAL  
MOUNTING BUSHING
’60 - ’70     Requires 2 per arm.
 .............................. *B7AZ-2471B ...............ea ............1.95

KICK PANEL SCREWS 
’60 Set of 4. .................. *AK171 ........................kit .............1.00 

DOOR HARDWARE AND RELATED

Door Hinge Repair Items 
’60 - ’65 Lower door hinge repair kit. Includes 1 hinge pin, 2 bush-

ings, 1 spring, 1 cam, 1 cam pivot pin, 1 rider pin. 
 LH ........................... *MM004L .....................kit ...........32.95
 RH .......................... *MM004R ....................kit ...........32.95
’60 - ’65 Repair hinge pin. 1 per hinge.
  ............................... *AV14559 ....................ea ............1.45
’60 - ’65 Repair hinge bushing. 2 per hinge.
  ............................... *AV14550 ....................ea ............1.00
’65 - ’67 Hinge repair kit. ’65 Comet and ’66 - ’67 Falcon. Repairs 1 

upper and 1 lower hinge. Includes pins, bushings, cam and 
stop. Requires 2 per car. Cast hinges only.

  ............................... *MDH001 ....................kit ...........19.95
’65 - ’70 Falcon and ’65 Comet. Repair hinge spring. 1 per hinge.
  ............................... *21232 ........................ea ............1.25

AK272 AK447 AK255

MDH001MM004L

AV14550AV14559

21232

C5AZ-13A823F
(G)

D1TZ-13A809B
(A)

C0DZ-13A807B
(C)

C2OZ-13A821A
(H)

(A)

(C)

(E)

(G)

(D)

(F)

(H)

(I)

(B)

’67 Only

Typical 
Illustration

C5AZ-13A811A
(B)

C0DZ-13A813A
(D)

C7AZ-13A903B
(E)

C5AZ-13867A
(I)

D1TZ-
13A808A

(F)

AK268

C5ZZ-9737B
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Window Roller
’60 - ’70 ’60 - ’64 Falcon all and ’61 - ’70 Falcon tailgate. With clip.
  ............................... 3135A ..........................ea ............1.25

’65 - ’70 Falcon and ’65 Comet. 11/16" O.D. X 1/2" thick. With rivet.
  ............................... *2260 ..........................ea ............3.50

Door Handle and Window Regulator Handle Spring 
’60 - ’65 Falcon and ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *B7A-7022624A ..........ea ............1.25

Door and Window Handle Retaining Clip
’60 - ’65 Falcon and ’62 - ’65 Comet. Uses 2-4 per car.
  ............................... *AV2288 ......................ea .............. .25

Window Regulator Handle Screw Cover

’68 - ’701/2  This screw cover is not included with the knobs.
  ............................... C8AZ-6223362A .........ea ............1.50

Door and Window Handle Screws
’65 - ’67 Allen head screws. Exact reproduction. Requires 4.
  ............................... 379259-S13 ................ea ............1.25
’68 - ’70 Phillips head screws. Set of 4.
  ............................... AK466 .........................set ............1.25

Door Handle and Window Regulator Handle Backing Plate 
’66 - ’67 For window regulator on the doors and quarter cranks.
  ............................... C5AZ-6223370A .........ea ............1.00

Door Latch Rod Retainer
’64 - ’65 After 3-1-64. Requires up to 12 per vehicle.
  ............................... *C3AZ-6221952A ........ea ............2.95

Arm Rest Clips and Screw Kit
’66 - ’69 Front door; ’66 - ’67 4-door and station wagon rear door;
 ’68 - ’69 Front and rear doors. All with standard interior.
 Reproduction .......... C7AZ-6224146 ...........ea ............1.50
 Genuine Ford ......... F0UZ-1524146A .........ea ............3.95

’66 - ’69 Arm rest mount screw kit. 2 hex head screws. 1/4”. Use with 
screw on pad or base.

  ............................... AK236 .........................kit .............1.00

Door Seal
’63 - ’70 Lower door (inner panel bottom drain). Uses 2-10 per vehicle.
  ............................... *C3AZ-6220700B ........ea ............2.25

Door Lock Grommets
’65 - ’69 Clear plastic ........... *DLG1999 ...................pr .............1.25
’66 - ’69 Stainless steel ........ *D0DZ-6221999 ..........pr .............3.00
’68 - ’70 Stainless steel......... C7SZ-6521999BNOS ..pr .............2.50
’65 - ’69 And ’65 Comet. Chrome-plated.
  ............................... *C5DZ-6221999C .......pr .............4.95

Door Panel Clips
’60 - ’70 Requires 15 ............ *AV8206 ......................ea .............. .30

STRIKER PLATE SCREWS
Sets of 4.
’65 - ’70 Zinc plated .............. AK560 .........................set ............2.00
 Stainless steel ........ AK562 .........................set ............3.00
NOTE: Striker plates can be found on page 24.

STRIKER PLATE INSERT COVERS
’60 - ’63 ’60 - ’62 Falcon and Comet; ’63 Falcon and Comet except 

hardtop and convertible/
 LH ........................... *C3SZ-6322015A ........ea ............4.95
 RH .......................... *C3SZ-6322014A ........ea ............4.95

DOOR STRIKER INSERT
’60 - ’64 ’60 - ’62 Falcon front doors; ’60 - ’62 Falcon 4-door sedan and 

station wagon rear doors; ’63 - ’64 Falcon except 2-door hardtop 
and convertible front doors; ’63 - ’64 Falcon 4-door sedan and 
station wagon rear doors; ’60 - ’63 Comet exept 2-door hardtop 
and convertible front and reat doors. Requires one per door.

  ............................... *C2AZ-6222040A ........ea ............9.95

DOOR LOCK CYLINDER RETAINER
’66 - ’70 doors, luggage compartment and tailgate.
  ............................... C5AZ-6222023A .........ea ............3.00

DATA PLATE RIVETS
’60 - ’69   Requires 2 .................. DPR ............................ea ............1.00

3135A 2260 AV2288

C8AZ-6223362A 379259-S13 AK466

C5AZ-6223370A C3AZ-6221952A

AK236

AK560 AK562

DLG1999 D0DZ-6221999

C5DZ-6221999C
AV8206

Looking for good quality used parts for your classic Ford?
We might have what you are looking for in our

Used Parts Department.
Call us at 1-800-228-7346

C7AZ-6224146
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DOOR LATCH AREA REPAIR PLATES
Used to repair fatigue stress cracks around door latches.
’64 - ’65  ............................... *6522008R ..................pr ...........29.95
’66 - ’70 Requires trimming for ’69 - ’70.
  ............................... 6722008R ...................pr ...........29.95

FLOOR PAN PLUGS
’63 - ’64 3/4". ......................... 352291S .....................ea ............1.50

’63 - ’70 7/8". Genuine Ford.
  ............................... *377949S ....................ea ............3.95
’64 - ’70 Rear floor pan extension drain plug. ’63- ’64 Falcon station 

wagon, sedan delivery; ’65 Comet; ’66 - ’67 Falcon;
 ’68 - ’70 Falcon sedan, station wagon.
 . .............................. *C3AZ-6211202A ........pr ...........12.95
’65 1" ............................ 377678S .....................ea ............1.50

STEP PLATE SCREWS
’60 - ’70 One side. Set of 9.
  ............................... *AK113 ........................kit .............3.50

COAT HOOK HARDWARE
’60 - ’68 Coat hook screws. Set of 2.
  ............................... AK172 .........................set .............. .60
’68 - ’70 Coat hook cover. Installed over the retainer
 #C8AZ-6229232A (not included). Black.
  ............................... C8AZ-6229024 ...........ea ............5.95
 Coat hood retainer. Black.
  ............................... C8AZ-6229232A .........ea ............3.50

SUN VISOR TIPS 
‘60 - ‘70 .......... *VT1 ............................pr .............2.00

SUNVISOR ANCHOR PIN
’65 Comet ..................... C4SZ-6304114A ..........ea ............2.95

SUNVISOR ARM AND BRACKET 
’63 - ’65 Hardtop .................. *C3DZ-6304144-5A..pr ..............39.95
’63 - ’65 Convertible ............. *C3DZ-7604144-5A..pr ..............49.95

SUNVISOR CENTER CLIPS
’68 - ’701/2 Black ...................... C8ZZ-6504132-01 ......ea ..........14.95
 White ...................... C8ZZ-6504132-05 ......ea ..........14.95

WINDOW REGULATOR HANDLE SHAFT REPAIR KIT
Includes shaft and rivets.
’60 - ’65 ’60 - ’62 Falcon all; ’60 - ’64 Comet 2-door sedan and station 

wagon, and ’63 - ’65 Falcon 2-door sedan, station wagon; 
Ranchero, and sedan delivery.

  ............................... *C0DZ-6423200KIT ....kit ...........19.95

SEATBELT HOOK ATTACHING PINS
’64 Concours-correct replacements. Clear plastic. Set of 4.
  ............................... TMR-001 .....................set ............9.95 

FRONT SEAT ADJUST HANDLE KNOB AND RETAINER
’60 - ’70 Falcon and ’65 Comet, knob. Genuine Ford.
  ............................... *C5AZ-6261753BA..ea ................2.95
’60 - ’70 Falcon and ’65 Comet, retainer.
  ............................... *C5AZ-6262060A ..........ea ..........2.95
NOTE: You must have a retainer to install knob.

SEAT RETAINING HEX NUT AND WASHER
’65 - ’66  Falcon. This excellent reproduction comes in a package of 

4 and one package will do one seat.
  ............................... 378643S .....................set  ...........6.95

UPHOLSTERY INSTALLATION 
 KIT AND RINGS
Includes professional pliers and enough hog rings to 
do one installation
 ...................... UPHKIT .......................kit ...........18.95

Extra hog rings (200) .................. AK168 .........................pkg ...........3.95

C3AZ-6211202A 377678S

377949S352291S

C8ZZ-6504132-05C8ZZ-6504132-01

TMR-001

C3DZ-6304144-5A

6522008R 6722008R

C8AZ-6229232AC8AZ-6229024AK172

C5AZ-6261753BA C5AZ-6262060A
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Trunk

GAS FILLER NECK HOSE CLAMPS
’64 - ’70................AK208 .........................pr .............9.95

SPARE TIRE MOUNTING HARDWARE
’60 - ’70 J-Bolt. ’60 - ’70 Falcon and ’60 - ’65 Comet. May need to 

trim excess length.
  ............................... *C6OZ-1448D .............ea ............6.95
’66 J-Bolt. 2- and 4-door Falcon sedans. Concours
 show-quality part. 9" long.
  ............................... C6OZ-1448A ...............ea ............4.95
’60 - ’67 Nut. Falcon and ’60 - ’64 Comet. 3/8" – 16 thread.
  ............................... *B9AZ-1462A ..............ea ............2.00
’68 - ’70 Nut. All except station wagon. 1/2" – 13 thread.
  ............................... AK161 .........................ea ............2.95

TRUNK BOARD HARDWARE KITS
’60 - ’63  ............................... AK183C ......................ea ............3.00
’64 - ’67  ............................... AK183B .......................ea ............3.00

TRUNK AND UNDER HOOD HARDWARE KIT
’64 - ’65 273 pieces .............. FO202-1 ......................kit .........129.95
’66 Ranchero – under hood kit only. 193 pieces.
  ............................... FO207 .........................kit ...........99.95

Exterior

EXTERIOR SCREW KITS
Kits usually contain screws for headlight molding, parking lights, grille, 
mirror, taillight lens and windshield moulding. Some kits contain more 
screws than needed.
’61 Comet. 42 pieces.
  ............................... *FO1350 .....................kit ...........18.95
’62 Comet. 43 pieces.
  ............................... *FO1360 .....................kit ...........19.95
’63 32 pieces ................ FO1240 .......................kit ...........13.95
’63 Comet. 31 pieces.
  ............................... *FO1370 .....................kit ...........10.95
’63 Ranchero. 80 pieces.
  ............................... FO1615 .......................kit ...........29.95
’64  42 pieces ................ FO1625 .......................kit ...........17.95
’64 Comet. 28 pieces.
  ............................... *FO1330 .....................kit ...........12.95

EXTERIOR SCREW KITS CONTINUED
’65 30 pieces ................ FO1280 .......................kit ...........12.95
’65 Caliente. 32 pieces.
  ............................... *FO1595 .....................kit ...........12.95
’65 Ranchero. 69 pieces.
  ............................... FO823 .........................kit ...........26.95
’66 Ranchero. 78 pieces.
  ............................... FO820 .........................kit ...........29.95
’66 Ranchero kit with wheel well. 106 pieces.
  ............................... FO820A .......................kit ...........39.95

BODY ASSEMBLY KITS
A typical kit includes fasteners to attach battery tray; 
bumper guards and brackets; cowl braces; cowl panel; 
door hinges; strikers and latches; fenders; splash 
shields and extensions; floorboard plates; grille and 
supports; headlamp doors and housings; hood, hinges, 
latch, latch catch and support; outside mirrors; quarter 
extensions; stone deflector; suspension bumper 

brackets; trunk latch, latch striker, trunk lid and hinges; and front and rear 
valance. Kits include all related spring nuts and clips.
‘66  Ranchero ................ C6DB-66 .....................kit .........179.95
‘66 - ‘67 Falcon .................... C6DB-62 .....................kit .........149.95

BODY BOLTS
60 - ’70 1/4” - 20 X 1/4”. Goes with #AV10050 and #AV10051. See
 page 96. ................. AV10823 .....................ea .............. .50
’60 - ’65 Black with star washer. Requires 12.
  ............................... AK341B .......................ea .............. .95
’60 - ’65 Cadium with star washer. Requires 12.
  ............................... AK433C  .....................ea ............1.25
’64 - ’65 Black with disc washer. Requires 12.
 5/16" X 18 X 1 .......... AV9756 .......................ea .............. .40
’64 - ’65 Cadium with disc washer. Requires 12.
  ............................... AK276C ......................ea .............. .65
’65 - ’67 Phosphate with external tooth washer.
 O.E.M. type ............ 378156-S2 (A) ............ea ............1.25
’66 - ’67 Phosphate with 5/16" toothed washer.
 O.E.M. type ............ 359662-S2 (B) ............ea ............1.25
’67 - ’69 Cadium with 5/16" disc washer.
 O.E.M. type ............ 378178-S7 (C) ............ea ............1.25
’67 - ’69 Cadium with 5/16" disc washer.
 O.E.M. type ............ 378178-S2 (D) ............ea ............1.25
’69 - ’70 Zinc plated with 7/8" disc washer.
 O.E.M. type ............ 57140-S8 (E) ..............ea ............1.25

C6OZ-1448AC6OZ-1448D

B9AZ-1462A

AK161

AK183C FO202-01

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

AK341B AK433C

378156-S2

378178-S2 57140-S8

AV9756 AK276C

378178-S7

AV10823
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BODY BOLTS CONTINUED

Fine Thread
’60 - ’64 Gray/black body bolt and washer are fine thread. Thread 

size 5/16 - 24, length 15/16" , wrench size 1/2" hex, diameter 
3/16". For nut see part number 55737-S, for u-nut or clip see 
part number 12008.

  ................................. 373687-S ..................ea ............1.35
’60 - ’64 Gray/black body bolt and washer are fine thread. Thread 

size 5/16 – 24, length 11/16", wrench size 1/2" hex, diameter 
3/16". For nut see part number 55737-S, for u-nut or clip see 
part #12008.

  ............................... 374773-S ....................ea ............1.35
’60 - ’64 This 5/16" fine thread nut has 24 threads and a .70" O.D., 

1/2" hex wrench size. For use with above bolts.
  ............................... 55737-S ......................ea ............1.00

U-NUTS
’60- ’70 17/32" center of hole to edge. Goes with bolt #AV10823.
  ............................... AV10050 .....................ea .............. .50
 25/32" center of hole to edge. Goes with bolt #AV10823.
  ............................... AV10051 .....................ea .............. .60
’60 - ’70 Fender U-nuts. Set of 12.
  ............................... *AK119 ........................set ............5.00
 Long reach u-nuts. . *AV8814 ......................ea .............. .50
 Short reach u-nuts. . *AV10053 ....................ea .............. .45
’60 - ’64 Fine thread 5/16" – 24 U-nuts.
  ............................... 12008 ..........................ea ............1.45

TUBE NUTS – BARREL CLIPS
Small for individual Ford hood letter.
 1/16" stud ................. *378362S ....................ea .............. .50
Medium.
 1/8" stud .................. *AV11293 ....................ea .............. .50
Large for “260” and “289” emblems.

 3/16" stud ................. *AV8405 ......................ea ............1.00

U-BOLTS FOR REAR LEAF SPRINGS
Requires 4 per car.
’60 - ’63 ’60 - ’63 all and ’63 all except 6-cylinder convertible and 

’60 - ’63 Comet except convertible.
  ............................... *C0DD-5705A .............ea ............7.50
’64 - ’65  ............................... C4DZ-5705A ...............ea ............7.50

’66 - ’70 Falcon 2- and 4-door sedan and station wagon. 31/4" W X 
7" H. Bolt size: 7/16". 20 threads per inch.

  ............................... C7WY-5705A ..............ea ............7.50
’66 - ’70 2- and 4-door sedans before 8-25-69.
  ............................... C6DZ-5705A ...............ea ............7.50
’69 - ’70 After 8-25-69. ......... C9ZZ-5705A ...............ea ............7.50

HEADLAMP HARDWARE
’60 Spring. Comet ........ *B8A-13031 ................ea ............5.95
’63 Spring. Comet ........ *C1AB-13031A ............ea ............2.50
’64 Spring. Comet ........ *C2OZ-13031A ...........ea ............1.00
’62 - ’66 Nut. Falcon ............. C2TZ-13181A .............ea ............2.95 
’63 - ’65 Nut. Comet. Requires 8. Genuine Ford.
  ............................... *C3MY-13181A ...........ea ............5.95

BUMPER MOUNTING HARDWARE

Bumper Bolts 
’60 - ’65 And ’67. 7/16" X 14 X 13/4" bolt with nut.
 Genuine Ford ......... AK1003 .......................ea ............3.95
’65 Comet, front and rear. 5/16" X 18 X 3/4". Comes with 2 bolts 

and 2 nuts .............. *AK195 ........................kit .............1.50

Bumper Bolt Wave Washer
’60 - ’70  ............................... C5ZZ-17A924 .............ea ............1.00

Bumper Mounting Kit
’64 - ’65 Front and rear – kit includes 12 bolts, 12 flat washers and 

12 nuts. 36 pieces. . FO167 .........................kit ...........24.95

374773-S

55737-S

373687-S

AV8814

12008

AV10053

C0DD-5705A C4DZ-5705A C7WY-5705A

C2OZ-13031A

AK1003 AK195

C6DZ-5705A C9ZZ-5705A

Includes
nuts

AV10050 AV10051

AV8405AV11293378362S

Two Options for Toll-Free Ordering
by Phone: 1-800-228-7346 

and 
 on the Web www.autokrafters.com

C2TZ-13181A
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BUMPER MOUNTING HARDWARE CONTINUED

Bumper Bracket Mounting Kit
Includes, 6 front frame to bumper bracket washers, 6 front frame to 
bumper bracket bolts, 4 rear frame to bumper bracket bolts, 8 rear frame 
to bumper bracket washers, and 4 rear frame to bumper bracket nuts. 
’64 - ’65 Front and rear. 28 pieces.
  ............................... FO168 .........................kit ...........23.95

BUMPER MOUNTING FASTENER KITS
This kit has all the hardware you need to mount the front and rear
bumpers including bumper bolts and bracket bolts.
’66 - ’67 Falcon .................... C6DB-BM ....................kit ...........27.95
’66 - ’67 Ranchero ................ C6DB-BM66 ................kit ...........19.95

LICENSE PLATE BUMPERS
’60 - ’63 Rear. Requires 2 .... *AV4258 ......................ea ............1.25

ANTENNA MOUNT PAD
’60 - ’61 Falcon and ’61 Comet.
  ............................... *C0DZ-18A813 ...........ea ............4.95
’64 - ’65  ............................... C5ZZ-18A813 .............ea ............1.00

DOOR HANDLE PAD SETS
’60 - ’65 2 small and 2 large. .. *64HP ..........................set ............4.95
’66 - ’70 2 small and 2 large. .. 6671HP .......................set ..........10.95

MIRROR PADS
’60 - ’65 For outside mirror #B5AZ-17696.
  ............................... B5A-17724R ...............ea ............5.95
’63 - ’65 For outside mirror #C3RZ-17696US.
  ............................... C3RZ-17724A .............ea ............2.95
’65 - ’66 For outside mirror #C5ZZ-17696A.
  ............................... C5ZZ-17724B .............ea ............2.95

BODY SIDE AND DOOR MOULDING CLIPS/RETAINERS
’61 Body moulding clip. All except Ranchero – quarter (uses 

12-18 per quarter); ’62 Futura (requires 10 per door, 14 
per quarter panel), ’64 all including Comet – fender uses 
16, front doors use 8-10, rear doors use 4-8 and quarters 
use 4-7 and ’61 all except Ranchero – Falcon front fenders 
(1) and front door (8-10), Falcon 4-door sedan and station 
wagon rear door (4-8), Falcon quarter (12-18) and ’63 Comet 
fenders, doors and quarters except station wagon.

  ............................... *C2OZ-16A076A .........ea ............2.00

BODY SIDE AND DOOR MOULDING 
CLIPS/RETAINERS CONTINUED
’62 - ’63 Retainer, 2- and 4-door sedans and 2- and 4-door station 

wagon, front and rear doors and quarter, 2-16 per car.
  ............................... C2DZ-6429120A .........ea ............2.00
’63 Futura, retainer; also ’63 Falcon hardtop and
 convertible, door and quarter. 20-28 per car.
  ............................... C2AZ-6229120A .........ea ............2.00
’61 Side moulding clip.
  ............................... C0AB-6250024A .........ea ............3.00
’62 Comet body side moulding. Requires 24 per car.
 .. ............................. C2GY-16A076A ...........ea ............2.00
’64 - ’65 Falcon 4-door and 2-door sedan; Ranchero and station wagon 

with deluxe trim, used on fenders, doors and quarters. Use as 
needed, up to 64 per car.

  ............................... C4DZ-6221094B .........ea ............2.00
’64 - ’65 Falcon hardtop, convertible; Futura 2-door and 4-door 

sedan and ’64 Comet all (as needed up to 32 per side).
  ............................... *C2OZ-16A076A .........ea ............2.00

Rocker Panel Moulding Clips/Retainers.
’63 - ’65 ’63 and ’65 Falcon; ’64 Comet – except Cyclone; ’64 - ’65 

Falcon Ranchero. Requires 10-12 per car.
  ............................... *C2YY-6210182 ..........ea ............2.25
’64 Comet. Requires 16 per car.
  ............................... *C2GY-16A076A .........ea ............2.00
NOTE: Call for other clips and retainers. We need good original samples 
to reproduce clips not listed. 

BODY MOULDING CLIPS

Windshield Moulding Clips/Retainers
’63 - ’65 Windshield outside top moulding retainer clip. Hardtop with 

’63 body code. Requires 5 per car.
  ............................... *C3DZ-6303178A ........ea ............1.50
’66 - ’70 Windshield and back glass moulding retainer.
  ............................... D1AZ-6542413B .........ea .............. .30

64HP 6671HP

B5A-17724R C3RZ-17724A

C5ZZ-17724B

C2DZ-6429120A

C2YY-6210182

C3DZ-6303178A D1AZ-6542413B

C2GY-16A076A C4DZ-6221094B

C0DZ-18A813 C5ZZ-18A813

Auto Krafters, Inc.
Gold Card Club

Save 10% from our already low prices, 
get expedited order processing and free 
shipping.*Join AK’s Gold Card Club 
TODAY! Ask your salesperson for more 
information.
*Some exclusions apply.

C2GY-16A076A
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BODY MOULDING CLIPS CONTINUED

Window Moulding Clips
’66 - ’70 Late style, Falcon only. Set of 12.
  ............................... AK247 .........................set ............3.00

Convertible Top Boot Moulding Clip
’63  ............................... 373248-S8 ..................ea ............1.50

WEATHERSTRIP FASTENERS
’61 - ’65 Station wagon and sedan delivery. Set of 4.
  ............................... C1AB-6220807 ...........set ............2.00

WHEEL HOUSE MOULDING SCREWS
’60 - ’701/2 Use with all wheel house mouldings. Kit of 8. Requires 4 kits 

per car. .................... *AK588 ........................kit .............1.75

QUARTER/ROCKER PANEL DRAIN VALVE
’64 - ’70 Uses 2 .................... C4AZ-62103A58 .........pr .............6.95

LUG NUTS
’60 - ’70 Standard ................. *C0AZ-1012A ..............ea .............. .50
 Magnum 500 .......... *S2MS-1012A .............ea ............1.50
 Torq-Thrust tough nuts. Regular cone seat.
 Set of 4 ................... 64000 ..........................ea ............6.95

DOOR BUMPERS
’60 - ’65 Lower door bumper. 5/8".
  ............................... *372167L .....................pr .............4.95

’60 - ’65 Lower door bumper. 7/16".
  ............................... *372164S ....................pr .............4.95
’63 - ’65 Upper ..................... *C3DZ-7623030A ........ea ............1.95

DOOR BUMPERS CONTINUED
’66 - ’69 Upper. Requires 4.
  ............................... *C2AZ-6223030A ........ea ............1.00
’70 Requires 4. ............. C7AZ-54265A28 .........ea ............1.00

TAILGATE BUMPERS
’60 - ’63 Station wagon before 5-1-63.
  ............................... C0DZ-66439A00PR ....pr ...........24.95
’63 - ’65 Station wagon from 5-1-63.
  ............................... C3DZ-66439A00PR ....pr ...........24.95
’60 - ’65 Ranchero, station wagon, and sedan delivery. 
 Requires 1 pair. ...... C0DB-5944454A .........pr .............5.95
’66 Ranchero. Requires 2 per car.
  ............................... C6DZ-66439A00A .......ea ............3.95

REAR AXLE BUMPER
’63 - ’67 Requires 2 per car.
.......................C3DZ-4730 ..................ea ............6.95

Engine

ENGINE HARDWARE KITS, COMPLETE – O.E.M.
Exact original equipment fasteners. Manufactured in the U.S.A. All fas-
teners are of the correct grade and finish as specified by Ford engineers. 
All original manufacturer markings and design details. Kits contain fas-
teners for air cleaner, carburetor, crank pulley, distributor, engine tag, 
exhaust manifolds, fuel pump, heat shroud, ignition coil, intake mani-
fold, oil filter adapter, oil pan, timing cover, valve covers, water neck and 
water pump. 
’60 - ’65 170/200 .................. *C0DE-319 ..................kit ...........79.95
’66 - ’67 170/200 .................. *C6DE-320 ..................kit ...........79.95
’68 170/200 .................. *C8DE-321 ..................kit ...........79.95
’62 - ’65 221/260/289 ........... *C2OE-322 .................kit ...........99.95

AK247

C1AB-6220807 AK588

C4AZ-62103A58

C0AZ-1012A S2MS-1012A

C3DZ-7623030A

C2AZ-6223030A C7AZ-54265A28

C6DZ-66439A00A

373248-S8

372167L

C0DB-5944454A

64000

C0DZ-66439A00PR
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ENGINE HARDWARE KITS, COMPLETE – O.E.M.  
CONTINUED
’62 - ’65 221/260/289 with air conditioning.
  ............................... *C2OE-336 .................kit ...........99.95
’69 - ’70 250 ......................... C9DE-342 ...................kit ...........79.95
’65 289 with iron water pump, alternator, and exhaust locks.
  ............................... C5OE-812 ...................kit ...........99.00
’65 289, aluminum water pump, with alternator.
  ............................... *C5OE-559 .................kit ...........99.95
’65 289 ,aluminum water pump, with alternator, with air conditioning.
 . .............................. *C5OE-560 .................kit ...........99.95
’66 - ’67 289. ........................ *C6OE-324 .................kit ...........99.95
’66 - ’67 289 with air conditioning.
  ............................... *C6OE-337 .................kit ...........99.95
’67 289 with air conditioning.
  ............................... C7OE-562 ...................kit ...........99.95
’63 - ’65 289 high performance.
  ............................... *C3OE-323 .................kit ......... 119.95
’65 289 high performance - aluminum water pump, with alterna-

tor ........................... *C5OE-561 .................kit ...........99.95
’66 - ’67 289 high performance.
  ............................... *C6OE-325 .................kit ...........99.95
’68 289/302 .................. C8OE-326 ...................kit ...........99.95
’68 289/302 with air conditioning.
  ............................... C8OE-338 ...................kit ...........99.95
’69 302 without air conditioning.
  ............................... C9OE-1126 .................kit ...........99.00
’69 302 with air conditioning.
  ............................... C9OE-1127 .................kit ...........99.00
’69 351 without air conditioning.
  ............................... C9OE-1128 .................kit ...........99.00
’69 351 with air conditioning.
  ............................... C9OE-1129 .................kit ...........99.00

AIR CONDITIONING FASTENER KIT
’65 170/200 and ‘65 Comet 200.
 35 pieces. ............... *C5ZA-AC200/170 ......kit ...........29.95
’66 - ’67 All with 200. 32 pieces.
  ............................... C6ZA-AC200 ..............kit ...........29.95
’68 200. 18 pieces.
  ............................... C8ZA-AC200 ..............kit ...........29.95
’69 200/250. 20 pieces.
  ............................... C9ZA-AC200/250 .......kit ...........24.95
’66 All with 289. 23 pieces.
  ............................... *C6ZA-AC289 .............kit ...........29.95
’67 289. 21 pieces.
  ............................... C7ZA-AC289 ..............kit ...........29.95
’68 289 and 302 engines. 25 pieces.
  ............................... C8ZA-AC289/302 .......kit ...........34.95

AIR CONDITIONING LINE GROMMETS
’65 - ’66 For use on evaporator-to-compressor lines. Requires 1
 or 2 pair .................. 378264S .....................pr .............9.95

EXHAUST MANIFOLD BOLT KITS
Manufactured in the U.S.A. to O.E.M. specifications. AMK Products rein-
troduces Ford’s Ramp-Lok® exhaust manifold bolt. This bolt was original 
equipment on all Ford engines beginning in 1966.
’60 - ’65 170/200 - “F” on the head.
  ............................... *C0DE-554 ..................kit ........... 19.95
’66 - ’67 170/200 .................. RLK1 ...........................kit ...........19.95

’68 - ’701/2 200/250 .................. RLK2 ...........................kit ...........17.95
’62 - ’65 260/289 - “F” on the head. 

  ............................... *C2OE-555 .................kit ...........24.95
’62 - ’67 260/289 .................. RLK3 ...........................kit ...........24.95
’63 - ’65 289 high performance. “F” on the head.
  ............................... *C3OE-556 .................kit ...........29.95
’66 - ’67 289 high performance.
  ............................... RLK4 ...........................kit ...........24.95

’68 - ’701/2 289/302 .................. RLK5 ...........................kit ...........24.95

’701/2 351W ...................... RLK6  ..........................kit ...........21.95

EXHAUST MANIFOLD STUD AND NUT KITS
Attaches pipe to exhaust manifold.
’60 - ’70 6-cylinder. ............... SK1 .............................kit .............8.95
’62 - ’70 ’62 - ’67 260, 289; ’63 - ’67 289 high performance;
 ’68 289/302; ’69 - ’70 302/351W.
  ............................... SK2 .............................kit ...........14.95

EXHAUST MANIFOLD TO HEAT RISER STUD
Mounts to RH exhaust manifold. Attaches the heat riser to the manifold.

’65 - ’701/2 260/289/302. .......... 379763-S ....................ea ............1.95

EXHAUST MANIFOLD BOLT LOCKS
’65 - ’66 Exhaust manifold bolt locks, small block. Set of 8.
  ............................... C2OZ-9A447A ............kit ...........14.95

HOSE CLAMP KITS

Band Type, 10 piece kit.
’60 - ’65 6-cylinder .................. *AK101 ......................kit ...........22.95
’62 - ’67 V8, small block .......... *AK102 ......................kit ...........22.95

Wire Type, 10 piece kit.
’65 - ’70 6-cylinder................*AK292 ........................kit ...........42.00

’65 - ’70 8-cylinder................*AK293 ........................kit ...........38.00

C2OE-555 RLK1

SK2

379736-S C2OZ-9A447A

AK102

Problem with your order?
Call our Customer Service Department at

1-800-228-7346
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HEATER HOSE CLAMPS
’60 - ’70  ................................. HC209 .......................ea ............3.00

HEATER HOSE CONNECTORS
’64 - ’701/2 289/302. Gold zinc plated.
  ............................... C6AZ-18599B .............ea ..........16.95

’64 - ’701/2 289/302. Silver zinc plated.
   ............................... C6AZ-18599S .............ea ..........16.95

’64 - ’701/2 289/302. Chrome plated.
  ............................... C6AZ-18599C .............ea ..........21.95

TRANSMISSION COOLING LINE CLIP SET
’60 - ’70 C4, C6 and Cruise-O-Matic transmission. Holds lines 

together. Set of 2.
  ............................... *372223S ....................set  ...........2.00

POWER STEERING RETURN HOSE CLAMP
’60 - ’70 Genuine Ford ......... B5A-2344B .................ea ............2.50

POWER STEERING RESERVOIR COVER GROMMET
’62 - ’64 Genuine Ford ......... B9A-6570A ..................ea ............1.95

ALTERNATOR MOUNTING KITS
’65 Falcon with 289 and steel spacer. 6 piece kit.
  ............................... C5AL-1133 ..................kit ...........16.95
’65 - ’67 Falcon with 289 less spacer. 5 piece kit.
  ............................... C5AL-621 ....................kit .............7.95
’66 - ’67 Falcon with 289, without smog. 6 piece kit.
  ............................... C6AL-622 ....................kit ...........16.95 

ALTERNATOR SPACER
’65 Comet 289. 1" O.D. 1.64" long. Black.
  ................................. C5AE-10A370A .........ea .......... 11.95

ALTERNATOR PULLEY NUT AND WASHER
’65 - ’66 Clear zinc ................. C5AL-643 ..................ea ............2.00

’67 - ’70 Gold zinc .................. C7AL-644 ..................ea ............2.00

ALTERNATOR TERMINAL COVERS
’67 - ’70 3 per pack ................ *C7AZ-10A375A .......pk .............4.95
NOTE: Alternator harnesses are listed on page 53.

ALTERNATOR BRACKETS
’60 -’64 6-cylinder. Bracket set to convert from a generator to an 

alternator ................... 210298 ......................ea ..........19.95

’701/2 Falcon V8 302/351W/351C.
  ................................. D0OZ-10156A ...........ea ..........24.95

RADIATOR DRAIN COCK
’60 - ’70 Brass. U.S. made. Metal-to-metal 
seats provide leak proof performance and will take up to 
150 p.s.i. pressure.
..........................*DV31 ...........................ea ............3.95

RADIATOR SUPPORT BUMPERS
’60 - ’64 Radiator support to hood.
  ............................... *B9A-16769A ..............pr .............9.95
’65 - ’70 Radiator support to hood. Rounded.
  ............................... *C5ZZ-16763B ............pr .............5.95

RADIATOR BOLTS AND NUTS
’60 - ’67 4 each .................... AK186 .........................set ............4.00

FAN SHROUD MOUNTING KIT
’60 - ’68 Does not come with brackets.
  ............................... 2370-2420 ...................kit .............2.00

C6AZ-18599BHC209

B9A-6570A

C5AL-621 C6AL-622

C5AL-643 C7AL-644

B9A-16769A C5ZZ-16763B

B5A-2344B

210298

AK186 2370-2420
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HOOD BUMPERS
’60 - ’61 Hood to fender. Set of 4.
  ............................... *B7A-16758A ..............set ............6.95
’62 - ’63 Hood to fender. Set of 4.
  ............................... C2DB-16763A .............set ..........16.95
’64 - ’65 Hood to fender. Requires 4. Push on.
  ............................... *C4DZ-16758A ............ea ............1.00
’66 - ’70 Hood to fender. Requires 4. Push on, with correct
 cross section.
  ............................... C6OZ-16758A .............ea ............1.25

’701/2 Hood to fender. Requires 4.
  ............................... C7AZ-16758A .............ea ............1.95

BATTERY HOLD-DOWN J-BOLT
’66 - ’70 J-bolt with nut. Requires 2.
  ............................... D0AZ-10756A .............ea ............2.50

BATTERY HOLD-DOWN CLAMP BOLT AND NUT
’60 - ’65 For use with Battery Hold-Down Clamp #C5DZ-10718A.
 1 each. ................... *AK232 ........................(2) ............1.00

ANTI-CORROSION BATTERY WASHER
Slips over battery stud before cable end is installed. Keeps your battery 
looking clean and nice. Includes one red and one green washer.

’60 - ’701/2  ............................... *AP15 ..........................pr .............1.00

BATTERY TRAY MOUNTING KIT
’60 - ’68 8 pieces. ................. AK244 .........................kit .............3.25

STARTER SOLENOID AND VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
MOUNTING SCREWS
’60 - ’70 Set of 4. .................. AK266 .........................set ............1.00

WINDSHIELD WASHER PUMP MOUNTING SCREWS 
AND WASHER BAG BRACKET SCREWS
’60 - ’68 Set of 3 ................... AK429 .........................set .............. .90
’62 - ’66 Set of 2 ................... *AK122 ........................set .............. .65

WINDSHIELD WASHER BAG BRACKET
’65 - ’66 Bracket before 10-16-65.
  ............................... *C4AZ-17651 ..............ea ............8.95

WINDSHIELD WASHER PIVOT SHAFT WASHERS
’60 - ’65 Leather. .................. BA-17541 ....................pr ............. 1.95

WIRE LOOM STRAP
’68 315/16" X 3/8" ........... 68-562 .........................ea .............. .95

WIRING STRAPS 
’60 - ’70  ............................... *376914S ....................ea .............. .50
 Kit of 20 .................. AK114B .......................kit .............8.00

SPARK PLUG WIRE SEPARATORS 
’60 - ’70 ’60 - ’70 V8 and ’65 - ’70 6-cylinder. On valve cover.
  ............................... B8Q-12297A ...............ea ............2.95
’60 - ’70 V8 (uses 2), and 6-cylinder (uses 1). Genuine Ford.
  ............................... B6A-12297A ................ea ............1.25

WIRE HARNESS PROTECTOR GROMMET 
This vinyl-coated metal grommet protects the wiring harness wherever it 
passes through sheet metal. Fits into 25/32" hole.
’60 - ’64  ............................... 352873-L .....................ea ............3.95

WIRE TERMINAL KIT 
This kit is an assortment of the 18 most popular solderless insulated
terminals and connectors. Comes in a plastic display box with dividers.
175 pieces.  ............................... TK175 .........................kit .............9.95

C6OZ-16758A C7AZ-16758AC4DZ-16758A

D0AZ-10756A AK232

AP15 AK244

AK266 AK429

C4AZ-17651

BA-17541 68-562

376914S

B8Q-12297A

B6A-12297A

CHECK OUT OUR REDESIGNED WEB SITE AT
WWW.AUTOKRAFTERS.COM
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AIR CLEANER THUMBSCREW AND WING NUTS 
’60 - ’70 200. Thumbscrew.
  ............................... *AK241 ........................ea ............2.50
 V8. Wing nut ........... *AK225 ........................ea ............1.25
 “Ford” wing nut ....... M9697A .......................ea ............7.95

WING SCREW TO SNORKEL
’65 - ’68  ............................... 359966-S8 ..................pr .............4.95

SHIFT LINKAGE REPAIR KIT
Includes 3 each of studs, nuts, washers and pins.
’62 - ’65 6-cylinder Dagenham 4-speed and ‘68 with 4-speed.
  ............................... *C5ZZ-7285RPK .........kit ...........19.95

TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER BOLT KIT
Kit contains 2 fine thread bolts, 2 lock nuts and 1 washer.
’65  .............................. C5TZ-1467 ................... kit ..... 11.95

FUEL SENDER FLOAT – BRASS CANISTER
’60 - ’70  ............................... *15309 ........................ea ............5.95

FUEL SENDER LOCKING RING
’60 - ’70  ............................... *C0AZ-9A307B ...........ea ............4.95

FUEL LINE CLIP
’63 - ’70 Falcon. Retains 5/16" fuel line. Uses up to 3 per vehicle.
 ................................356626S .............ea .....................1.25

FUEL TANK SCREW KIT
’60 - ’64 13 pieces. ............... AK151 .........................kit .............4.95

STARTER REPAIR KIT – FOR FORD STARTERS
Includes bushings, washers, snap ring, 2 positive brushes, 2 negative 
brushes and 1 remanufactured starter drive. An 800 installation
line included.
’63 - ’70  ............................... *67-2801 .....................kit ...........18.95

STARTER CABLE BRACKET AND GROMMET
’62 - ’70 Falcon with 260/289/302W. Two per car. Reproduction.
  ............................... BC-9 ............................ea ............8.95

HOOD HINGE HARDWARE
’60 - ’70 Bolts. Black. Set of 5.
  ............................... AK267 .........................set ............2.50
’64 - ’70 Spring. Falcon and ‘64 - ‘65 Comet.
  ............................... *C3OZ-16789 ..............ea ............7.95

OTHER UNDER HOOD HARDWARE
’60 - ’65 Falcon/Comet cowl weatherstrip bracket kit. Two brackets 

and 4 screws.
  ............................... *C0DB-16A670 ...........kit .............6.95
’60 - ’70 Brake adjustment hole cover. Set of 4.
  ............................... AK108 .........................set ............2.00

AK241 AK225 M9697A

C5ZZ-7285RPK

15309 C0AZ-9A307B 356626S

AK267 C3OZ-16789

AK108C0DB-16A670

C5TZ-1467

Auto Krafters, Inc. 
Price Match Guarantee

We pride ourselves in offering the best quality parts at the 
lowest prices possible. If our prices are not already lower, 
we will match any competitor’s price on like-quality parts. 

Prices matched must be current and verifiable from their web site. Price 
corrections must be made before purchase is made. No refunds on 
previous orders.

Two Options for Toll-Free Ordering
by Phone: 1-800-228-7346 

and 
 on the Web www.autokrafters.com
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STEERING COLUMN SPRING
’65  ............................... C3DZ-3520A ...............ea ............5.00

DECK LID EMBLEM SPRING
’62 - ’63 For deck lid ornament.
  ............................... 6443504SG .................ea ............8.95

PCV VALVE GROMMET
’60 - ’70 Genuine Ford ......... E7AZ-6A892A .............ea ............3.95

Suspension/Steering

UPPER CONTROL ARM RUBBER BUMPERS
Requires 2.
’63 - ’65 6-cylinder ................ C3DZ-3020A ...............ea ............7.95
’66 - ’68  ............................... C6OZ-3020A ...............ea ............7.95
’69 - ’70  ............................... 14212 ..........................ea ............7.95

COIL SPRING UPPER INSULATOR
’64 - ’70  ............................... C4DZ-5415A ...............ea ............4.95

UPPER CONTROL ARM SHAFT BOLT
’60 - ’70 Requires 4 .............. *1005331 ....................ea ............2.95

C3DZ-3020A

Brake/Clutch Hardware

BRAKE DRUM HARDWARE KITS
Includes return springs and hold down parts. Requires 1 kit for the front 
and 1 kit for the rear.

’65 - ’68 Rear with 10 X 13/4 brakes and ’65 Comet.
  ............................... *H7102 ........................ea ..........19.95
’65 - ’70 Front and ’69 - ’70 rear with 10 X 2 brakes.
  ............................... H7045 .........................ea ..........14.95
’69 - ’70 Rear with 10 X 2 brakes.
  ............................... H7045 .........................ea ..........14.95

DISC BRAKE PAD RETAINING CLIP 
Requires 2 per vehicle.
’67 Stainless steel. ....... C7OZ-2B164 ...............ea ..........12.95

BRAKE HOSE CLIP
’65 - ’70 Falcon and ’65 Comet. Set of 3.
  ............................... *BHC101 .....................set ............4.95

BRAKE LINE CLIP
’63 - ’70 Falcon. Retains 3/16" brake line. Uses up to 4 per vehicle.
  ............................... 356626S .....................ea ............1.25

PARKING BRAKE RETURN SPRING                          
’66 - ’70 Falcon. ................... C6OZ-2A651A ............ea ............9.95
  

C6OZ-3020A

14212

H7045 H7102

For online information and a list of quality
 products check out our website at

www.autokrafters.com

Auto Krafters, Inc. 
is a proud member of the 

Specialty Equipment
Market Association.
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’68 - ’69 Replacement parts, 289/302, Autolite.

  ............................... DF1120 .......................ea ............ 3.50
’68 - ’69 Replacement parts, 200, Autolite.
  ............................... DF1255 .......................ea ............ 4.00
’70 Replacement parts, 250, Autolite.
  ............................... DF1257 .......................ea ............ 4.00
’62 - ’66 Spark plug, Autolite. 

 ............................... DF160 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’64 - ’66 Spark plug, 6-cylinder, Autolite.
  ............................... DF352 .........................ea ............ 3.50

FALCON VALVE COVER DECALS
’63 - ’65 Falcon Sprint .......... DF239 .........................ea ............ 5.00
 Powered by Ford (brush chrome).
  ............................... DF410 .........................ea ............ 3.50
 Powered by Ford (white).
  ............................... DF411 .........................ea ............ 3.50

FALCON ENGINE COMPARTMENT DECALS
’60 - ’64 Antifreeze tag, Ford. 
  ............................... DF461 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’60 - ’65 Antifreeze tag, FoMoCo.
  ............................... DF120 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’67 - ’70 Antifreeze tag, Ford. 
  ............................... DF700 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’65 - ’66 Antifreeze tag, Rotunda. 
  ............................... DF699 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’67 - ’70 A/C clutch decal ..... DF548 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’64 - ’70 A/C compressor aluminum tag.
  ............................... DF351 .........................ea ............ 5.00
’64 - ’66 A/C dryer decal ...... DF550 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’67 - ’68 A/C dryer decal ...... DF866 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’69 A/C dryer decal ...... DF656 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’70 A/C dryer decal ...... DF549 .........................ea ............ 3.00

’60 - ’70 Battery tag, Autolite Sta-Ful.
  ............................... DF784 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’63 - ’64 Battery Caution ...... DF198 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’60 - ’63 Battery Test OK ...... DF405 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’64 - ’70 Battery Test OK ...... DF194 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’68 - ’70 Caution fan ............. DF31 ...........................ea ............ 3.00
’60 - ’64 Coil decal. .............. DF33 ...........................ea ............ 4.00
’65 - ’70 Coil decal. .............. DF224 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’65 Disc brake warning tag
  ............................... DF729 .........................ea ............ 3.50

FALCON AIR CLEANER DECALS
’61 - ’63 144 C.I.D ................ DF409 .........................ea ............ 3.50

’61 - ’64 170 C.I.D. special ... DF354 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’64 170 C.I.D. special ... DF1353 .......................ea ............ 4.00
’65 - ’67 170 C.I.D. ............... DF1330 .......................ea ............ 3.50
’68 - ’69 170 C.I.D. ............... DF1329 .......................ea ............ 3.50

’64 - ’67 200 C.I.D. ............... DF355 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’68 - ’69 200 C.I.D. ............... DF1332 .......................ea ............ 3.50

’70 250 C.I.D. ............... DF172 .........................ea ............ 4.00

’63 - ’64 260 C.I.D. ............... DF45 ...........................ea ............ 3.50

’65 - ’67 289 C.I.D. ............... DF104 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’66 289 4/V premium fuel.
  ............................... DF1382 .......................ea ............ 4.00
’67 289 4/V premium fuel.
  ............................... DF105 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’68 289 4/V premium fuel.
  ............................... DF14 ...........................ea ............ 3.50
’68 289 C.I.D. ............... DF1241 .......................ea ............ 4.00
’68 - ’69 302 C.I.D. ............... DF60 ...........................ea ............ 3.50
’70 302 2/V regular fuel.
  ............................... DF182 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’68 - ’69 302 4/V. .................. DF61 ...........................ea ............ 3.50
’70 302 4/V premium fuel.
  ............................... DF183 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’70 351 2/V ................... DF184 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’70 351 4/V ................... DF185 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’701/2 429 4/V ................... DF451 .........................ea ............ 4.00 
’701/2 429 4/V CJ ............. DF395 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’63 - ’69 Air cleaner front decal.
  ............................... DF150 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’60 - ’64 Air cleaner service instructions.
  ............................... DF83 ...........................ea ............ 4.00

’65 - ’67 Air cleaner service instructions.
  ............................... DF149 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’61 - ’65 Crankcase vent ...... DF350 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’68 - ’70 Replacement parts, Autolite.

     ............................ DF325 .........................ea ............ 3.50

DF60

NOTE: All decals are sold individually unless otherwise noted.

DF354

DF239

DF411

DF325

DF784

DF325
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FALCON ENGINE COMPARTMENT DECALS CONTINUED
’68 - ’70 Voltage regulator, hi-performance. 
  ............................... DF464 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’64 - ’66 Windshield washer adjustment tag.
  ............................... DF444 .........................ea ............ 3.00

PCV PLASTIC RINGS
’61 - ’70 170/200 .................. DF988 .........................ea ............ 4.50
’65 260/289 .................. DF982 .........................ea ............ 4.50
’65 - ’67 289 hi-performance.
  ............................... DF992 .........................ea ............ 4.50
’701/2 429 CJ or S/CJ. ...... DF984 .........................ea ............ 4.50

FALCON EMISSION DECALS
’68 - ’69 170/200/250 M/T or A/T.
  ............................... DF296 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’70 200/250 M/T or A/T 10-1-69 through 1-1-70
  ............................... DF772 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’69 302 2/V M/T or A/T.
  ............................... DF563 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’70 302 2/V M/T or A/T after 1-1-70.
  ............................... DF304 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’70 351 4/V M/T or A/T after 1-1-70.
  ............................... DF742 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’70 early 429 4/V M/T or A/T before 1-1-70.
  ............................... DF585 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’701/2 429CJ M/T or A/T after 1-1-70.
  ............................... DF881 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’70 California emission decal.
  ............................... DF954 .........................ea ............ 4.00

FALCON INTERIOR DECALS
’62 Build sheet ............. DF422 .........................ea ............ 4.00
63 Build sheet ............. DF421 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’64 Build sheet ............. DF723 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’65 Build sheet ............. DF1110 ........................ea ............ 4.00
’66 Build sheet ............. DF1106 .......................ea ............ 4.00
’68 Build sheet ............. DF787 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’69 Build sheet ............. DF786 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’70 Build sheet ............. DF785 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’63 - ’66 Convertible top latch Utica Plant decal.
  ............................... DF1090 .......................ea ............ 3.50
’64 Dealer new car order form.
  ............................... DF905 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’61 - ’69 Factory “caution driven” instructions.
  ............................... DF208 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’62 - ’70 Final inspection window decal.
 Green ..................... DF1055 .......................ea ............ 3.50

 Red ......................... DF1056 .......................ea ............ 3.50          
’60 - ’63 Heater instruction tag.

  ............................... DF291 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’64 Heater instruction tag.

  ............................... DF51 ...........................ea ............ 3.50

FALCON ENGINE COMPARTMENT DECALS CONTINUED
’66 Disc brake master cylinder
  ............................... DF331 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’67 Disc brake master cylinder.
  ............................... DF332 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’60 - ’70 Ford 6000 mile/6 month lube. 
  ............................... DF746 .........................ea ............ 3.00

’60 - ’66 Fuel filter decal ....... DF280 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’60 - ’64 Generator warning tag.
  ............................... DF1125 .......................ea ............ 3.50
’62 - ’64 Generator decal ..... DF515 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’60 - ’63 Hood rod decal. 3 pieces.
  ............................... DF740 .........................set ............ 4.00
’60 - ’65 Oil filler cap decal ... DF164 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’61 - ’70 Oil filter, Autolite FL-1.
  ............................... DF684 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’63 - ’70 Oil filter, Autolite F-11 racing .
  ............................... DF783 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’60 - ’63 Oil filter, Rotunda red. 
  ............................... DF613 .........................ea ............ 5.00
’63 - ’70 Oil filter, Rotunda 6000 mile .
  ............................... DF647 .........................ea ............ 5.00
’69 - ’70 “Paint OK” decal set. 4 pieces.
  ............................... DF460 .........................set ............ 3.50
’64  Service specs ......... DF345 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’65 - ’66 Service specs ......... DF20 ...........................ea ............ 3.00
’67 - ’69 Service specs ......... DF52 ...........................ea ............ 3.00
’70 Service specs ......... DF346 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’62 - ’67 Starter decal ........... DF499 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’60 - ’61 Voltage regulator ..... DF107 .........................ea ............ 4.00

’60 - ’70 Voltage regulator radio warning tag.
  ............................... DF320 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’62 - ’63 Voltage regulator ..... DF337 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’62 - ’64 Voltage regulator warning.
  ............................... DF347 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’64 Voltage regulator, without A/C.
  ............................... DF963 .........................ea ............ 4.00

’65 - ’66 Voltage regulator .... DF412 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’67 - ’70 Voltage regulator, without A/C.
  ............................... DF348 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’68 - ’70 Voltage regulator, with A/C.
  ............................... DF967 .........................ea ............ 4.00

DF296

DF515

DF280

DF320
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’65 - ’66 Heater instruction tag.
  ............................... DF564 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’70 Ignition lock instruction sleeve.
  ............................... DF726 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’66 New car warranty sheet.
  ............................... DF863 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’68 New car warranty sheet.
  ............................... DF703 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’69 New car warranty sheet.
  ............................... DF1088 .......................ea ............ 3.00
’61 New car window price sticker.
  ............................... DF899 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’63 New car window price sticker.
  ............................... DF285 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’64 New car window price sticker.
  ............................... DF92 ...........................ea ............ 3.50
’65 New car window price sticker.

  ............................... DF199 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’66 New car window price sticker.
  ............................... DF42 ...........................ea ............ 4.00
’68 New car window price sticker.
  ............................... DF265 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’69 New car window price sticker.
  ............................... DF895 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’63 - ’66 Owners manual envelope.
  ............................... DF334 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’68 - ’70 Recall postcard ...... DF695 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’64 - ’67 Seat belt retractor instruction tag.
  ............................... DF305 .........................ea ............ 3.50

’67 - ’70 Step plate label, black.
  ............................... SPL-1 ..........................ea ............ 3.00
’68 - ’70 Step plate label, blue.
  ............................... SPL-2 ..........................ea ............ 3.00
’66 - ’70 Sunvisor starting instruction sleeve.
  ............................... DF170 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’67 - ’69 Sunvisor safety precaution.
  ............................... DF665 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’67 - ’68 3-speed transmission instruction decal.
  ............................... DF649 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’63 - ’65 Tire pressure .......... DF292 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’68 Tire pressure .......... DF437 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’69 Tire pressure .......... DF503 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’67 Warranty card instruction sheet, personalized.
  ............................... DF701 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’67 - ’69 Warranty owners change report sheet.
  ............................... DF1087 .......................ea ............ 3.00

SPL-2

SPL-1

FALCON TRUNK COMPARTMENT DECALS
’66 - ’67 Jack instruction, regular wheel.
  ............................... DF309 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’68 - ’69 Jack instruction, regular wheel.
  ............................... DF270 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’68 - ’69 Safety Act decal. .... DF168 .........................ea ............ 3.00

FALCON DETAILING DECAL KITS
’60 - ’61 144 C.I.D. 13 pieces.
  ............................... DK5 ............................. kit .......... 21.00
’62 - ’63 144 C.I.D. 13 pieces.
  ............................... DK6 ............................. kit .......... 21.00

’62 - ’65 170/200. 16 pieces.
  ............................... DK7 ............................. kit .......... 26.00

’63 - ’64 V8 and Sprint. 15 pieces.
  ............................... DK8 ............................. kit .......... 21.00
’65 V8 and Sprint. 14 pieces.
  ............................... DK9  ............................ kit .......... 26.00

FALCON AFTERMARKET DECALS
Powered by 289 ......................... DF609 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 289 hi-performance.
  ............................... DF610 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 302 ......................... DF607 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 302, hi-performance.
  ............................... DF608 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 302W ...................... DF614 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 302 Boss ................ DF615 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 351 ......................... DF605 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 351 Boss ................ DF616 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 351 hi-performance.
  ............................... DF606 .........................pr ............. 4.50

Ford 351C  ............................... DF622 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Ford 351W  ............................... DF621 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 429 ......................... DF597 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 429CJ ..................... DF598 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Powered by 429S/CJ .................. DF599 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Ford 429CJ  ............................... DF619 .........................pr ............. 4.50
Ford 429S/CJ ............................. DF620 .........................pr ............. 4.50

DF609

DF622

DF620
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FALCON AND COMET MISCELLANEOUS DECALS
CJ window decal ........................ DF393 .........................ea ............ 4.00
Cobra window decal ................... DF822 .........................ea ............ 4.00
Ford Autolite decal, 11/2" X 21/2". 
  ............................... DZ120 .........................ea ............ 4.00
GT40  Autolite, decal, 5" ............. DZ122 .........................ea ............ 5.00
GT40 Autolite, decal, 8" .............. DZ123 .........................ea ............ 5.50
GT40 Motorcraft, decal, 6" ......... DZ121 .........................ea ............ 5.00
Ford 6000 mile or 6-month lube sticker. 
  ............................... DF746 .........................ea ............ 3.00
Ford Drag Team decal, 5".
  ............................... DZ115 .........................ea ............ 4.00
Ford Drag Team decal, 8". .......... DZ116 .........................ea ............ 5.50

“Ford Genuine Parts” decal, 3" ... DF531 .........................ea ............ 3.00
Ford oval decal, blue on white, 61/2".
  ............................... DF362 .........................ea ............ 3.50
Ford oval decal, 91/2" .................. DF363 .........................ea ............ 4.00
Ford oval decal, 17" .................... DF364 .........................ea ............ 5.50
Ford oval decal, blue on white, 31/2".
  ............................... DF361 .........................ea ............ 3.00
“Muscle Power” inside window decal.
  ............................... DZ113 .........................ea ............ 5.50

“Muscle Power” exterior decal. ... DZ114 .........................ea ............ 5.50
Spark plug, Autolite circle decal, 4".
  ............................... DZ5 .............................ea ............ 4.00
Spark plug, Autolite circle decal, 61/2".
  ............................... DZ4 .............................ea ............ 5.00

COMET INTERIOR DECALS
’63 - ’65 Build sheet ............. DL318 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’65 Convertible Utica Plant decal.
  ............................... DL595 .........................ea .............. 3.5
’64 - ’65  Heater instructions tag.
  ............................... DF51 ...........................ea ............ 3.50
’65 Final inspection window decal.
 Green ..................... DL526 .........................ea ............ 3.50
 Red ......................... DL527 .........................ea ............ 3.50

DZ114

COMET INTERIOR DECALS CONTINUED
’65   Interval wiper instructions.
  ............................... DL79 ...........................ea ............ 3.50
’65 New car window price sticker.
  ............................... DL359 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’64 - ’65 Reverberation decal.
  ............................... DL380 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’64 - ’65 Seatbelt retractor instruction tag.
  ............................... DL266 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’65 Sunvisor start instruction sleeve.
  ............................... DF170 .........................ea ............ 3.50

COMET AIR CLEANER DECALS
’63 144 ......................... DL376 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’62 - ’64  170 ......................... DL374 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’63 - ’64 200 ......................... DL622 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’65 200 ......................... DL14 ...........................ea ............ 3.50
’62 - ’63 221 ............................ DF183 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’62 - ’63 221 ............................ DL371 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’63 - ’64 260 ......................... DL375 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’64 - ’65 289 hi-performance.
  ............................... DF15 ...........................ea ............ 3.50
’64 - ’65 289 2/V ................... DL15 ...........................ea ............ 3.50
’66 289 4/V 225 hp (use with DL138).
  ............................... DL313 .........................ea ............ 5.00
’62 - ’64 302 4/V premium fuel.
   .............................. DF183 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’62 - ’65 Crankcase vent ...... DF350 .........................ea ............ 3.50

’62 - ’65 Front ....................... DF150 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’62 - ’64 Spark plug, Autolite.
  ............................... DF352 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’65 Spark plug, Autolite, V8.
  ............................... DF160 .........................ea ............ 3.50

’65 Super Cyclone ........ DL138  ........................ea ............ 7.00

COMET ENGINE COMPARTMENT DECALS
’61 - ’65 170/200. PVC plastic ring.
  ............................... DL537 .........................ea ............ 4.50
’65 289 Hi-Po/427. PVC plastic ring.
  ............................... DL541 .........................ea ............ 4.50
’62 - ’65 A/C compressor aluminum tag.
  ............................... DF351 .........................ea ............ 5.00
’60 - ’63 Antifreeze tag, FoMoCo. 
  ............................... DF120 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’64 - ’65 Antifreeze tag, Rotunda.
  ............................... DF699 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’60 - ’65 Autolite Sta-Ful battery tag.
  ............................... DF784 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’61 - ’65 Autolite FL-1 oil filter.
  ............................... DF684 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’60 - ’63 Battery Test OK ...... DF405 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’64 - ’65  Battery Test OK ...... DF194 .........................ea ............ 3.00
’65 Coil decal ............... DF224 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’65 Disc Brake Warning tag.
  ............................... DL340 .........................ea ............ 3.50
’60 - ’63 Hood rod kit ............ DL383 .........................ea ............ 4.00
’60 - ’65 Oil filler cap ............ DF164 .........................ea ............ 3.00

JOIN THE FALCON 
CLUB OF AMERICA!

• Meet other Falcon enthusiasts

• Share information

• Receive a monthly newsletter

Look for more club information

in the back of this catalog.

Not sure of a term used here? Check the 
glossary at the back of this catalog.
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LOOKING FOR GOOD 
QUALITY USED PARTS?

Still can’t fi nd the part you need to complete your Classic Ford? Look no further, we are here to help! 
Auto Krafters Used Parts Department has parts arriving daily and stocks a full warehouse of automobile and truck 

parts. Give our Used Parts Dept. a call and they will help you with all your Classic Ford automotive needs. If we 
can’t fi nd you a new or used part, Auto Krafters offers a rebuild service on selected parts.

See list below for specifi c items.

To Contact our Used Parts Department
Call: 1-800-228-7346

or
Email: usedparts@autokrafters.com

Rebuild services offered at Auto Krafters:
Steering Gear Boxes
Control Valves
Power Cylinders
Power Steering Pumps
Manual Steering Pitman Arms
Manual Steering Drag Links
Brake Boosters
Master Cylinders
Proportioning Valve
Generator

Brake Calipers
Headlamp Vacuum Motors
Harmonic Balancers
Lock Sets
Rechrome Bumpers
Renew Gas Tanks
A/C Compressors, Clutches and Dryers
Steering Wheels
Power Window Motors

Here is a brief list of some of the used parts we carry:
Interior Trim and Mouldings
Seats
Seat Belts
Sunvisors
Instrument Clusters and Bezels
Window Regulators
Glass (All)
Exterior Mouldings
Emblems
Grilles
Parking and Taillamp Assemblies
Headlamp Assemblies
Mirrors

Also Available:
Cabs, Beds, Tailgates, Roofs, Fenders, Doors, Quarter 
Panels, Hoods, Trunk Lids, Floor Pans, Trunk Floors, Aprons, 
Frame Rails, Frames, Front and Rear Clips, Engines,
Transmissions, Transfer Cases and Axle Assemblies. 

We also carry a line of used Focus parts.

Many more parts available!

Please call for availability on any part you may need.

Some cores may be in stock. Call our Used Parts Dept. for all your Rebuild needs.
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Book Sales Policy
Once the plastic cover is unsealed on a book,

it is no longer returnable.

RIVER ROUGE FORD’S 
INDUSTRIAL COLOSSUS 
By Joseph P. Cabadas. This book chronicles the 
most famous automobile making plant in history. In 
1914, Henry Ford built the River Rouge complex at 
the Rouge and Detroit, Michigan. Eventually, this 
plant grew into the 1,100 acre factory that by 1929 
employed over 128,000 employees. This book 

takes you from the beginning of the plant to the present showing how care 
techniques have evolved in the past 90 years. It also looks at Bill Ford III 
plans to reinvent the factory as the car factory of the next century. 100 
color and 150 B&W photos. Hdbd.
192 pgs.  ............................... B138618 .....................ea .......... 34.95

FORD MUSCLE STREET, 
STOCK AND STRIP 
By Bill Holder and Phil Kunz. The foreword is written 
by “Ohio” George Montgomery associated with Ford 
performance since the ’50s. This book is full of color 
and B&W photos. From Mustang and Cougar muscle 
to the Thunderbolt to Monster Trucks to the Lightining 
F-Series, this book covers dirt tracks, ovals, drag strips 

and much more. A great read and would make a unique gift for the Ford 
enthusiast. Sftbd.
160 pgs.  ............................... B498357 .....................ea .......... 24.95

FORD GT THE LEGEND 
COMES TO LIFE 
By Larry Edsall. The foreword is written by Carroll 
Shelby.This book chronciles the evolution of the Ford 
GT that fi rst took the world by storm in the 1960s with 
wins at Le Mans. With the new 2005 GT on the market 
and street legal, unlike the originals, Ford is bringing 
back an American icon. From the beginnings of the GT 

to present day this book gives you inside story on the car from the fi rst to 
the last. Veteran GT driver Dan Gurney gives his impression of the new 
GT in the epilogue. Hdbd.
144 pgs.  ............................... B137445 .....................ea .......... 24.95

THE FORD FALCON SIX CYLINDER 
PERFOMANCE HANDBOOK 
By David and Dennis Schjeldahl. This book contains performance tips, 
parts picks interchages, recommendations and advice on hpping up 
the Ford Falcon inline 6-cylinder family of engines, including the 144, 
170, 200, and 250. Lots of detailed B&W photos, this handbook is full 
of helpful tips on tune-ups, details and trouble shooting on engine and 
transmission swaps. The purpose for this handbook, is to give you rea-
sonably inexpensive ideas and resouces to increase the performance of 
the Falcon 6-cylinder. Sftbd.
92 pgs.  ............................... FAHB ..........................ea .......... 17.95

TRANSMISSION REPAIR BOOK 
FORD 1960-2001 A/T AND M/T 
By Ellery Publications, this book covers Ford transmission 
repair from 1960-2001 in great detail. It starts out with 
what tools you need and then goes into the problems 
you may experience with your transmission and how to 
solve it. If you have a AOD, C10, C9, C5, C4, FMX, M51, 
LE85/91/93, 3-speed, 4-speed, 5-speed, Top Loader 

or any A/T or M/T this book is for you. With step-by-step instructions 
with photos it will help take you through the steps necessary to get your 
transmission back up to speed. B&W photos. Sftbd.
264 pgs.  ............................... B135899 .....................ea .......... 19.95

SUPERCHARGING, 
TURBOCHARGING, & NITROUS 
OXIDE PERFORMANCE HANDBOOK 
By Earl Davis and Diane Perkins-Davis. This book is for 
those motorists that are looking for more performance 
and power. Gives a step-by-step guide for supercharging, 
turbocharging and nitrous oxide performance for your 
vehicle. It contains over 250 photos and covers every 

aspect of this process. It will help you choose which aftermarket system 
is right for you. Sftbd.
160 pgs.  ............................... B133699 .....................ea .......... 19.95

JUNKYARD JEWELS: 
DIAMONDS IN THE RUST        
By Pat and Larry Kytola. This book is a photo album of 
junkyard treasures. Full of color photos and information 
about the vehicles when they were in their prime. A 
must have for any junkyard treasure seeker. Sftbd.
128 pgs. .......... B133814 .....................ea .......... 17.95

METAL FABRICATOR’S HANDBOOK
By Ron and Sue Fournier. This book covers body work, 
welding tips, hammer-forming, roll bars and roll cages, 
exhaust header design and construction, metal shaping 
tools and techniques to mention a few. Full of detailed 
pictures, and a glossary of industry terms and a com-
plete supplier’s index are also included. This revised 
and updated version was the winner of the 1984 MOTO 

award for “the best how-to book”. Sftbd.
176 pgs.  ............................... B868709 .....................ea .......... 18.95

FORD V-8s ON A BUDGET 
By George Reid. Provides the basic engine information 
needed to build a maximum performance V8. Features 
engine math, stroker motors, Windsor engines, induction 
systems, Cleveland engines, 402/422 and 512 hp big 
blocks, camshafts and valve train, 10 dyno tests results 
and exhaust systems. Sftbd. 
128 pgs.  ........... B135472 .......................ea ............18.95

HOW TO BUILD BIG-INCH  
 FORD SMALL BLOCKS 

By George Reid. This book shows readers how to 
increase displacement of their engines and get big 
block power from a small block. With the information 
in this book you will be better able to tailor your heads, 
cam, intake, manifold, carburetor and exhaust system 
to get the most out of the extra cubes. This book is a 

defi nitive guide for building a big-inch Ford small block, complete with 
four engine buildups ranging from 331 to 408 cubic inches. 300 B&W 
photos. Sftbd.
128 pgs.  ............................... B4089836 ...................ea .......... 18.95

NEW TITLES FOR 2005
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HOLLEY REBUILDING AND MODIFYING  
By Jeff Williams. A hands-on guide, which includes clearly labeled steps, 
hundreds of detailed photos, and easy to understand instructions. Also 
gives you modifi cation secrets, tips for performance, racing or economy 
use. Sftbd. 
128 pgs.  ............................... B147227X ...................ea .......... 18.95

STANDARD CATALOG OF FORD 
By John Gunnell. Chronicles 100 years of Ford and the evolution of its 
automobile line. It features over 4,000 vehicles produced from 1903 to 
2003, including their facts, fi gures and historical background. More than 
24,000 collector values for cars built through 1994 are included, using 
the Old Cars Price Guide’s 1 to 6 rating scale. Covers all Ford, Edsel, 
Lincoln, and Mercury marques. sixteen page color section. 1800 B&W 
photos. Sftbd.
640 pgs.  ............................... B135387 .....................ea .......... 24.95

FORDS OF THE SIXTIES 
By Michael Parris. The foreword is written by Edsel B. Ford II. Parris 
continues to give us the inside stories of Ford during the performance 
’60s. This decade brought us the Falcon, the Mustang and Shelby Cobras 
and Motorsports wins from Indy and NASCAR to Trans Am and LeMans. 
When the horsepower challenge came from GM, Ford was ready. Fairlane 
and Mustang GT models came charging off the assembly line by the 
thousands and they all had thunder under their hoods. This book is full 
of beautiful pictures and stories from the men that brought Ford its design 
and performance success throughout the decade. A must for the Ford 
racing fan, the classic Ford owner, the Ford enthusiast and the muscle 
car lover. Sftbd. 
192 pgs.  ............................... B136338 .....................ea .......... 24.95

SUPER ’60s FORDS  
By John Smith. This revised book is the inside story of the most pow-
erful Fords ever built. In this book, John Smith covers the entire Ford 
performance story in the 1960s and not just Mustangs and Cobras, but 
Galaxies, Torinos, Falcons, Fairlanes, Shelbys, Mavericks, Thunderbirds 
and every other car that got extra horsepower stuffed under its hood in 
the ’60s. Models are covered from year to year from the supercharged 
Thunderbirds of 1957 to the last 1973 muscle cars. Includes information 
on deciphering VIN numbers and parts codes. Sftbd.
160 pgs.  ............................... B4089690 ...................ea .......... 24.95

AUTOMOTIVE NEWS 
COMMEMORATIVE EDITION
The Automotive News Commemorative Edition maga-
zine is approximately 103/4 inches by 121/2 inches and 
commemorates Ford Motor Company’s 100th Anniver-
sary. It contains lots of articles about Ford, the company, 
it’s people and it’s vehicles. There are articles about 
Ford’s ventures, failures and successes. Packed with 

fantastic pictures and even the advertisements are good! This is an ele-
gant edition that should be a part of any Ford lover’s collection. It would 
make a great gift. Limited editions.
326 pgs.  ............................... BFORD100 .................ea .......... 24.95

FORD: 100 YEARS 
By Mike Mueller. This coffee table book commemorates Ford Motor 
Company's 100 years of cars, trucks, and milestones. It features a 
comprehensive and authoritative history of the fi rst 100 years of one of 
the world's most famous car manufacturers – a tribute to the pioneer-
ing ingenuity of both the man and the company that made automotive 
history. More than 70 milestone models presented here with superb 
historical photographs, detailed text, and technical data create a visual 
documentary of Ford's century-long tale. Every major Ford design is fea-
tured from great favorites to historical oddities capturing the essence of 
automobile history. Hdbd.
192 pgs.  ............................... B315809 .....................ea .......... 29.95

THE FORD CENTURY  
By Russ Banham. The foreword is written by Paul Newman. Celebrates 
Ford’s 100 years. Lots and lots of beautiful photographs. This is a compel-
ling and comprehensive book about Henry Ford and the Ford legacy. This 
beautiful coffee table-type book would make a great gift. Hdbd. 
272 pgs.  ................................. B136048 .......................ea ............29.95

FORD RACING CENTURY 
By Larry Edsall and Mike Teske. It begins in 1901 with the race in which 
Henry Ford defeated Alexander Winton in a 10 lap race on a one mile 
oval at the Detroit Driving Club and covers racing through today. It fea-
tures NASCAR racing, Trans-Am, Ford drag racing history, the GT40, 
the Shelby and even a section on sport compact drag racing today. Book 
contains 150 color photos and 250 B&W photos. Hdbd.
304 pgs.  ............................... B136328 .....................ea .......... 39.95

HOLMAN-MOODY: THE LEGENDARY RACE TEAM 
By Tom Cotter and Al Pearce. In this book, the spirit of John Holman 
and Ralph Moody and their successes are captured. Tom dug deep into 
racing archives, family albums and collectors’ pictures to assemble the 
photography for this book. Covered in this book, are key drivers such 
as Fred Lorenzen and David Pearson. Read one of racing’s greatest 
stories. This book is a must for race fans. Hdbd. 
240 pgs.  ................................. B135138 .......................ea ............39.95

SUPER TUNING AND MODIFYING 
HOLLEY CARBURETORS
By David Emanuel covers performance, street and off-
road applications. It shows how to select, install, tune 
and modify all popular Holley performance 4 barrel 
models 4150/4160, 4165/4175, 4500, 4360 and the 
2300 2 barrel. Has over 300 B&W photos. Sftbd.
144 pgs. ............. B4089283 .................ea ..........18.95

MAINTENANCE MANUAL ’61 COMET 
This is a reprint of the Lincoln-Mercury division’s service department 
maintenance manual. It includes: wheels and tires, brakes, front suspen-
sion, rear suspension, rear axle and drive line, steering, engine, cooling, 
exhaust, transmissions,clutch, fuel system, starter and ignition system, 
lamps, instruments and controls, accessories, maintenance and body. A 
great source of information about your 1961 Comet. Sftbd.
300 pgs.  ............................... MM61CM ....................ea .......... 24.95

B147227X B135387

SUPER TUNING AND MODIFYING 
HOLLEY CARBURETORS
By David Emanuel covers performance, street and off-
road applications. It shows how to select, install, tune 
and modify all popular Holley performance 4 barrel 
models 4150/4160, 4165/4175, 4500, 4360 and the 
2300 2 barrel. Has over 300 B&W photos. Sftbd.

B136338 B4089690 B315809 B136048 B136328 B135138
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OWNERS’ MANUALS
’63 Reproduction.  .......... B103631 ...................ea ..........10.95
’64  ................................. 64FAOM ...................ea ............8.95
’64  Sprint owners manual supplement, reproduction.
  ................................. B118005 ...................ea ............4.50
’65  ................................. 65FAOM ...................ea ............8.95
’66 Comet - Original N.O.S.
  ................................. SE70966 ...................ea ..........19.95
’66 High-performance engine owner’s manual.
  ................................. B118003 ...................ea ............9.95
’701/2  ................................. 798270 ......................ea ..........14.95

SHOP MANUALS
’60 - ’63 438 pgs .................... 6063SM ....................ea ..........29.95
’64 558 pgs .................... *64SM .......................ea ..........34.95
’65 698 pgs .................... *65SM .......................ea ..........44.95
’66  ................................. 66SM ........................ea ..........44.95
’67  ................................. 67SM ........................ea ..........44.95
’68  ................................. 68SM ........................ea ..........44.95
’69 5 volume set ............. 69SM ........................set ..........64.95
’70 5 volume set ............. 70SM ........................set ..........64.95

SHOP MANUALS – CD-ROM 
These informational CD-ROMs contain the factory 
shop manual and master parts catalog including 
illustrations, sales brochures and other histori-
cal vehicle facts, and historical facts for the year. 
Search for parts using categories such as brakes, 
sheet metal, and more. View part locations from 
the Master Parts catalog. Print reference pages as 

needed. Requires Windows 98SE or later for use. NOT RETURNABLE.
’60 - ’63 Falcon/Comet ......... CD60FA/CM ................set .......... 49.95
’64 Falcon/Comet ......... CD64MU/FA/CM .........set .......... 49.95
’65 Falcon .................... CD65MU/FL/FA ...........set .......... 49.95
’65 Comet ..................... CD65CM .....................set .......... 49.95
’66 Falcon .................... CD66MU/FL/FA ...........set .......... 49.95
’67 Falcon .................... CD67MU/FL/FA ...........set .......... 49.95
’68 Falcon .................... CD68MU/FL/FA ...........set .......... 49.95
’69 Ford Cars ............... CD69FDCAR ..............set .......... 49.95
’70 Ford Cars ............... CD70FDCAR ..............set .......... 49.95

ASSEMBLY AND PARTS MANUALS
Reprints of Ford catalogs. Licensed by Ford.
’62 - ’70 Ford Component Build Date Manual.
  ............................... MP377 ........................ea ............ 5.50

’65 Ford Standard and Utility Parts Catalog – lists all hardware
 items and special utility parts such as clips, nuts, grommets, 

retainers, etc. ........... AM0202 ....................ea ..........16.95

’66  Ford Standard and Utility Parts Catalog – lists all hardware 
items and special utility parts such as clips, nuts, grommets, 
retainers, etc. ........... AM0203 ....................ea ..........16.95

ASSEMBLY MANUALS
Reprints from the original Ford manuals. Each manual is packed with 
over 100 pages of diagrams and technical information. Offi cially licensed 
by Ford.

Electrical
’63 Falcon .................... AM0105 ......................ea .......... 16.95
’66 Falcon .................... AM0120 ......................ea .......... 16.95
’67 Falcon .................... AM0166 ......................ea .......... 16.95
’68 Falcon .................... AM0169 ......................ea .......... 16.95

Engine
’63  ............................... AM0153 ......................ea .......... 16.95
’64  ............................... AM0154 ......................ea .......... 16.95
’65  ............................... AM0155 ......................ea .......... 16.95
’66  ............................... AM0156 ......................ea .......... 16.95
’67  ............................... AM0157 ......................ea .......... 16.95
’69  ............................... AM0159 ......................ea .......... 16.95
Interior
’63 Falcon and Comet.
  ................................. AM0100 ....................ea ..........16.95
’64 Falcon and Comet.
  ................................. AM0151 ....................ea ..........16.95
’66 Falcon and Ranchero.
  ................................. AM0115 ....................ea ..........16.95
’67 Falcon ...................... AM0165 ....................ea ..........16.95
’68 Falcon ...................... AM0168 ....................ea ..........16.95
Body
’63 Falcon and Comet.
  ................................. AM0099 ....................ea ..........16.95
’66 Includes Ranchero ..... AM0110 ....................ea ..........16.95
’67 Falcon ...................... AM0164 ....................ea ..........16.95
’68  ................................. AM0167 ....................ea ..........16.95

FORD MASTER PARTS CATALOGS
Covers full-size Ford, Thunderbird, and Falcon. Features Ford part 
numbers, names, and illustrations showing the specifi c location of each 
part. Sftbd.
’60 642 pgs .................. FD7752-60 ..................ea .......... 59.95
’60 - ’64 2,200 pgs. - 2 Vols . 6064MC ......................ea ........ 119.95
’61 676 pgs .................. FD7752-61 ..................ea .......... 59.95
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FORD MASTER PARTS CATALOGS CONTINUED
’62 556 pgs .................. FD7752-62 ..................ea .......... 59.95
’63 592 pgs .................. FD7752-63 ..................ea .......... 59.95
’64 628 pgs .................. FD7752-64 ..................ea .......... 59.95

DEALER FACTS AND FEATURES BOOKS
Reprints of factory sales literature that were used by the salesmen at 
Ford dealerships.
’63  ................................. MP20 ........................ea ............6.95
’64   ................................. MP21 ........................ea ............6.95
’64 Comet/Cyclone/Caliente.
  ................................. *MP289 .....................ea ............7.95
’65   ................................. MP22 ........................ea ............6.95
’65 Comet/Cyclone/Caliente.
  ................................. *MP290 .....................ea ............7.95
’66   ................................. MP338 ......................ea ............6.95
’66 - ’67 Ranchero .................. MP273 ......................ea ............7.00

INTERCHANGE MANUAL ’59 - ’70
By Paul A. Herd. This book is the source for Ford parts interchanges. Many 
Ford parts, from engines and alternators to body panels and door handles, 
are interchangeable among models and makes. This book allows you to 
look up a part for your 1959-1970 Mustang, Fairlane, Torino and Mercury 
Cougar and Cyclone and fi nd which Ford cars used the same part. Sftbd.
224 pgs.  ................................. B122151 ...................ea ..........24.95

FORD PRODUCTS  INTERCHANGE MANUALS
Lists identically used parts on all Ford products. Every commonly needed 
parts headings: axle, bearing, brake, clutch, cooling, electrical, engine, 
fuel, suspension, transmission, wheel body and glass. Invaluable for the 
owner and restorer.
’50 - ’65 160 pgs., 53 illustrations.
  ................................. B101941 ...................ea ..........34.95
’63 - ’74 280 pgs. ................... B102194 ...................ea ..........34.95

WIRING DIAGRAMS
’60 - ’62  ................................. MP143  .....................ea ............5.50
’63  ................................. MP144 ......................ea ............5.50
’64  ................................. MP145 ......................ea ............5.50
’65  ................................. MP146 ......................ea ............5.50
’66  ................................. MP262 ......................ea ............5.50

HI-PER PARTS
If you are collecting literature on high-performance Fords, this is for you. 
A reprint of the original Autolite/Ford Catalog of bolt-on performance parts 
for big blocks. Covers everything to modify your 390, 406, 427, 428 and 
Cobra Jet for street and strip. Carburetors, manifolds, valves, fl ywheels, 
cams and much more. 68 Illustrations.
38 pgs.   ................................. MP42 ........................ea ..........16.95

’66 HIGH PERFORMANCE CATALOG
Exact reprint of the Ford publication listing high performance products 
available through Ford dealers in 1966. It covers the entire line of Ford 
engines, Cobra and Shelby/Ford engine parts and related components.
  ................................. B116627 ...................ea ..........14.95

OFF-HIGHWAY PARTS
Reprint of an early ’70s Ford performance book. Covers selection of engines, 
modifi cations and parts for track, drag strip and Hi-Po applications.
68 Illustrations. 
108 pgs.   ................................. MP13 ........................ea ..........12.95

OFF-HIGHWAY NEWSLETTER
Supplement manual to Off-Highway Parts.
  ................................. MP120 ......................ea ............9.95

FORD AND MERCURY MUSCLE PARTS
IDENTIFIER ’60 - ’73
This book details factory original part and casting numbers issued to Ford 
and Lincoln-Mercury products. The part and casting numbers contained 
in this book are those of muscle cars or whose parts are commonly used 
for performance purposes. Also identifi es factory original components 
and build tags. Sftbd.
153 pgs.  ................................. B101C6073 ...............ea ..........16.95

FD7752-63 FD7752-64

MP21 MP22MP20

B101941 B102194

MP145 MP146MP144
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Not sure of a term used here?
Check the Glossary in the back of this catalog.
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FORD PARTS IDENTIFIER
A comprehensive reference book detailing casting numbers, part num-
bers, paint markings, and specifi cations of components. Covers Falcons, 
Fairlanes, Galaxies and Thunderbirds. 
’60 - ’64  ................................. B102A6064 ...............ea ..........16.95

FORD HIGH PERFORMANCE PARTS IDENTIFIER 
This pocket size book lists casting numbers and specifi cations  for Ford 
high performance parts. Invaluable reference. 
88 pgs.  ................................. BOOK10 ...................ea ............8.95

AMK GUIDE TO FORD FASTENERS ’55 - ’73
This book represents four years of research and composition. Included 
are the majority of ‘55 - ‘73 Ford car and truck threaded fasteners as well 
as hose clamps and many other common non-threaded fasteners. The 
book’s primary purpose is to assist the Ford restorer in identifying original 
equipment fasteners found on their vehicles. Contents include 10,000 
items, history, fi nishes, measuring, grades, refi nishing. Sftbd.
274 pgs.  ................................. 9657662 ....................ea ..........32.95  

HOLMAN AND MOODY HIGH PERFORMANCE PARTS
Copy of Ford master parts catalog dated 5-1-67. 
30 pgs.  ................................. B202HOL ..................ea ............6.00

CATALOG OF AMERICAN CAR ID NUMBERS
From Cars and Parts magazine. Handy guides for the restorer or collec-
tor of cars from the ’60s and ’70s. Each covers VIN’s, body numbers, 
engine numbers, trim and paint codes, and more. The sure way to check 
authenticity and locate the right parts. Sftbd.
’60 - ’69 444 pgs. ................... B116647 ...................ea ..........29.95
’70 - ’79 444 pgs. ................... B116075 ...................ea ..........29.95

HIGH PERFORMANCE DATA BOOK
This Ford High Performance Data Book was used by Ford salesmen 
to compare 1970 Ford high performance cars with all competition from 
AMC, Chrysler and GM.
  ................................. MP329 ......................ea ............9.95

ULTIMATE AMERICAN V-8 ENGINE DATA BOOK
By Peter C. Sessler. Included in each section is information on dis-
placement, carburetors, horsepower, torque, compression ratio, engine 
number and codes, and internal dimensions all accompanied by 100 
B&W detailed photographs. Sftbd.
192 pgs.  ................................. B126381 ...................ea ..........19.95

FORD PERFORMANCE
By Pat Ganahl. Now back in print. Revised with an extra 16 pages. Includes 
all modern Ford performance engines from ’63 - ’73. Covers 390, 427, 
428 big block, 351, 400 Cleveland, 289, 351W small block, and 429, 460 
big block. Sftbd.
142 pgs.  ................................. B127886 ...................ea ..........18.95

HOW TO REBUILD YOUR SMALL BLOCK FORD
Complete guide to rebuilding any 221, 260, 289, 302, and 351W Ford 
engine. Includes how to remove the engine, repair and recondition, as well 
as assemble and install it. Packed with illustrations. Sftbd., 567 Illustra-
tions. 160 pgs. .............................. 45089 ........................ea ..........17.95

HOW TO REBUILD YOUR BIG BLOCK FORD
Covers all Ford 332, 352, 360, 390, 410, 417, and 428 engines. Also 
includes Ford medium and heavy duty truck engines – 330HD, 330MD, 
359, 361, 389 and 391. Lots of easy-to-follow illustrations. Sftbd., 457 
Illustrations. 160 pgs. ................... 40070 ........................ea ..........17.95

HOW TO REBUILD YOUR FORD V8
Covers rebuilding of 351C, 351M, 400, 429, and 460. Identify problem 
areas, tear down, inspect for wear and tear, etc. 599 Illustrations.
160 pgs.  ................................. 40036 ........................ea ..........17.95

HOW TO BUILD AND MODIFY FORD 5.0 FUEL-INJECTION
By Tom Wilson. Since 1986, Ford has built thousands of 5.0 liter V-8s for use 
in their cars and pickups. This illustrated “how-to” is a complete resource for 
5.0 Liter performance modifi cations, covering rebuilds, specs, parts sources, 
induction and cylinder heads, camshafts and valve trains, exhaust systems, 
electronics and ignitions, and much more. Sftbd., 250 B&W illustrations.
160 pgs.  ................................. B125496 ...................ea ..........16.95

MUSTANG AND FORD SMALL BLOCK V8   
By Bob Mannel. This complete restoration and reference guide covers 
small block V8s from ’62 - ’69. Special combination edition covers 221, 
260, 289, 289 Hi-Po and 302 engines. Has over 2,800 pages of never 
before seen photographs. Includes sections on engine identifi cation and 
tags, engine change levels and colors, belts and pulleys, carburetors, 
distributors, casting numbers, fans, camshafts, cylinder heads, 289 Hi-Po 
parts listings, Cobra kits and muscle parts, technical service bulletins and 
accessories identifi cation. Nearly 3,000 photos. Sftbd.
736 pgs.  ................................. B274103 ...................ea ..........39.95

MUSCLE CAR AND HI-PO ENGINES 
From Hot Rod magazine comes tips for “tuning up” as well as power secrets 
of the fabulous muscle engines of the ’60s and ’70s. Information and advice 
packed into over 20 different articles on how to increase horsepower for 
your muscle car. Softbound, 180 Illustrations, 100 pgs.
Ford 351C/Boss 351 .................... B116661 ...................ea ..........16.95
Ford 289/302/Boss 302/351W ...... B116664 ...................ea ..........16.95

Order online 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

www.autokrafters.com
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BUILDING FORD SHORT-TRACK POWER      
This book covers 351W and 302 engines. Contents include how to rebuild 
short-track engines, claimer class, special class, and sportsman racing.
   ................................. B132814 .......................ea ............18.95

FORD ENGINE PARTS INTERCHANGE           
Find casting numbers, 9 small blocks, 12 big blocks, Cleveland and 
Windsor ID, SVO components, cylinder heads, blocks, cranks, rods, 
cams, carburetor's ID and much more.
   ................................. B127910 .......................ea ............18.95

FORD WINDSOR – SMALL-BLOCK PERFORMANCE
By Isaac Martin. A comprehensive guide to the tips, tricks and techniques 
of top Ford performance experts that will help your Ford or Mustang run 
harder and faster – leaving that "other small-block" at the starting line. 
Engine building techniques are included for street machines, drag racers, 
tow vehicles – for just about any Windsor-equipped Ford. Whether you have 
a 289, 302/5.0L or 351W/5.8L, Ford Windsor Small-Block Performance is 
your guide to performance success – on or off the strip. Sftbd.
202 pgs.  ................................. B129494 ...................ea ..........17.95

FORD ENGINE OVERHAUL MANUAL
Complete step-by-step, illustrated instructions for rebuilding the most 
popular Ford engines. Includes the 255, 260, 289, 302, 351C, 351M, 
351W, 360, 390, 400, 428, 429 and 460 cubic inch engines. Everything 
you’ll need to know in one easy-to-follow guide. Sftbd. Fully illustrated.
  ................................. B116344 ...................ea ..........19.95

HOLLEY CARBURETOR IDENTIFICATION GUIDE
’55 - ’73 Ford, GM and Chrysler pocket-size identifi cation guide for Holley 
performance carburetors.
  ................................. BOOK12 ...................ea ............8.95

FORD CARBURETOR GUIDE 1955-1973
By Pony Carburetors, Inc. Comprehensive identifi cation for all Ford, Lincoln 
and Mercury cars. Detailed year by year application charts by engine size 
and car line. Pocket-size. Sftbd. 
105 pgs.  ................................. BOOK11 ...................ea ..........12.95

HAYNES TECHBOOK: FORD AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL
By Jeff Killingsworth and John H. Haynes. This fully illustrated and detailed 
manual guides the restorer through the step-by-step process of an auto-
matic transmission overhaul. The manual covers subjects such as tools 
and equipment needed, A/T fundamentals, transmission identifi cation, 
troubleshooting, maintenance, adjustments and in-vehicle repairs, trans-
mission removal and installation, disassembly, inspection and assembly 
of C3, C4, C5, C6, and AOD transmissions. Sftbd., 750 illustration.
96 pgs.  ................................. B123421 ...................ea ..........29.95

CLASSIC CAR RESTORER’S HANDBOOK
Designed to help avoid the many problems commonly encountered  by 
the do-it-yourself restorer. General sections of advice and step-by-step 
techniques on all facets of restoring a classic, from engine rebuilding to 
detailing. Much of the information in this book will help maintain a vintage 
automobile that has already been restored.
  ................................. HP1194 .....................ea ..........17.95

HOW TO RESTORE YOUR COLLECTOR CAR, 2nd EDITION
By T. Brownell. Experience the reward of successfully restoring a collec-
tor car with this step-by-step guide from an expert restorer. Learn how to 
derust, degrease, weld, repair metal, rewire, upholster, paint and dozens 
of other procedures. Sftbd., 300 illustrations.
320 pgs. ...................................B107702 ...................ea .......... 24.95

CONVERTIBLE TOP GUIDE II
A fundamental workbook for anyone in the auto trim and restyling industry. 
Covers cylinder and framework maintenance. This guide offers articles 
from the professionals with full instructions to walk you through the whole 
“cut and sew” process. Other features include proper sealing, frames and 
brackets and understanding the mechanisms.
  ................................. CTG ..........................ea ..........24.95

PAINT AND BODY HANDBOOK
By Don Taylor and Larry Hofer. Everything needed to get professional 
looking results from repairing a small dent to stripping and painting a whole 
car. Covers tools, welding techniques and choosing and using paint and 
equipment. Clear detailed photos. 350 illustrations – 16 in color.
Sftbd. 144 pgs. ............................. 40220 ........................ea ..........17.95

HOW TO RESTORE METAL AUTO TRIM
By Jeff Lilly. Whether you’re restoring your vehicle for show or personal 
enjoyment, this book provides basic, step-by-step information for restoring 
and repairing metal trim pieces on your vintage car or truck. Also includes 
information on all the necessary tools and materials essential for metal 
trim work repair, including what you’ll need, where to purchase items, and 
how to use the tools and materials. Covers the repair of stainless steel and 
aluminum trim, including decorative strips, fenders, bumpers, hub caps, 
wheel covers and door and trunk handles. 150 B&W illustrations. Sftbd.
96 pgs.  ................................. B124327 ...................ea ..........14.95

SALVAGE YARD TREASURES OF AMERICA
From Cars and Parts magazine comes a pictorial review of over 40 
automobile salvage yards. 2,000+ photographs of classic, collector and 
muscle cars provide a useful car and parts source, as well as excellent 
browsing material. Sftbd.
168 pgs.  ................................. B127285 ...................ea ..........24.95 
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STANDARD GUIDE TO AMERICAN 
MUSCLE CARS 1960-1995
Edited by Ron Kowalke. This book can guide collectors through the world 
of high-performance vehicles from the ’60s, ’70s, ’80s and ’90s. Over 275 
different types of cars and trucks are identifi ed and detailed in these pages. 
2nd edition, 500+ photos, 25 color illustrations. Sftbd.
248 pgs.  ................................. B123131 ...................ea ..........21.95

MERCURY MUSCLE CARS
By David Newhardt. Detailed information on the equipment packages, 
displacement, horsepower, torque ratings, and driving impressions is 
provided in this comprehensive volume. Leadership directives, executive 
orders, and marketing decisions that guided Mercury through its muscle 
car years are revealed. The creation, manufacture, and evolution of all 
time classics such as the Comet, S-22, Caliente, Marauder, S-55, X-100, 
Cougar, Cyclone, Spoiler, and Spoiler II are covered. More than 50 B&W 
and 90 color photographs. 1999 ed. Sftbd. Limited quantities.
128 pgs.  ................................. B128062 ...................ea ..........29.95

FALCON PERFORMANCE PORTFOLIO
By R.M. Clarke. A collection of articles from some of the best known 
automotive magazines featuring road tests, driving reports, technical 
and styling analysis! Includes Futura, wagons, convertibles and coupes. 
Sftbd., B&W illustrations.
140 pgs.  ................................. B127401 ...................ea ..........19.95

RANCHERO ’57 - ’79 - MUSCLE PORTFOLIO
By R.M. Clarke. A great collection of articles from the world’s best known 
automotive magazines, featuring road test, driving reports, technical and 
styling analysis and more. Includes Futura, convertible, sedans, coupes 
and Ranchero. Sftbd., 180 illustrations.
100 pgs.  ................................. B127973 ...................ea ..........19.95

MERCURY COMET AND CYCLONE
1960-1970 ROAD TESTS
Compiled by R. M. Clarke. A Brooklands “Road Test” Limited Edition. 
Road and comparison tests, model introduction, driving reports, plus per-
formance data and full specifi cations on the ’60s Comets and Cyclones. 
Models covered are Comet S-22 convertible, wagon, Cyclone 289, GT390, 
Cobra Jet 428, Montego 429 and Caliente.
  ................................. B128670 ...................ea ..........19.95

FORD, LINCOLN AND 
MERCURY STOCK CARS
By Dr. John Craft. From 1949 through today, many 
of NASCAR’s most memorable cars have come 
from Dearborn. Modern and archival color photos 
feature legendary cars like the Talladega, Torino, 
Galaxie, and Thunderbird, as well as the men who 
have driven them, such as Bobby Unser, Richard 

Petty, and Dale Earnhardt. Also highlighted is Ford’s role in the 1960’s 
“Aero-wars”, when the Big Three developed groundbreaking aerodynamic 
effects specifi cally for NASCAR. Includes the Taurus that debuted on the 
NASCAR circuit in 1998. 80 color photographs. Sftbd.
96 pgs.  ................................. B128046 ...................ea ..........13.95

SIXTIES AMERICAN CARS
By Dan Lyons. From the Enthusiast Color Series. Take a magical trip back 
to the ’60s   with these pages fi lled with high quality color photographs 
and an insightful history and description of many famous makes and 
models. Ford and Mercury models covered in this book include: Mustang, 
Thunderbird, Cougar, Falcon, Comet, Torino, Cobra, Ranchero and more. 
79 color photos. Sftbd.
96 pgs.  ................................. B126373 ...................ea ..........12.95

SENSATIONAL ’60s WHEELS OF CHANGE
By John Gunnell. Capture America’s vitality during one of the most tumultu-
ous, radical and violent periods in the nation’s history in this photographic 
collection of cars from the 1960’s. 500+ B&W illustrations. Sftbd.
308 pgs.  ................................. B120026 ...................ea ..........16.95

FALCON! THE NEW SIZE FORD
By Ray Miller. Now back in print! Introduced in 1959, the Falcon was 
offered as an inexpensive mode of transportation, claiming “up to 30 
miles per gallon!” In the twelve months following its introduction, over 
half a million were produced, and by the end of its second model year 
nearly one million had been manufactured. This photographic reference 
of all Ford Falcons from 1959 to 1970 provides a full Falcon history, and 
is fi lled with close-up photographs of each model. 1,306 B&W illustrations, 
80 color illustrations. Hdbd.
320 pgs.  ................................. B102076 ...................ea ..........49.95

1964 - 66 CONVERTIBLE TOP REPAIR MANUAL
Reprint of Ford’s ’64 - ’66 convertible top repair and adjustment manual 
to original form. Covers ’64 - ’65 Falcon. 
15 pgs.  ................................. MP14 ........................ea ............7.00

MAXIMUM MUSCLE
By Steve Statham. Muscle car color history. Contains drag racing spe-
cials, stock car specials, Trans-Am, pace cars, dealer and manufacturer 
specials, super cars of the 1980s and 1990s, production fi gures, factory 
special muscle cars, and Indy pace cars 1960-2000.
128 pgs.  ................................. B131570 ...................ea ..........21.95
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Video/DVD Sales Policy
Once the tamper seal on the videocassette or DVD box has been 
broken, the video is no longer returnable. Exceptions will be made if 
the video is defective and cannot be viewed. If you receive a defec-
tive videotape and wish to return it, please rewind tape to the defect 
and enclose a statement specifying the defect along with the cassette. 
Defective videos will be replaced (only) at no additional charge. All 
videotapes are VHS format unless otherwise specifi ed. 

CARROLL SHELBY FORDS 
This DVD is a 2 part program of the Carroll Shelby cars that 
changed America. In the fi rst program you will learn about 
the most famous of the Shelby Mustangs. The 1966, 1967 
and 1970 GT3500. You will also fi nd out more about the 
legendary 1968 GT500. You will learn about the engines, 
interiors and exteriors of these incredible cars. See footage 
of these cars going down the race track and the street. 

The second program covers the Cobra 289 - 427. See why Carroll Shelby 
believed that putting the biggest motor in the lightest car was the best for 
performance. Relive when Shelby Cobra was king. DVD.
80 minutes  ............................... 440329 ........................ea .......... 19.95

1962 SOUTHERN 500 
The 1962 Southern 500 at Darlington. 1962 Pontiacs are 
the cars to beat, but Larry Frank is declared the winner in 
a controversial fi nish! Includes the original B&W television 
broadcast and the full-color fi lm highlights. See practice, 
qualifi cations and the race. B&W and color.
83 minutes ........ DVD88 ........................ea .......... 24.95

THE HARD CHARGERS 
If you like stock car racing this is the nostalgic DVD for you. 
Includes vintage footage of the 1970 Plymouth Superbirds, 
Dodge Daytonas and Mercury Cyclone spoilers. It also 
follows legendary racers Pete Hamilton, Richard Petty 
and Cale Yarborough in 1970 stock car racing. Take a 
look at Petty Enterprises race shop, Cale Yarborough’s 
crash at Darlington, his win at Rockingham and Richard 
Petty’s terrible Rebel 400 crash. Color.

52 minutes  ............................... DVD89 ........................ea .......... 24.95

FORD MOTOR COMPANY: 100 YEARS 
The fi rst part of the video chronicles the 100 year celebration of Ford Motor 
Company in June 2003 at their world headquarters in Dearborn, Michigan. 
Highlights include over 3,200 classic cars and trucks, Nascar drivers and 
other racing legends, monster truck demonstration, a preview of the Ford 
Rouge Factory tour, Blake Shelton and Toby Keith concert highlights and 
much more. The second part of the video covers the history and infl uence 
of the company. Highlights include “The Road Traveled” music video of 
major milestones, “The Road Is Ours” a personal retrospective from Ford 
family members, Ford’s global racing, Ford’s infl uence in Europe, Ford’s 
extended family of products (Aston Martin, Jaguar, Land Rover, Volvo and 
Mazda), Ford’s fi rst dealerships, and much more. Great for anyone who 
loves Ford and Ford history. Over 120 minutes of material.  
VHS (1 tape) ................................. S39017 .....................ea ..........24.95
DVD (2 disc set) ........................... S39007 .....................ea ..........34.95

FAST FORDS OF THE SIXTIES
Beginning with the ’631/2 models, Fords dominated American racing in 
the ’60s. Youthful buyers wanted their own cars to race on Sunday and 
drive to work on Monday. Suddenly a new “muscle car” market was born. 
To meet the demand Ford would introduce its “Total Performance” series, 
which would soon include such legendary nameplates as Mustang, Torino, 
Cougar, Cyclone, GT, CJ and 7-Litre – some of the boss cars featured in 
this super collection of original fi lm clips! Color. VHS.
60 minutes  ................................. B124908 ...................ea ..........24.95

FORD AND THE AMERICAN DREAM 
Follow Ford’s dream through unforgettable advertisements and events 
from the Model As up to the 1980s. VHS.
50 minutes  ................................. B117648 ...................ea ..........24.95

SUNDAY AT POCONO DRAG LODGE
Volume 1, 1963-1966. Located in northeastern Pennsylvania, the Pocono 
Drag Lodge (PDL) hosted drag racing from ’63 - ’71. This fi rst of two vol-
umes dedicated to Pennsylvania’s Pocono Drag Lodge include a recent 
interview with track owner Joe Perugino, plus vintage footage of racing 
action from 1963-1966. See Red Lang, Tommy Ivo, Butch Neal, Malcolm 
Durham, Richard Petty, “Dyno” Don Nicholson, the Platt Brothers and 
many more. This tape runs a full two-hours and is part one of a two part 
series.  VHS. ...................... VIDEO106 ...................ea .......... 19.95

S/S AND FX ERA ’63 - ’67
This fully narrated 80 minute video contains original movie footage of the 
S/S and FX racers of the era. See Dyno Don’s ’64 AFX Comet Wagon, 
Sox and Martin’s ’64 AFX Comet, ’66 Hemi Cuda, ’66 Fliptop Comet 
Roadster, ’67 FT SOHC Comet and many more. See the fi rst and second 
NHRA Spring Nationals at Bristol in 1965 and 1966. Special interviews 
with Buddy Martin, Ronnie Sox and Jake King are also included. A Great 
tape! VHS.  ............................... VIDEO61 .....................ea .......... 19.95

1970 SUPER STOCK NATIONALS
This super complete video (two-hours) takes a look back at the history 
of York US 30 Dragway and the Super Stock Nationals. The tape begins 
with a look at the 1950s style of racing and moves to the most successful 
independent one day race of all time, the 1965 Super Stock Nationals. 
Coverage continues through every year up to the ’70 Super Stock Nation-
als. Great camera coverage! One of the best nostalgia tapes of all time. 
Fully narrated. VHS ..................... VIDEO62 .....................ea .......... 19.95

SPRING NATIONALS ’65 - ’68
This video looks back at the fi rst four NHRA Spring Nationals which were 
held at Bristol, TN and Englishtown, NJ. Top Fuel, Top Gas, Funny Car, 
Super Stock and other eliminators are included in this highly detailed 
tape. VHS.
110 minutes  ............................... VIDEO63 .....................ea .......... 19.95

S39017 S39007

B124908 B117648

Auto Krafters, Inc.
Gold Card Club
*Save 10% from our already low prices, get 
expedited order processing and free shipping. 
Join AK’s Gold Card Club TODAY! Ask your 
salesperson fro more information.
*Some exclusions apply.
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FORD AT THE 1965-66 RACES 
This superior quality video features Ned Jarrett’s stock car and Carroll 
Shelby building the Mustang GT-350 and the Ford GT40. Color VHS. 
60 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO109 ...................ea .......... 24.95

FORD AT THE 1968-69 RACES 
This superior quality video features stock car racing, Trans-Ams, Ford 
winning the Indy 500, Mickey Thompson’s Mach I and lots more. Color 
VHS. 
60 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO111 ...................ea .......... 24.95

FORD WINS THE 1966 - 67 LE MANS
All the action on the track and in the pits as Ford’s GT40s capture fi rst, 
second and third with drivers McLaren/Amon, Miles/Hulme, and Buck-
num/Hutcherson in the 1966 event, and again in 1967 with Dan Gurney 
and A.J. Foyt in another GT40. Great coverage of the cars, drivers, and 
all the action. Color. VHS.
55 minutes.  ............................... B119245 ......................ea .......... 24.95

FORD AT THE RACES 
Incredible racing footage! Here are the highlights of Ford’s early racing 
campaigns in 1956, ’63, ’64, ’69 and ’70 at tracks in Daytona, Monte 
Carlo, Indianapolis and Riverside. Stock cars, quarter milers, and Indy 
cars driven by the greatest racing legends – A.J. Foyt, Dan Gurney, 
Mickey Thompson and many more. Color. VHS.
55 minutes.  ............................... B119244 ......................ea .......... 24.95

CONVERTIBLE TOP RESTORATION
Covers convertible top, folding glass window, well liner, top and quarter 
panels, and roof rail weatherstrip. This video uses the Mustang as a model 
for restoration. VHS.
20 minutes  ............................... VIDEO67 .....................ea .......... 22.95

COLOR SANDING & BUFFING                          
By Paintucation. Guides you through defect repair, removing runs and 
buffi ng for a show fi nish, with emphasis on staying with a "system" of 
products. Identifying what type of surface you're dealing with, and even 
a short segment of removing oxidation from old tired paint are covered. 
65 minutes.
VHS  ............................... VIDEO71 .....................ea .......... 29.95
DVD  ............................... DVD71 ........................ea .......... 29.95

PAINT YOUR OWN CAR                                      
By Paintucation. A step-by-step presentation that takes you through every 
stage of a basecoat/clearcoat paint job. Safety issues and project planning 
segments start the tape, leading into areas such as cleaning, disassembly, 
sanding, small repairs, priming, blocking, masking, and application of 
products, as well as light trash removal and buffi ng. 70 minutes.
VHS  ................................. VIDEO72 ...................ea ..........29.95
DVD  ................................. DVD72 ......................ea ..........29.95

METAL PREP & RUST REPAIR    
By Paintucation. Detailed procedures on patching rust, removing surface 
rust, and preventing future rust are covered. Stripping layered paint 
mechanically and chemically, properly prepping bare metal, and light dent 
repair, as well as primer application are covered. 55 minutes.
VHS  ................................. VIDEO73 ...................ea ..........29.95
DVD  ................................. DVD73 ......................ea ..........29.95

BODY SHOP BASICS 
A new Paintucation video by Kevin Tetz that will introduce you to the world 
of paint and body work. Professional and current techniques are broken 
down such as tool selection, dent repair, priming, sanding, blocking, 
painting, buffi ng and explains the reasons behind these procedures. This 
video also includes important information on blending basecoat colors, 
metallic paint application, paint gun operation, troubleshooting, handling 
tips and much more, plus safety information.
VHS  ................................. VIDEO112 .................ea ..........29.95
DVD  ................................. DVD112 ....................ea ..........29.95

FORD AT THE 1963-64 RACES
This superior quality video features Tiny Lund’s amazing fi nish at the 
1963 Daytona 500! This fi lm includes action at Pomona and Indianapolis 
drags. Color VHS.
60 minutes.  ............................... ..VIDEO108 .................ea .......... 24.95

Join the International 
Mercury Owners Club!
New friends • Expert advice 

Swap meets Annual car show • Quarterly newsletter
Call: 1-800-228-7346 to learn how to join.

VIDEO72 DVD72

VIDEO73 DVD73
B119245 B119244

VIDEO112 DVD112

VIDEO71 DVD71
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Classic Nascar Race Videos

1961 SOUTHERN 500
Features the 1961 Southern 500 at Darlington. Nelson Stacy beats out 
Fireball Roberts for a surprise win. VHS.
30 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO86 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1962 ATLANTA 500
Features the 1962 Atlanta 500. Fred Lorenzen in his #28 Holman-Moody 
Ford beats out pole-sitter Banjo Matthews and the ‘62 Pontiacs. VHS.
36 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO87 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1962 SOUTHERN 500
Features the 1962 Southern 500 at Darlington. 1962 Pontiacs are the 
cars to beat but Larry Frank is declared the winner in a controversial 
finish. VHS.
28 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO88 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1963 RIVERSIDE 500
Features the 1963 Riverside 500, the first 500 mile race ever run on a 
road course. VHS.
36 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO89 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1963 DAYTONA 500
Features the 1963 Daytona 500. “The Winning Ride” plus “Won For All.” 
Tony Lund wins the biggest race of his life in storybook fashion. VHS.
35 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO90 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1963 ATLANTA 500
Features the 1963 Atlanta 500. Fred Lorenzen’s white #28 Ford wins 
again. VHS.
28 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO91 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1963 SOUTHERN 500
Features the 1963 Southern 500 at Darlington. Fireball Roberts takes his 
last super speedway win. VHS.
29 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO92 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1964 FIRECRACKER 400
Features the 1964 Firebreaker 400 at Daytona plus the 1964 Southern 
500 at Darlington both on one tape. A.J. Foyt wins his first Grand National 
race plus Buck Baker wins his third Southern 500. VHS.
41 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO93 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1965 SOUTHERN 500
Features the 1965 Southern 500 at Darlington plus “The Quickest Quiet 
One” (the Ned Jarrett story) on one tape and both in color. VHS.
51 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO94 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1967 WORLD 600
Features the 1967 World 600 at Charlotte. The #14 Friedkin Plymouth 
carries Jim Paschal to one of his greatest victories. VHS.
27 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO95 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1969 GRAND NATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Features the 1969 Grand National Highlights. Dodge Daytonas, Ford 
Talladegas and Lee Roy Yarbrough dominate, but David Pearson wins 
the championship. VHS.
42 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO96 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1970 GRAND NATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Features the 1970 Grand National Highlights. Watch the Superbirds, 
Dodge Daytonas and winged cars in action at Riverside, Michigan, and 
Charlotte. VHS.
28 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO97 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1971 WINSTON 500
Features the 1971 Winston 500 at Talladega (Donnie Allison) plus 1971 
Riverside (Ray Elder) and 1975 Ontario (A.J. Foyt). VHS.
28 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO98 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1971 SOUTHERN 500
Features the 1971 Southern 500 at Darlington. Bobby Allison beats Richard 
Petty to win his first Southern 500. VHS.
27 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO99 .....................ea .......... 24.95

1972 WORLD 600
Features the 1972 World 600 at Charlotte plus “The Buddy Baker Story” 
both on one video. Baker wins the 600, plus his career story through 
1971. VHS.
49 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO100 ...................ea .......... 24.95

1972 THUNDER HIGHWAY
Features the 1972 Thunder Highway with Richard Petty, including the 
story of Petty’s STP sponsorship and the 1st 10 races of his ‘72 Winston 
Cup Championship. VHS.
29 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO101 ...................ea .......... 24.95

1974 DAYTONA 500
Features the 1974 Daytona 500. Richard Petty wins his fifth Daytona 
500, this time in his famous Hemi Dodge vs. Donnie Allison’s #88 Digard 
Chevrolet. VHS.
24 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO102 ...................ea .......... 24.95

1975 DAYTONA 500
Features the 1975 Daytona 500. Benny Parsons wins the biggest race of his 
career as leader Pearson spins out just three laps from victory. VHS.
23 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO103 ...................ea .......... 24.95

1975 AT TALLADEGA
Features the 1975 at Talladega (Buddy Baker), the 1975 Winston 500 
and the 1975 Talladega both on one video. VHS.
50 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO104 ...................ea .......... 24.95

1969 SOUTHERN 500 AT DARLINGTON
Features the Southern 500 in Darlington, 1969. Lee Roy Yarbrough was 
the winner. VHS.
32 minutes.  ............................... VIDEO105 ...................ea .......... 24.95

Two Options for Toll-Free Ordering
1-800-228-7346 by Phone

and 
www.autokrafters.com by the Web
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BUMPER STICKERS
You drive a Chevy! ha!  ha!  ha!
  ............................... BS64 ...........................ea ............3.00
You drive a Mopar! ha!  ha!  ha!
  ............................... BS65 ...........................ea ............3.00
I’d rather eat worms than drive a Chevy!
  ............................... BS67 ...........................ea ............3.00
I’d rather eat worms than drive a Mopar!
  ............................... BS68 ...........................ea ............3.00
Friends don’t let friends drive Chevys
  ............................... BS69 ...........................ea ............3.00
Friends don’t let friends drive Mopars
  ............................... BS71 ...........................ea ............3.00

EMBOSSED LICENSE PLATES
“Falcon” script, red/white ............ LP93J-3532 ................ea ............6.00
Ford oval, white/blue .................. LP145 .........................ea ............5.00
“See the Light” Ford, yellow/black.
  ............................... LP160 .........................ea ............5.00
“Ford Racing”, red/white/blue.
  ............................... LP92E-1703 ................ea ............5.00
“Ford Motorsport”, white/blue.
  ............................... LP90D-0993 ................ea ............5.00
“Ford Quality Care Racing”, red/white/blue.
  ............................... LP95J-3233 ................ea ............6.00
“Bad Boys Drive Bad Toys”, blue Ford oval with white background with red 
“Bad Boys Drive Bad Toys”. 
            ............................... LP5863 .......................ea ............ 5.00

FALCON/COMET LICENSE PLATE FRAMES
These frames are chrome with white lettering on a blue background. For 
Falcon and Comet plates, the year is on top and either “Falcon” or “Comet” 
respectively is on the bottom. Sold in pairs.
’60 “Falcon” .................... LPF60FA ...................pr ...........14.95
 “Comet” .................... LPF60CM ..................pr ...........14.95
’61 “Falcon” .................... LPF61FA ...................pr ...........14.95
 “Comet” .................... LPF61CM ..................pr ...........14.95
’62 “Falcon” .................... LPF62FA ...................pr ...........14.95
 “Comet” .................... LPF62CM ..................pr ...........14.95
’63 “Falcon” .................... LPF63FA ...................pr ...........14.95
 “Comet” .................... LPF63CM ..................pr ...........14.95
’64 “Falcon” .................... LPF64FA ...................pr ...........14.95
 “Comet” .................... LPF64CM ..................pr ...........14.95
’65 “Falcon” .................... LPF65FA ...................pr ...........14.95

FALCON/COMET LICENSE PLATE FRAMES CONTINUED
’66 “Falcon” .................... LPF66FA ...................pr ...........14.95
’67 “Falcon” ................ LPF67FA ............... pr ......... 14.95
’68 “Falcon” ................ LPF68FA ............... pr ......... 14.95
’69 “Falcon” ................ LPF69FA ............... pr ......... 14.95
’70 “Falcon” ................ LPF70FA ............... pr ......... 14.95

LICENSE PLATE FRAME
This frame is chrome with white lettering on a blue background.
“Ford” – High quality triple plated chrome.
  ................................. WL021C ....................ea. .........19.95

Models/Die-Casts

1:25 SCALE ’65 FALCON AFX   
This 1965 Falcon AFX model comes with body, interior tub, front and rear 
bumper, hood and vacuform windows. Assembly required. Parts from 
other kits required to complete this model. Paint and glue are required 
which are not included.
  ............................... JIMNB94 .....................ea ..........29.95

1:25 SCALE ’65 FALCON DADDY WARBUCKS F/X 
This 1965 Falcon F/X drag racer was driven by Phil Bonner. This legend-
ary Daddy Warbucks Falcon model comes to life in this with detailed drag 
racing engine and interior. Paint and glue are not included. 
  ............................... MK21442 ....................ea ..........19.95

1:25 SCALE ’65 FALCON GEORGIA 
SHAKER HUBERT PLATT   
This model is a replica of Hubert Platt’s ’65 Falcon Georgia Shaker. Paint 
and glue are required but are not included. 
  ............................... MK21442A ..................ea ..........19.95

1:25 SCALE ’65 FALCON “WILD CHILD”  
Paint and glue are required but are not included. 
  ............................... MK21555 ....................ea ..........19.95

1:25 SCALE ’64 COMET CALIENTE   
Paint and glue are required but are not included. 
  ............................... MK64COMET .............ea ..........19.95

OPEN ROAD CAMPER AND RACERS WEDGE 
By AMT/Ertl. The Open Road Camper has detailed overhead cabinets, 
stove, oven, sink, refridgerator, heater, table with bench, bed with bed 
ladder, clear see-through patio doors and swing down patio. The Racers 
Wedge features a jack with jack stand, ramps, tool box with tools, gas can 
fi re extinguiser, moveable wheel stops and ramps. All in one model kit. 
  ............................... MK21453 ....................ea ..........19.95

1:18 SCALE MODEL 
FOUR POST CAR LIFT  
This functional four post car lift will support most 1:18 
scale This is a wonderful way to lift your collection to 
the next level. Some assembly required.
 ...................... GMP9014 ....................ea ..........44.95

LP93J-3532LP93J-3532 LP145LP145 LP160LP160

LP93E-1703LP93E-1703 LP90D-0993LP90D-0993 LP95J-3233LP95J-3233

LP5863LP5863

BS64 BS67 BS69
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Has moveable parts. Great for setting your model on. 
Assembly required, most parts are snap on or require 
a screwdriver. No painting required. 
 ..................... TES234 .......................ea ............ 9.95

1:18 SCALE HOME MECHANIC 
ACCESSORY SET 
This die-cast American Muscle set is a 1:18 scale 
home mechanic accessory set. It includes: upper 
and lower tool chest, jack, air compressor, jack 

stands, creeper, pneumatic tool case, impact wrench and fender cover. 
This is an Ertl Collectible® series. Great accessory for your
1:18 scale model ........................ ER36195 .....................ea ..........10.95

MODEL GARAGE ACCESSORIES                              
Perfect for your model collection, this garage accessories kit includes 
a 3-drawer tool chest, 7-drawer tool chest, welder, arc welder, battery 
charger/tester, air compressor, and engine with stand. Now even your 
model has tools to keep it running!
1:18 Scale  ............................... GMP9010 ....................ea ..........28.95
1:24 Scale  ............................... GMP9015 ....................ea ..........24.95

MODEL GARAGE  
ACCESSORIES SET II                
This 1:24 scale accessories kit includes 1 floor 
jack, 1 creeper, 2 cases of oil, 1 oil catch pan, 
2 ramps and 4 jack stands. This highly detailed, 
hand-painted die-cast tool set not only looks 
authentic, but is ready to handle any job you 

throw at it. 1:24 Scale ................. GMP90152 ..................ea .......... 24.95

MOVING DISPLAY TURNTABLE   
High quality 2-speed turntable with a 2 kg. weight load. Full motor torque 
regardless of speed. Requires 1 D size battery, which is not included. 
  ............................... S2012 .........................ea .......... 24.95 

ROTARY DISPLAY
This rotary display is a great way to display your model. It has a 10" 
diameter flat display table and speed setting. Requires 1.5V D battery, 
not included.
Black  ............................... AUT98014 ...................ea. ......... 15.95

Hats
Officially licensed by the Ford Motor Company®

NASCAR LOGO HAT    
Khaki with the NASCAR logo in red, blue, yellow, black and white on the 
front.   ............................... 495NS .........................ea .......... 16.95

FORD RACING HATS WITH FLAMES  
Blue with “Ford Racing” on the front. “Ford” is in blue and white and 
“Racing” is in red and white. On the left side of the bill going to the back 
there is red and white flames with a Ford logo in it.
  ............................... 719205261 (A) ............ea ..........14.95
Black with “Ford Racing” on the front. “Ford” in white and blue and “Racing” 
in red. On both sides of the bill are red and orange flames.
  ............................... 719205315 (B) ............ea ..........14.95

Dark blue with the “Ford Racing” logo and silver flames on the front and 
the NASCAR logo on the back.

  ............................... S47010 (C) .................ea ..........19.95
Black with the “Ford Racing” logo on the front. It features blue flames and 
the NASCAR logo on the adjusting strap.
  ............................... 752 (D) ........................ea ..........16.95

FORD RACING/NASCAR HATS
Officially licensed by the Ford Motor Company®. These hats are perfect 
for the Ford enthusiast! The quality of these hats is exceptional.
Black with the “Ford Racing” logo on the front and the Ford oval and 
NASCAR logos on the back. White streaks and swirls on the brim.
  ............................... S20305 (E) ..................ea ..........21.95

Black with the “Ford Racing” and NASCAR logos. Red flames on the side 
and crossed checkered flags on the back.

  ............................... S47005 (F) ..................ea ..........21.95

White with the “Ford Racing” and NASCAR logos. Blue streaks on the 
brim and the back.
  ............................... S47039 (G) .................ea ..........19.95
Navy blue hat with the “Ford Racing” logo on the cap and a white stripe 
with “Ford” in blue letters ending with the Ford oval on the brim. NASCAR 
logo is on the back. .................... SFD1086 (H) ...............ea ..........11.99
Black hat with the “Ford Racing” logo on the front and the NASCAR logo 
on the adjusting strap, embossed flames on brim.
   .............................. 747 (I) .........................ea ..........16.95
Medium Blue hat with the “Ford Racing” logo on the front and the NASCAR 
logo on the adjusting strap ......... 1037 (J) .......................ea ..........12.95

FALCON, COMET, AND RANCHERO LOGO HATS
Blue hat with “Falcon” logo embroidered in white.
  ................................. HATFA (K) ................ea ..........16.95
Blue hat with “Comet” logo embroidered in white.
  ................................. HATCM (L) ................ea ..........16.95
Blue hat with “Ranchero” logo embroidered in white.
  ................................. HATRH (M) ...............ea ..........16.95

GMP9010 GMP9015

S2012 AUT98014

(K) (L) (M)
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FORD LOGO HATS
Medium blue hat with blue and white Ford logo and white under brim and 
white “Ford” on the adjusting strap.
        ................................. 71912504 (N) ............ea ..........14.95
Dark blue denim hat with Ford oval on the front and back. Its molded brim 
features a red, white and blue edge. 
        ............................... S30002 (O) .................ea ..........18.95
Khaki hat with black trim and gray and white Ford oval on it.
  ............................... HH007BLU (P) ............ea ..........14.95
Black hat with Black trim and Black and White Ford oval.
  ............................... HH007BLK (Q) ............ea ..........14.95
Khaki hat with Black trim and Black and White Ford oval on it.
  ............................... HH007BK (R) ..............ea ..........14.95

FORD RACING HATS
Black hat with black trim and blue and white Ford oval with red “Racing” 
underneath.  ............................... HH008BLK (S) ............ea ......... .14.95
Khaki hat with gray trim with blue and white Ford oval with red “Racing” 
underneath.  ............................... HH008BLU (T) ............ea ......... .14.95
Khaki hat with black trim and blue and white Ford oval with red “Racing” 
underneath.  ............................... HH008BK (U) ..............ea ......... .14.95

FORD OVAL FLAME HATS
Red hat with black trim and black flames with Ford oval on it.
  ............................... HH032RBL (V) ............ea ..........18.95
Black hat with gray trim and gray flames with Ford oval on it.
  ............................... HH032GBL (W) ...........ea ..........18.95

FORD INFERNO HATS
Black hat with yellow flames and back and white Ford oval.

  ............................... HH046YLW (X) ...........ea ..........14.95
Black hat with red flames and black and white Ford oval.
  ............................... HH046RED (Y) ...........ea ..........14.95
Black hat with blue flames and black and white Ford oval.
  ............................... HH046BLU (Z) ............ea ..........14.95

T-Shirts

TOTAL PERFORMANCE FACTORY FLYERS T-SHIRT
Made of high quality 100% cotton. Officially licensed by the Ford Motor 
Company®. Double design with highly detailed screen print - Front pocket 
logo. Full back design, “Total Performance/Factory Flyers”. Features a

’64 Fairlane T-Bolt, ’631/2 Galaxie 500, ’67 Fairlane GT 390.
Medium  ............................... 020M ...........................ea ..........16.95
Large  ............................... 020L ............................ea ..........16.95
X-Large  ............................... 020XL .........................ea ..........16.95
XX-Large  ............................... 020XXL .......................ea ..........18.95

OVAL FLAME T-SHIRTS
This black T-shirt features the Ford oval surrounded by 
flames. Made from 100% pre-shrunk cotton.
 ....................... S300144L ...................ea ..........26.95

 ....................... S300145XL .................ea ..........26.95

FORD CENTENNIAL PLAYING CARDS 
Officially licensed by Ford. This set of two decks of playing cards comes 
in a tin with the Ford oval and the centennial logo on it. These two decks 
of cards celebrate Ford Motor Company’s past with each unique deck 
featuring a selection of vehicles on the playing card faces and is suitable 
for all card games.
  ............................... 784M2 .........................ea ............8.95

MONOPOLY MUSTANG 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
This is the Parker Brothers classic game Monopoly with a Mustang twist. 
This is the Mustang 40th Anniversary Collectors edition. Houses and hotels 
are garages and showrooms, the pewter tokens are mustangs; ponys; 
horseshoe, and tire. Great gift for the Mustang or Monopoly lover in the 
family. Officially licensed product of Ford Motor Company. Endorsed by 
the Mustang Club of America. 
  ............................... MONOPOLY40 ...........ea ..........34.95

RINGER'S GLOVES  
Features the patented Shock-Tek® technology that provides protection, 
prevention, and relief from carpal tunnel syndrome, impact, and repetitive 
stress. Black only.
Medium  ............................... 16309 ..........................pr ...........29.95
Large  ............................... 16310 ..........................pr ...........29.95

16309

' ' 

(O)(N) (P) (Q) (R)
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Auto Krafters, Inc. Price Match Guarantee
We pride ourselves in offering the best quality parts at the lowest 
prices possible. If our prices are not already lower, we will match 
any competitor’s price on like-quality parts. 

Prices matched must be current and verifiable from their web site. Price 
corrections must be made before purchase is made. No refunds on 
previous orders.
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FORD RACING PROFESSIONA MECHANIC’S GLOVES
Premium-quality gloves officially licensed by Ford Racing. The ergonomi-
cally-designed, double-padded synthetic leather palms are durable and 
feature sewn-in soft neoprene pads for insulated protection, especially in 
the vulnerable areas of the hand. Added top vinyl shields protect the top 
of hands with elastic hook-and-loop tabs for an easily adjustable fit, and 
the lined Spandex® top provides flexibility and comfort. Black only.
Medium  ............................... PC021 .........................pr ...........24.95
Large  ............................... PC022 .........................pr ...........24.95
X-Large  ............................... PC023 .........................pr ...........24.95

FORD RACING 2     
The sequel to Ford Racing is here. Ford Racing 2 for PlayStation 2, is 
more exciting then ever. With a huge selection of Ford vehicles you are 
in the driver’s seat. Select from over 30 Ford vehicles ranging from the 
1949 Ford to the new Mustang GT Concept to the Ford Focus. You can 
race on a number of tracks from ovals to cities, lost worlds and more. 
Put your skill to the test.
  ............................... 125305 ........................ea .......... 19.95

FORD RACING FLAGS 
Officially licensed by Ford. Constructed of heavy-duty polyester with rein-
forced headband. 3' X 5'. Available with black, white or blue background.
Black  ............................... 10220 ..........................ea ..........24.95
White  ............................... 10221 ..........................ea ..........24.95
Blue  ............................... 10222 ..........................ea ..........24.95

FORD RACING BANNER                                           
Officially licensed product by the Ford Motor Company®. Constructed of 
heavy duty polyester, this banner measures 28" X 40" and is 2-sided. 
Features a 11/2" pole sleeve.
  ............................... 10228 ..........................ea ..........34.95

CD VISOR ORGANIER 
WITH FORD LOGO
Fits any Ford enthusiasts car or truck. This 
CD sun visor organizer will keep everything 
in reach and protected. It features the Ford 

logo embossed on the black canvas cover. Has enough felt lined pockets 
to hold up to 6 CDs, a lined pocket for your glasses and another pocket 
for a pen, pencil, or tire gauge. Adjustable Velcro® straps keep this orga-
nizer out of the way of any vanity mirrors. This is a great gift idea for that 
someone who has everything.
  ............................... 6303 ............................ea ............8.95

FORD LOGO GARAGE STOOL   
This stool has chrome plated legs and would be great for a garage, shop, 
store, game room or a work station. It also has a foot rest and a black 
seat featuring the blue Ford logo in white letters. Unassembled.
14" W X 29.5" H .......................... 4751R01 .....................ea .......... 49.95

TIRE/WHEEL CLOCK    
This clock by Autotecnica, has a tire mounted on a wheel for a surround. 
You can see the caliper, rotor and it also has a valve stem. A screw driver 
and wrench make up the hands. This clock is a must for the car buff, 
shade tree mechanic or a shop. What a great gift idea!
  ............................... 840399 ........................ea .......... 49.95

FORD RACING CLOCK
Ford Racing clock by Autotecnica. This quartz clock has a black plastic 
casing and white face. Uses one AA battery, not included. Officially licensed 
product of the Ford Motor Company®. 9” diameter.
  ............................... CLOCKFR ...................ea ..........24.95

NEON FORD LOGO CLOCKS
Officially licensed by Ford. These neon clocks by Autotecnica feature a 
chrome-look surround with a white face, black numbers, and either the 
Ford oval logo or the Ford Racing logo. The face of each is encircled by 
a blue neon tube. Powered by either plugging into a wall outlet or by a 
1.5 volt AA battery (not included). 9" diameter.
Ford oval logo ............................. 840340 ........................ea ..........99.95
Ford Racing logo ........................ 840350 ........................ea ..........99.95
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CAR COVER - TECHNALON2® 
Custom-fit covers to fit your vehicle. Evolution™ 4 
fabric from Kimberly-Clark uses 4-layer polypropylene 
construction for maximum protection against rain, snow, 
sun and dust. This cover protects the finish of your 
vehicle from acid rain, industrial pollutants, tree sap 
and bird droppings. It resists moisture while allowing 
air to circulate through the fabric and will not shrink 
or stretch. The soft inner layer will not scratch, mar 

or dull paint or clearcoat finishes and even provides impact absorption 
from nicks, dings, dents, and scratches. 4-year limited warranty. Comes 
in solid tan or gray. 
Universal fit

’61 - ’65  Comet – Approximately 16' - 171/2' long, tan.
  ............................... *C80005 ......................ea ........159.95
’64 - ’69  Falcon – Approximately 15' - 16' long, tan.
  ............................... C80004 .......................ea ........149.95

’70  Falcon – Approximately 171/2' - 191/2' long, tan.
  ............................... C80006 .......................ea ........169.95
Exact fit
’61 - ’65  Comet 2-door and 4-door sedans – No mirror pocket, 
 gray ........................ *C80GK .......................ea ........179.95
’64 - ’69 Falcon 2-door and 4-door sedans – No mirror pocket, gray.
  ............................... C575GK ......................ea ........179.95
’70  Falcon 2-door and 4-door sedans - No mirror pockets, 

gray. ....................... C68GK ........................ea ........217.95

CAR COVER - MULTIBOND®

Custom-fit covers to fit your vehicle. Sentrex™ fabric from 
Kimberly-Clark uses 3-layer polypropylene construction 
for “better” moisture and dust resistance against rain, 
snow, sun, dust and the fibers are treated for extra UV 
protection. This cover is lightweight, soft, nonabrasive 
to paint and allows moisture to evaporate. Sentrex™ 
is U.S. made fabric offers good, basic protection and 
is an excellent value. 2-year limited warranty. Comes 
in gray only.

Universal fit

’61 - ’65  Comet – Approximately 16' - 171/2' long.
  ............................... *C40005 ......................ea ..........79.95
’64 - ’69  Falcon – Approximately 15' - 16' long.
  ............................... C40004 .......................ea ..........74.95

’70  Falcon – Approximately 171/2' - 191/2' long.
  ............................... C40006 .......................ea ..........94.95
Exact fit
’61 - ’65  Comet 2-door and 4-door sedans – No mirror pocket.
  ............................... *C80SG .......................ea ........124.95
’64 - ’69  Falcon 2-door and 4-door sedans – No mirror pocket.
  ............................... C575SG ......................ea ........124.95
’70  Falcon 2-door and 4-door sedans – No mirror pocket.
  ............................... C68SG ........................ea ........144.95

CAR COVER - NOAH®

This custom fit cover is made of NOAH®, a U.S. made 
fabric consisting of three high-tech materials ultrasonically 
joined using a trademarked bonding pattern. It is both 
water resistant and breathable with an inner core for 
strength and a polyethylene wrap for softness. The 
protective outer layer is treated with UV inhibitors and 
a silver-gray color was selected because of it’s heat 
resistant properties. This cover does not have mirror 

pockets. NOAH® has a 4-year limited warranty. Comes in gray only.
’61 - ’65 Comet 2-door and 4-door sedan – No mirror pockets.
  ............................... *C80NH .......................ea ........208.95
’64 - ’69 Falcon 2-door and 4-door sedans – No mirror pockets.
  ............................... C575NH ......................ea ........208.95
’70 Falcon 2-door and 4-door sedans – No mirror pockets.
  ............................... C68NH ........................ea ........234.95

CAR COVER LOCK
Secure your car cover from not only the wind but also 
from thieves with this easy to use cable lock from 
Covercraft. It consists of a 7'. vinyl-covered steel cable, 
a padlock with brass housing, non-scratch plastic
snap-together grommets, and iron-on reinforced 
patches. For use with above car covers.
 ...................... ZCL .............................ea ............9.95

PLUG AND CHUG DRINK HOLDER
This two drink holder installs in seconds into factory dash ashtray tracks. 
No tools needed. This is a must for going to the shows, just remove the 
Plug and Chug to restore to the original look. No more spilled drinks. 
What a great gift idea! 
’60 - ’63 Falcon 2-door. Colors available: Black (01), Blue (02), Red 

(03) and White (05).
  ............................... FA6063PC- .................ea ..........31.95
’64 - ’65 Falcon 2-door hardtop or convertible. Colors available: Black 

(01), Blue (02), Red (03) and White (05). 
  ............................... FA6465PC- .................ea ..........31.95

CONSOLE HUMPHUGGER
This console installs in seconds between the bucket 
seats and is held in place with Velcro® – no tools 
needed. Features a storage compartment and 
two drink holders. This is a must for going to the 
shows, just remove the Humphugger to restore 
to the original look. No more spilled drinks and 

additional storage too. This is a great gift idea. 
’60 - ’65 Falcon with bucket seats. Colors available: Black (01), Blue 

(02), Red (03) and White (05).
  ............................... FA6063HH- .................ea ..........99.95

“PLEASE DON’T TOUCH!” SHOW VEHICLE WINDOW TAG 
Tired of constantly wiping fingerprints off your show vehicle’s finish? 
These window signs will let onlookers know that you want to keep that 
finish unmarred. Sticks directly to the window glass via a suction cup in 
the upper corner. 
Set of two  ............................... .KPP6911 ....................pr .............8.95

Typical
Illustration

Multibond®

Material

Noah™
Material

Technalon2®

Material

FA6063PC-
FA6465PC-

Not sure of a term used in this catalog?
Check out the Glossary at the end for
a definition of terms or abbreviations.
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FORD SUNSCREEN BY CHROMA® 
This sunscreen attaches to the top inside of your windshield with static 
cling. It features the blue Ford oval in the center with black and white 
checkers on either side that fade to black.

  ............................... KY3365 .......................ea ..........10.95

CAR WASH KITS 
Each comes with 371/2' hose, nozzle, and carrying bag. Hose and nozzle 
are same color. Features water hose with memory (does not kink or 
tangle), 9 custom spray pattern nozzle made of non-corrodable anodized 
aluminum, and trigger lock. User friendly, drinking water safe, and UV 
resistant. Hot or cold. Available in violet, blue, and green.
Violet  ............................... 70015-0 .......................kit ...........34.95
Blue  ............................... 70010-5 .......................kit ...........34.95
Green  ............................... 70012-9 .......................kit ...........34.95

DRY CHEMICAL FIRE EXTINGUISHER
1 lb. dry chemical - sodium bicarbonate base. Suitable for use 
at temperatures from -650º F to 1200º F. Pressure tested to 300 
p.s.i. Chrome with mount bracket. 
  ............................... A620TC .......................ea ..........39.95

 

SINGLE EDGE RAZOR BLADE
100 per box. ..... 1211 ............................box ...........4.99

BOB – BOTTOM OF THE BOTTLE OIL RECOVERY SYSTEM
Oil bottles can retain up to 6% of their contents. Stop wasting good oil by 
using BOB. Mounts to table or wall. Place empty oil bottles upside down 
and the good oil that is usually wasted drains into a bottle for later use. 
Nothing else like it on the market. Made in the U.S.A.
  ............................... BOB ............................ea ..........10.95

TRIM/DOOR PANEL REMOVER
Removes any auto-body trim pad instantly. Just insert the tool and pull 
the trim pad up ........................... 15K127 .......................ea ............6.95

MOULDING RELEASE TOOL
Removes trim mouldings around cemented windshields and rear windows 
quickly and easily ....................... 15K128 .......................ea ............6.95

FOAM INTERLOCKING FLOOR PADS                   
These 16-piece foam pads are lightweight, waterproof and easy to clean. 
Use in the garage, basement, laundry room and more. Covers 16 sq. ft.
  ............................... 92451 ..........................set .......... 16.95

BABY MOON HUB CAPS – CHROME
Add a touch of class to your stock wheels. These hub caps are made of 
strong steel to resist denting and are chrome plated for lasting beauty. 
Fits most GM and Ford 14" or 15" stock wheels. 101/8" inside diameter. 
Comes in a box of four.
  ............................... 4580 ............................set ..........49.95

VALVE STEM CAPS 
Precision designed from ABS composite materials and 
manufactured to O.E.M. standards. The design is completed 
by recessing the end to accommodate a laser screened 
color logo design on space age tough polycarbonate. 

Designed for years of beauty and performance. Polished to mirror-like 
finish. Set of 4.
“FORD”  ............................... WA2 ............................set ..........19.95

ALUMINUM FLOOR JACK                
This 2-ton lightweight aluminum jack has a lift range of 33/4" to 187/8" 
and without load raises to full extension in only 5 to 6 strokes compared 
to 20 on other jacks. Aluminum front roller wheel and rear swivel wheels 
for added maneuverability. Handle is 471/2" long with positioning feature 
and foam car protector. A rubber-padded lift to help protect your car’s 
finish. Side handles and rear handle for easy carrying and positioning. 
Meets or exceeds ANSI requirements. Comes with a 1-year warranty. 
Weighs 473/4 lbs. ........................ 480578 ........................ea ........ 159.95

TIRE GAUGE
By Accu-Gage. Brass geared movement with 3 to 60 p.s.i. Increase the 
life of your tires, get better handling, save gas, and drive safer. Get this 
compact, all-metal, easy-to-read tire pressure gauge for each of your 
vehicles.  ............................... 1060 ............................ea ............6.95

TORQUE WRENCH
This 1/2" drive torque wrench by Performance Tool is chrome plated alloy 
steel for SAE and metric. The ratchet head is adjustable. It has a 10 to 150 
lb. range with 1 lb. graduations and comes with complete instructions.

  ............................... M200DB ......................ea ..........29.95

BOB

®

"  '
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MONITORTIRE  
SAFETY CAPS 
Check your tire pressure at a glance. 
Monitortire’s Safety Caps will help driv-
ers know when their tire pressure is too 
low. These caps go over the tire’s valve 
stem and will display green when the tire 

pressure is adequate, yellow if approximately four pounds under inflated 
and red when ten pounds under inflated. Maintaining proper pressure 
may prevent a blow-out, help minimize wear on the tire thus extending 
tire life, and improve gas mileage. They constantly monitor your tire 
pressure with clear, bright color indicators. Monitortire’s safety caps are 
made for a full range of cars, vans, motorcycles and light trucks and are 
accurate to within 1 p.s.i. Refer to the data plate on the drivers side door 
of your vehicle or your tire for your proper p.s.i. rating. Then choose the 
set closest to the p.s.i. rating, rounding upward (example: if your vehicle 
is rated for 29 p.s.i., you will need the 30 p.s.i. set). Easy installation! Just 
remove your pressure caps and replace with Monitortire’s safety caps. 
Just tighten with your fingers, do not use tools.
28 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0028 ............................set ..........14.99
30 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0030 ............................set ..........14.99
32 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0032 ............................set ..........14.99
34 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0034 ............................set ..........14.99
36 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0036 ............................set ..........14.99
38 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0038 ............................set ..........14.99
40 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0040 ............................set ..........14.99
44 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0044 ............................set ..........14.99
45 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0045 ............................set ..........14.99
50 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0050 ............................set ..........14.99
60 p.s.i. Set of 4 ................... 0060 ............................set ..........14.99

POWER BLEEDER 
This unit allows true one person brake bleeding. The power bleeder uses 
pressurized brake fluid to force air and contamination out of your lines and 
cylinders so you will get all the air out of your system the first time you bleed. 
For use with rectangular master cylinder reservoirs. Bleed your hydraulic 
brakes or clutch system right the first time. No more bleeding and re-bleeding 
to get an air-free system ............... MP0105 ......................ea .......... 59.95

FENDER GRIPPER™ FENDER COVERS
Fender Gripper™ is made of a non-slip material that will not slide off slick 
surfaces. Soft and cushioned for protection and will not harm your paint. 
Tools will not slip off this cover and it is imprevious to motor oil, coolant, 
lacquer thinner, brake fluid, etc. This strong PVC product is reinforced 
with nylon mesh and is completely washable. 22" X 34" standard size. 
Officially licensed by the Ford Motor Company®. Made in the U.S.A.
Black with Mercury logo in white.
  ............................... FGMERCURYBK ........ea .......... 16.95
Red with Mercury and its logo.
  ............................... FGMERCURYRED .....ea .......... 16.95
Black with a white cobra snake with “COBRA” below it.
  ............................... FGCOBRABK .............ea .......... 16.95
Red with a cobra snake with “COBRA” below it.
  ............................... FGCOBRARED ..........ea .......... 16.95

FENDER COVER
Protect the finish of your car from needless scratches. Made from durable 
vinyl with rubber backing to prevent slippage.

“Falcon” – 26" X 36" ..................... FC101 .......................ea ..........19.95

“Ranchero” – 26" X 36" ................. FC100 .......................ea ..........19.95

“Comet” – 26" X 36" ...................... FC106 .......................ea ..........19.95

“E-TRON Ignition” – acid and grease resistant - 27” X 36”.
  ........................................ FC-1 ..........................ea ............9.95

“Ford Racing” – Black with blue Ford oval and red “Racing” logo.
  ........................................ M-1822-A1 ................ea ..........19.95                   

COMPRESSION TESTER 
Features flexible hose for easy access. 14 and 18 mm universal 
fit, long-reach adapter. Side mounted pressure release valve. 
Easy to read 23/4" dial face with 0 to 300 p.s.i. and 0 to 21 kg/sq. 
cm scales.
.....................................ACT1 ..........................ea ..........19.95

BATTERY TENDER® JUNIOR BATTERY CHARGER  
FOR ALL 12 VOLT BATTERIES 
Battery Tender® Junior with auto float control prevents lead plate sulfation  
the #1 cause of battery failure. Because it is fully automatic, it can be left 
connected indefinitely without fear of overcharging. Spark proof even 
when output leads touch. Comes with reverse polarity protection so that 
you will not have damage to your battery or your charger. Has a 2 color 
state of charge indicator LED. Cords are 12' long. Great for motorcycles, 
automobiles, ATVs and more. Guaranteed not to overcharge. Comes 
with a 5-year warranty. Battery Tender® Junior’s lightweight, compact 
size makes it ideal for those hard-to-fit spots. NOTE: Electrical parts are 
non-returnable once installed. We will replace defective units only.
  ............................... VDC12612 ..................ea ..........34.95

BATTERY TENDER® PLUS
The Battery Tender® Plus is a 1.25 amp battery charger designed to fully 
charge and maintain a battery at a proper storage voltage without the 
damaging effects that trickle chargers may cause. It’s “BTP” microchip 
technology applies the correct peak charge, then automatically maintains 
the battery at the perfect float voltage, which virtually eliminates battery-
destroying sulphation! This results in a battery that is ready to go when 
you are and has an extended life. Features a powder-coated aluminum 
chassis, built-in 72-hour timer that will protect a marginal battery from 
overcharging and spark proof even when leads touch. Works on lead-acid, 
sealed calcium, or gel batteries. Has reverse polarity protection to protect 
the charger and your battery. Also comes with temperature compensation 
for optimal charge voltage in extreme weather. Comes with a 10-year 
warranty and instructions. NOTE: Electrical parts are non-returnable once 
installed. We will replace defective units only.
  ............................... 0210128 ......................ea ..........49.95
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BATTERY MAINTAINER – FOR ALL 12 VOLT BATTERIES
This battery maintainer will extend the life of your battery while 
protection and maintaining it.
  ............................... 20050 ..........................ea ..........22.95

PORTABLE POWER SOURCE
This portable power jumpstart system is safe to use, store and transport. 
It makes conventional jumper cables obsolete, no  host vehicle required. 
Provides 12 volt DC power to run or charge cell phones, TVs camcord-
ers, worklights, radios and more. Has 400 instant amps, 900 peak and 
converts into 120 volt AC power supply when used with DC to AC power 
inverter. Features built-in 12 volt DC accessory receptacle, sealed, 17 amp 
hour lead acid battery pack, 120 volt AC wall charger for use with cigarette 
lighter outlet, built-in worklight, exclusive spring loaded clamp holsters, 
charging/statys LED indicators and keyless ON/OFF safety switch.
  ............................... AS104 .........................ea .......... 69.95

COLEMAN® RECHARGEABLE 
JUMPSTART SYSTEM
Includes heavy-duty booster cables, 260 p.s.i. 
compressor with built-in pressure gauge, safety 
booster clamp on/off switch, L.E.D. battery level 
indicator, built-in work light, and sports needle and 
inflator nozzle.

...................PMJ8160 .......................ea ..........59.95

PRIORITY START
Maintain your starting power! When key is off, this 
device monitors, detects, and automatically discon-
nects any drain on the battery. Turn key to start and 

it automatically reconnects, starting safely from inside our vehicle. Fits 
any 12-volt vehicle application.
  ............................... PSIDP12 .....................ea ..........74.95

BATTERY RELOCATION KIT
Kit includes battery box, molded lid, 2 small plastic 
grommets, 2 larger plastic grommets, zinc plated 
hold down, 2 – 3/8" hex nuts, 2 –3/8" diameter hold 
down studs, 2 flat washers, 4 – 3/8" locking nuts, 

6 sell latch assemblies, 2' vent tubing and 4' EPDM lid seal. Kit is designed 
to relocate your battery from the front to the reat or trunk area of your vehicle.
Comes with installation instructions.
  ............................... 74050 ..........................kit ......... 129.95

SHAVED DOOR HANDLE KEYLESS ENTRY KIT
This kit is a multiple function receiver and transmitter combination. It includes 
a 4-channel receiver unit, 2 – 4 button transmitters and an additional 2-
channel relay box for a total of 6-channels. This system uses a rolling code 
technology for a high level of security. It will allow you to connect as many as 
15 transmitters. Comes with instructions on how to make your vehicle into 
a keyless entry vehicle.
  ............................... 99000 ..........................kit ......... 249.95

KEEPER® TIE-DOWN KIT
This tie-down kit by Keeper® includes 2 – 14' heavy duty ratchet tie-downs, 
2 rubber straps and 6 bungee cords.
  ............................... 09229 ..........................kit ........... 29.95

TOTE BAG
The perfect bag to carry miscellaneous items. NOTE: Plaid bag matches 
standard trunk mats only.
Black  ............................... TOTE-01 .....................ea ..........18.95

Plaid  ............................... TOTE ..........................ea ..........18.95

CONVERTIBLE TOP BOOT STORAGE BAGS
NOTE: Plaid bag matches standard trunk mats only.
’63 - ’65 Plaid ....................... TBBAG ........................ea ..........19.95
 Black ...................... TBBAG-01 ..................ea ..........10.95

JACK PACKS
NOTE: Plaid bag matches standard trunk mats only.
’67 - ’70 Plaid ....................... JP ................................ea ............9.95
 Heavy vinyl ............. JPR .............................ea ............9.95

STEEL REINFORCED EPOXY PUTTY
A two-part epoxy putty in one stick. Simply twist off the amount wanted 
and hand-knead to produce a repair material that’s pliable, yet hardens 
in minutes for fast, permanent repairs. Bonds aggressively to metal and 
many other materials. After curing, PermaSteel® may be drilled, tapped, 
filed or machined. 
2 oz.  ............................... PS2 .............................ea ............4.95 

WINDO-WELD™ RIBBON SEALER KIT
For windshield or back glass. Kit includes a 15' roll of 5/16" round black 
sealer and setting blocks. NOTE: Use with Windo-Weld™ Sealer, black 
below.  ............................... 3M08611 .....................ea ..........12.95

WINDO-WELD™ SEALER – BLACK
A one-part polysulfide adhesive sealant designed for use in the replacement 
of “bonded” windshields and back glass. Ideal for providing a supplementary 
seal for windshields installed with butyl tape. Requires no primer.
  ............................... 3M08606 .....................ea ..........19.95

AUTO BEDDING AND GLAZING COMPOUND – BLACK
For use with windshield installation as a supplementary sealer. Also used 
to set water shields. .................... 3M08509 .....................ea ............7.95
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SEAM-N-SEALER®

Premium quality, fast setting Seam-N-Sealer® with superior adhesion for 
interior and exterior applications (except windshields). Excellent sealer 
for quarter panel seams, trunk seams, wheel house seams, floor seams, 
cowl seams and door skins. Use with caulking gun.

11 oz. cartridge ........................... AV1002 .......................ea ..........10.95

HEAVY DRIP-CHEK SEALER – GRAY
Heavy-based sealer especially designed for on vertical seams. Weath-
ers well – does not crack or deteriorate in sunlight. Excellent adhesion to 
metal, paint, glass, rubber, etc. Resists gas and oil.
5 oz. tube  ............................... 08531 ..........................ea ............7.95

CLEAR AUTO SEALER – 3M
Used for sealing leaks in windshields, back glass, reveal mouldings, truck 
ornaments, taillights and other small seams on the auto body. Flexible 
and color stable. May be water tested soon after application. Will not 
harden or become brittle.
5 oz. tube  ............................... 08551 ..........................ea ............8.95

STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE – 3M – GRAY
Two-part general purpose structural adhesive that may be used for bond-
ing metal, glass and plastic. May be used for trim, fiberglass and flexible 
body parts repair. Easy mixing. Sets up quickly, Spreads smoothly. Cures 
to an extremely strong bond.
2 - 2 fl. oz./kit .............................. 08101 ..........................kit ...........16.95

BLACK STRIP-CALK – 3M
Soft, non-hardening caulking material in one-foot lengths for use in all types 
of seams, joints and openings. Easily thumbed into place and smoothed 
with finger. May be painted immediately. Has non-sag consistency for 
vertical and overhead applications. No shrinkage. Adheres to metal, paint, 
glass and rubber. Completely waterproof. Will not crack or dry out.
Box - 60/1 ft. lengths. ................. 08578 ..........................ea ..........12.95

CLEAR PLASTIC AND EMBLEM ADHESIVE – 3M
Excellent adhesive for plastic repair and emblem application. May be used 
for interior or exterior bonding. Used for bonding metal emblems, rigid 
plastic parts, taillight lenses and vinyl trim strips. Strong, quick drying. 
One surface application.
5 oz. tube  ............................... 08061 ..........................ea ............6.95

QUICK FIX ADHESIVE – 3M CYANOACRYLATE
Strong, rapid bonding. Good adhesion to rubber weatherstripping, 
vinyl, metal, glass, side mouldings, emblems, trim pieces and 
most plastics. Excellent resistance to temperature extremes, 
shock and most automotive fluids.
1 oz. bottle.............08155 .................................ea ..........15.95

WEATHERSTRIP ADHESIVE 
High-quality black adhesive. Recommended for weatherstrip installation. 
5 oz. tube.  ............................... 3M08008 .....................ea ............5.95

TRIM ADHESIVE
Recommended for installation of carpet, headliners, upper quarter trim 
panels, hood insulation, trunk mats, etc. Also recommended for repair of 
sun visors or anywhere you need a good adhesive. Available in either 
aerosol or by the tube.
17 oz. aerosol ............................. 3M08080 .....................ea ..........10.95
Fast Tack – 5 oz. tube ................ 3M08031 .....................ea ............6.95

GAS TANK REPAIR
Instant repair – 2-part putty. Unaffected by leaking gas, 
sticks to tanks that are wet with gas. Hardens like steel in 
2-4 hours.
0.7 oz. ................... GTR-1 .........................ea ............3.95

QUICK PERMAWELD
A strong, fast-acting, cold bonding compound that bonds and fills gaps 
in steel, iron, aluminum, copper, bronze, ceramics, plastics, brass and 
wood. Sets in 4 minutes.
2 oz.  ............................... QW-14 ........................ea ............3.95

WHITE LITHIUM GREASE
Long lasting. Will not freeze or melt. Protects and lubricates auto parts, 
machine tools, farm equipment, recreational equipment, etc.
13 oz. aerosol ............................. WG16 ..........................ea ............3.95

PB BLASTER PENETRATING CATALYST
A powerful, concentrated penetrant that frees stubborn rusted or immo-
bilized parts by releasing the surface tension that causes them to stick. 
Will not evaporate. Stays on the surface of the part to protect against 
rust and corrosion. Concentrated - use as is for maximum performance 
or mix 1:1 with fuel oil, mineral spirits or solvents. Dielectric. Removes 
tar and bugs.
12.2 oz.  ............................... 16PB ...........................ea ............4.95

WOODGRAIN AND STRIPE REMOVER
For use on acrylic enamel surfaces only. Use a heat gun to remove 
woodgrain and stripes from lacquer surfaces.
18 oz. ............................... 3M08907 .....................ea ..........17.95

08531 08551

AV1002

3M08080 3M08031
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WOODGRAIN AND STRIPE ADHESIVE REMOVER
May be used on most properly cured auto paint for the removal of the 
adhesive residue remaining after removal of the woodgrain and applied 
filmstripes.
18 oz.  ............................... 3M08908 .....................ea ..........17.95

RUBBERIZED SPRAY UNDERCOATING
This is a heavy duty rubberized undercoating formulated to offer excellent 
protection, coverage and durability. Combines the flexibility and sealing 
properties of rubber with superior coating thickness.
16 oz.  ............................... 135EA .........................ea ............4.95

COSMOLINE WEATHERSHIELD – PROTECTIVE FILM
Known as the worlds best rust preventative. Sprays on to provide a 
transparent dry protection for all metals. Has 2 years of staying power. 
Adjusts from spray to stream. Will not crack.
12 oz.  ............................... XC-42 ..........................ea ............4.95

V.L.P. – CLEAR LIQUID VINYL REPAIR
Repairs vinyl rips stronger than new. Fuses ripped vinyl back 
together. Perfect for car seats. Also works on dishwasher racks, 
recliners, air mattresses and more. Clear liquid blends with all 
colors. Simply squeeze it from the tube onto rips, tears and cuts. 
Air dries no heat or messy patch needed.
1 fl. oz. tube. ................... VLP .............................ea ............3.95

LIQUID ELECTRIC TAPE
Dielectric coating seals out moisture for trouble free electrical 
connections. Won’t crack, peel or harden. Remains flexible in 
extreme conditions. Available in Clear (00), Black (01), Red 
(03), and Green (13).

4 fl. oz. ...................... LET- ............................ea ............5.95

BLUE SILICONE RTV GASKET MAKER
Flexible, waterproof, no re-torque needed. Use on engines manufactured 
prior to 1980.
3 oz. tube  ............................... 6BR .............................ea ............3.95

ULTRA COPPER HI-TEMP RTV GASKET MAKER 
Specially formulated for 4-cylinder, turbocharged or performance engines 
manufactured since 1980. The most advanced high performance RTV 
gasket available. Withstands temperatures up to 700° F.
3 oz. tube  ............................... 101BR .........................ea ............4.95

ANAEROBIC GASKET MAKER
Outstanding sealant for aluminum and cast iron flanges. Eliminates pre-
cut gaskets. Flexible.
20 fl. oz. tube .............................. 51817 ..........................ea ............3.95

PIPE SEALANT WITH TEFLON
Provides a tough, positive seal that eliminates leaks. Prevents leakage 
from vibration, temperature cycling and extreme pressures. Will not shrink 
or shred like tapes. Protects against rust, corrosion and thread galling. 
Allows repositioning after application. “Loctite”.
20 fl. oz. tube .............................. 59214 ..........................ea ............3.95

THREADLOCKER 242
Medium strength. Disassembles with normal hand tools. Locks threaded 
fasteners against vibration loosening. Prevents rust lock and seals against 
leaks. “Loctite”
20 fl. oz. tube .............................. 24200 ..........................ea ............5.95

THREADLOCKER 271
High strength. Heat or special tools required for disassembly. Locks 
studs, bushings, large fasteners and freon fittings against loosening and 
wear. Retains bearings, preventing spinout. Strengthens slip and light 
press fits. “Loctite”
20 fl. oz. tube .............................. 27100 ..........................ea ............5.95

PREP PEN
Prep Pen is a spot sanding pen 

that gets in where other tools can’t reach. The Prep Pen’s glass fibers 
provide a new means of concentrated cleaning. Clean rust or dirt from 
any tight corner, crevice or hard-to-reach spot.
  ............................... PM6437 ......................ea ............9.95

SPOT ROT
See beneath the paint. The first gauge that 
spots any hidden body damage. Spot rust 

damage, collision damage and repainted areas. Comes with Secrets of 
the Pros car buying guide.
  ............................... PM1437 ......................ea ..........12.95

PRO GAUGE II
Pro Gauge II is a magnetic coating 

thickness gauge that measures the thickness on nonferrous coatings 
(paints, platings, plastics, etc.) on steel. Pro Gauge II’s two scales give 
accuracy of better than .001 on an inch. Range: 1-15 mils. Supplied with 
storage case. .............................. PM2437 ......................ea ..........43.95                  

PROBLOCK
In just one sanding block, ProBlock combines the flexibility of a thin rubber 
block – desired for finishing curved surfaces – with the superior flattening 
ability of a hard sanding block.
  ............................... PROBLOCK ................ea ..........10.95

Become a Gold Card Club Member
and enjoy great benefits! Details are located in

the back of the catalog.

3M08908 135EA XC-42
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FORD LOGO CAR DUSTER
Great for removing surface dust in a hurry without scratching your paint. 
Great for houses too! Each duster comes in a black tote with logo in white 
on the outside.
“Ford Motor Company” ............... 220657 ........................ea ..........16.95

CALIFORNIA CAR DUSTER
Removes dust and surface dirt with a quick once-over. Special baked-on 
wax treated cotton fiber strands “lift” dust without scratching paint. The 
dirtier it gets, the better it works. Comes with plastic handle and handy 
carrying case .............................. 62446 ..........................ea ..........19.95

CALIFORNIA DASH DUSTER
The ‘for-your-home’ version of the Car Duster. The unique compact, wedge 
shaped duster easily accesses those hard to reach places. Forget about 
spray waxes, dust cloths, and feather dusters. The Dash Duster out 
performs them all ........................ 62448 ..........................ea ..........10.95

CALIFORNIA WATER BLADE
Patented T-Bar edge whisks away water. Soft medical grade silicone 
blade will not scratch. 15 times less friction than terry cloth towels. Flexible 
silicone blade molds to the shape of the surface. Made in the U.S.A.
  ............................... WATERBLADE ...........ea ..........19.95

WATER WETTER® COOLANT ADDITIVE  
Great for cars, trucks, motorcycles, RV’s, ATV’s and snowmobiles. 
Helps control overheating and allows engine to run up to 20% cooler. 
Doubles the wetting ability of water, improves heat transfer, reduces 
cylinder head temperature, reduces rust, corrosion and electrolysis, 
cleans and lubricates water pump seals. Water wetter can be used 
with all antifreeze/coolants. A 12 oz. bottle treats an automotive 
cooling system of 12-20 quarts or 1 oz. per quart.
12 oz..............................80204 ..........................ea ............8.95

EAGLE ONE® WAX AS-U-DRY™

The easiest wax ever! Just wash your car, spray on Wax As-U-Dry™, and 
dry off. Dries to a lustrous shine and adds protection too. This is a special 
blend of water-reactive polymers and waxes that provide a wet-look shine. 
Safe for all painted surfaces, windows, bumpers, and mouldings. 
18 fl. oz.  ............................... 2089618 ......................ea ............4.95

EAGLE ONE® NEVR-DULL     
Wadding polish for cleaning and polishing all metals, including silver, gold, 
brass, copper, pewter, glass, steel, aluminum and chromium. Removes rust 
and corrosion instantly. Nevr-Dull removes rust and tar from automobile 
and motorcycle chrome. Leaves no deposit in the crevices of metal work. 
Excellent for mag and chrome wheels, boat fittings, workshop tools, fishing 
gear, sinks, showers and campers.

5 oz.  ............................... 1035605 ......................ea ............4.95

AUTO STRIP
Professional strength Auto Strip is fast-acting and will effectively remove 
finishes from the metal surfaces of automobiles, trucks and cycles. It 
is effective on acrylics, lacquers, polyurethanes, baked enamels and 
epoxies. Non-corrosive to common metals under normal exposure time. 
Scrape or flush off.

18 oz.  ............................... EA710 .........................ea ............4.95

AIRCRAFT REMOVER
Aircraft remover is a heavy bodied, water-rinseable stripper. It strips finish 
and primer from metal surfaces.

18 oz.  ............................... EAR322 ......................ea ............6.95

STICKER SHOCK
Quickly and easily removes bumper stickers.
17 oz.  ............................... EBS317 .......................ea ............3.95

NO-ROSION® COOLANT ADDITIVE 
When added to a cooling system, No-Rosion® chemically reacts to: 1) 
neutralize existing weak acids; 2) stabilize coolant pH; 3) chemically 
remove dissolved oxygen; 4) prevent silicate and hard water gels and 
deposits; 5) prevent corrosion and electrolysis of all 6 metals (including 
aluminum) found in cooling systems; and 6) prevent wet-sleeve cylinder 
liner cavitation and erosion. Does not contain any detrimental petroleum 
distillates that could stimulate the gelling of antifreeze, leading to scales 
and deposits. One pint of No-Rosion® protects cooling systems of up to 
22 quarts in capacity for one year in irregularly driven vehicles, or 30,000 
miles of use for regularly driven vehicles. Can be used in plain water 
applications (without antifreeze) at 50% higher dosages.

Pt.  ............................... NR11568 .....................ea ............8.95
1/2 Gal.  ............................... NR11569 .....................ea ..........24.95

NO-ROSION® COMBUSTION OPTIMIZER
Combustion Optimizer stabilizes fuel to prevent emulsion and 
oxidation and cleans fuel systems by removing valve and com-
bustion chamber deposits that have already formed. Enhances 
fuel economy by up to 20%. For vehicles with emission controls, 
it will not affect oxygen sensors or catalytic converters. One 
pint of No-Rosion® treats 16 gallons of fuel for up to one year 
in stored or irregularly driven vehicles, or 3000 for regularly 
driven vehicles.
16 oz. .......................... NR11570 ..................... ea ...........9.95
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This engine oil stabilizer stops thermal breakdown and extends 
engine life. Eliminates dry starts, the #1 cause of wear in new 
engines. Seals worn cylinders to slow oil consumption. Contains 
no Teflon™, sulphur or chlorine. Keeps old engines alive and 
new engines new. 
32 fl. oz. ....................... 10001 ..........................ea ............ 7.95

LUCAS® POWER STEERING STOP LEAK 
This power steering fluid additive stops all seal leaks. Compatible 
with all power steering fluids. When power steering reservoir is 
low, refill it with Lucas Power Steering Stop Leak until leak stops, 
usually one or two bottles. Renews worn rack and pinions,
controls slack, squeals, hard spots and tight steering.
12 fl. oz. ....................... 10008 ..........................ea ............ 7.95

LUCAS® TRANSMISSION ADDITIVE 
This transmission fluid additive stops leaks, slipping and hard 
shifting. Polymetric film renews worn bands to stop slipping. 
Renews worn transmission fluid. Compatible with all transmissions 
and transmission fluids. 
24 fl. oz. ....................... 10009 ..........................ea ............ 8.95

LUCAS® FUEL TREATMENT 
This fuel treatment is a tune-up in a bottle. It is an upper cylinder 
lubricant and injector cleaner. Treats one tank up to 25 gallons
gasoline or diesel fuel. Increases power and fuel economy, 
decreases pinging, dieseling emission and hesitation. Cleans and 
lubricated carburetors, injectors, valve seats and rings for longer 
cylinder life. Environmentally friendly.
5.25 fl. oz. .................... 10020 ..........................ea ............ 4.95

zMAX® MICRO-LUBRICATING POWER SYSTEM 
As seen on TV. zMAX® improves fuel mileage, restores power, reduces 
emissions, and extends engine life by using micro-lubricating molecules 
that soak into the engine’s metal where they disperse carbon deposits.  
Guaranteed to improve fuel mileage or your money back from zMAX. 
Kit includes one bottle fuel formula, one bottle of transmission formula, 
and one bottle of engine formula as well as a free 12 oz. bottle of small 
engine formula.
  ............................... 51001 ..........................ea ..........34.95

SHOP TOWELS
A package of 7, 100% cotton shop towels measuring at least 15" X 13". 
Wash in lukewarm water. Drip or tumble dry. Wash separately.
  ............................... 25610 ..........................pkg ...........4.95

BAG OF RAGS
Detailer’s choice. All purpose, soft and reusable. These knit cloths are handy 
for polishing, dusting and wiping up paint or any spill.
1 lb. bag  ............................... 2-254 ...........................bag ..........2.95

PPC® DETAILING BRUSHES
Nylon bristle cleaning brush with plastic handle and scraper on one end.
  ............................... F16-001 ......................ea ............2.95

ABSORBER
The Absorber® dries anything faster and 
easier. It’s machine washable, resistant to 
most chemicals, and unharmed by grease, 

oil and detergents. Tough, it resists tearing or shredding. Will last for years 
with normal use. Use it anywhere you’d use a towel, chamois or even a 
sponge. Dries cars quickly and easily with no scratching or streaking. Ask 
someone who owns one.
 Red ......................... 41149 ..........................ea ..........11.95
 Blue ........................ 42149 ..........................ea ..........11.95
 Purple ..................... 44149 ..........................ea ..........11.95
 Neon Yellow ........... 45149 ..........................ea ..........11.95
 Teal Green ............. 46149 ..........................ea ..........11.95
 Chamois color ........ 47149 ..........................ea ..........11.95

THE GLOSSER
A disposable triceraphilic micro fiber towel that has a three-layer material 
which carries cleaners and waxes in its middle layer. The towel, actu-
ally a disposable tissue, removes surface soil, applies wax, enhances 
shine and dries a vehicle all in one easy step. It will also treat instrument 
panels, consoles, vinyl, leather and chrome. The glosser comes five to a 
glovebox-friendly resealable package.
  ............................... 99001 ..........................ea ..........10.95

DISPOSABLE GLOVES
Vinyl, 5 pair - one size fits all. Recommended for use with chemicals sold on 
pages 135 - 136.
  ............................... GLOVE .......................set ............2.50

NITRILE INDUSTRIAL DISPOSABLE GLOVES 
Latex-free, powder-free, disposable gloves for use with chemicals, cleaning 
agents, paint products, lubricants, etc. Protect your hands and your health 
by using these gloves whenever you are exposed to chemicals. A must 
for any home or garage. Comes in a box of 100. Caution: These gloves 
are for industrial use only. They may NOT be worn for barrier protection 
in medical or health care applications.
Medium  ............................... 5643 ............................box .........14.95
Large  ............................... 5644 ............................box .........14.95

RAIN-X® GLASS TREATMENT WIPES 
These glass treatment wipes from Rain-X help to improve wet eather 
driving visibility. Helps to repel rain, sleet and snow. This poroduct seals 
the pores in your glass with a slick, non-stick invisible barrier. Rain beads 
up and is blown away. Rain-X wipes also make for easy removal of frost, 
ice, mud, salt and bugs.
25 wipes per tub ......................... RX11164D ..................ea ............4.95

5644
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PPC® PHIX
Here is a corrosion treatment for all your auto body repair needs. Phix is 
fast and safe. It won’t harm paint, plastic, fiberglass, chrome, or rubber. 
Increases paint adhesion.
18 oz.  ............................... F05-016 ......................ea ..........12.95

PPC® CRUD REMOVER
A super powerful cleaner! Use it to degrease your engine, shampoo 
upholstery and even dissolve surface rust. Cleans in seconds and is 
even safe on clothing.
18 oz.................... ....................... F03-016 ......................ea ............8.95  
1 gal..................... ....................... F03-128 ......................ea ..........24.95

PPC® REAL WHEEL CLEANER
‘Melts’ away brake dust and corrosion from any wheel type. Formula is 
totally safe and biodegradable. Cleans whitewalls and rims instantly! 
Great for auto restoration.
18 oz.  ............................... F14-016 ......................ea ............8.95

PPC® EASY ALUMINUM POLISH
Produces a “mirror-like” shine in seconds on smooth aluminum, magnesium, 
stainless, brass, nickel etc. Forms an acrylic polymer barrier that resists stains, 
tarnishing and weathering. Contains no ammonia or harsh abrasives.
8 oz.  ............................... F15-008 ......................ea ..........12.95                

LIQUID GLASS®

This formula contains no wax and it produces a superb high gloss pro-
tective finish on any nonporous surface in one simple step without hard 
rubbing or buffing. New, improved formula.
16 oz.  ............................... 52926 ..........................ea ..........16.95

SIMICHROME POLISH®

Perfect for polishing chrome, magnesium, aluminum, stainless steel, 
brass, and copper. Cleans and protects while giving a beautiful shine. 
Made in Germany.
1.76 oz. tube ............................... 390050 ........................ea ............6.95

NOVUS® PLASTIC POLISH SET
Bottle number one, Novus® No. 1 Plastic Clean and 
Shine, is a plastic cleaner that gently cleans all plastics 
without scratching. It also leaves a lustrous shine that 
resists fogging, repels marking, contains no abrasives or 
harsh chemicals, and leaves a smooth, clean, greaseless 
shine. Bottle number two, Novus® No. 2 Fine Scratch 

Remover, removes fine scratches, haziness, and abrasion from most 
plastics. With repeated use, Novus® No. 2 restores faded and discolored 
plastics. It removes the damage instead of filing it in, buffs out quickly, and 
after restoring, seals with a coat of polish. Includes cloth for application.
Two 2 oz. bottles ........................ NOV12 ........................set ............9.95

RAIN-X
Seals, polishes and protects glass and plastic windshields. Makes 
water bead for aerodynamic run off. Increases all around visibility.
7 fl. oz. plastic bottle.
 ................................RX712 .........................ea ............6.95

EVAPO-RUSTTM

Evapo-RustTM is a non-toxic, safe and easy way to remove rust. It is 
environmentally friendly and biodegradable. Safe on skin because it contains 
no acids, solvents or bases. Evapo-RustTM is safe on all surfaces including 
copper, brass, aluminum, plastic, rubber and vinyl. Great for use on cars, 
trucks, tools, motors, and more. Non-flammable.
32 oz. bottle  ............................... EVAPORUST ..............ea ............ 7.95

GOOF OFF®  THE ULTIMATE REMOVER!  
This amazing product is great for removing glue, marker and pen ink, 
crayon, tar, oil, grease, dried latex paint, scuff marks and more.

4.5 fl. oz.  ............................... 2400 ............................ea ............ 3.95

PPC® BUG MELT 
Dissolves bug splatter, road oil and grime. Melts 80% of all residue within 
20 seconds. Can be diluted, heated and/or pressure sprayed. This product 
delivers its liquid wrath without disturbing polish, paint, or surface integrity. 
Can be used to remove exhaust tracking on semi trailers, brake dust, 
paint oxidation, and algae growth. Also works on upholstery and vinyl. 
This product comes in a spray bottle and is biodegradable.
20 oz.  ............................... W21020 ......................ea ............7.95

PPC® FORMULA 2
Cleaner/Protectant. Vinylized acrylic finish for rubber, vinyl, leather, plastic 
finishes. No silicone greasy film and lasts indefinitely. Cleans and protects 
in one step, and really does soften vinyl on contact.
18 oz.  ............................... F02-016 ......................ea ..........11.95

PPC® PERFECT DETAIL
Produces a “wet look” shine. A light mist instantly produces maximum 
depth of gloss and flawless glassy brilliance on all paint finishes. Contains 
no silicone, wax or petroleum distillates.
20 oz.  ............................... W17020 ......................ea ..........10.95

F05-016

F02-016W21020

Not sure of a term used here?
Check the Glossary in the back of this catalog.

F03-016 F14-016 F15-008

W17020
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CAR WASH    

This complete synthetic car wash formula loosens even 
the toughest dirt and grime. The synthetic lubricating oils 
glide that dirt and grime off your car’s surface without 
marring the finish. It is gentle on paint, rubber, vinyl and 
plastic components. Water softeners in the cleaner help 
to leave a spot-free finish.
64 oz. bottle.........G12664 .......................ea ............9.95

MEGUIAR’S® NXT GENERATION™ 
TECH WAX    

This NXT Generation™ Wax gives your vehicle a darker, 
richer, deeper and clearer shine than any other wax on the 
market. With new engineered synthetic polymers technol-
ogy that bonds to your paint tougher to provide extreme 
protection. You will be amazed at how easily it glides on 
and off. This is a must have if you are entering car shows, 
or just showing off.
18 oz. bottle..........G12718 ........................ea ..........14.95

MEGUIAR’S® NXT GENERATION™ 
SPRAY WAX    

This spray wax is the fastest way to re-energize your protec-
tion and gloss. It is a wax that builds on the results you have 
acquired by using ‘NXT Generation ™Tech Wax’ (#G12718) 
from Mequiar’s®. This booster wax adds protection while 
restoring your dark, deep, wet-look shine. Use it dry for quick 
touch-ups, or you can use it wet after washing your car.
24 oz. spray..........G12824 .......................ea ............6.95

MEGUIAR’S® #40 VINYL/RUBBER CLEANER
A complex formula that cleans, penetrates and rejuvenates, 
vinyl and rubber surfaces. Durable protection that screens 
out damaging ultraviolet rays. Restores life and color. 
Leaves a rich, natural sheen, unlike the shiny synthetic 
coating of simple protectants.
16 oz. spray .......... M4016 .......................ea ..........11.95

MEGUIAR’S® CARPET AND 
INTERIOR CLEANER
This heavy duty carpet and interior cleaner from Meguiar’s 
removes grease, coffee, pet stains, soft drinks, lipstick, mustard, 
milk and more. It is safe, non-toxic and biodegradeable.
16 oz. spray G9416 .........................ea ............4.95

MEGUIAR’S® GOLD CLASS LIQUID WAX
A one-step combination of glass enhancing polishes and 
durable polymer protection produces the most reflective 
shine in Meguiar’s® history. Comes with applicator.
16 oz. G7016 .........................ea ..........12.95

MEGUIAR’S® SCRATCH X™

Scratch X™ is the most effective way to remove fine scratches and swirls 
from your paint by hand. Safely removes light scratches and swirls, oxida-
tion, and blemishes. Unlike many of today’s scratch removing formulas, 
Meguiar’s® Scratch X™ will not leave more scratches than it takes out. 
Use for quick touch-ups on one section, or revive your car’s look with an 
application to the entire vehicle. Clear coat safe.
7 oz. tube  ............................... G10307 .......................ea ............9.95

RAGG TOPP™ VINYL PROTECTANT 

This vinyl protectant keeps out the elements and extends the life of your 
convertible top, tonneau cover, Bronco bikini top, and car bras. The pro-
tectant has UV protection with UV stabilizers, contains no silicone, and 
will not harm automotive finishes. This protectant is ozone friendly to meet 
the California air quality standards.
  ............................... CVPROTECT ..............ea ..........15.95

RAGG TOPP™ CLEANER 

This cleaner is made especially for the removal of the toughest soils and 
stains on your convertible top, tonneau cover, Bronco bikini top, and 
car bras. It will not harm automotive finishes, chrome, trim, glass, vinyl, 
rubber or plastic windows. It is an anti-oxidant formula that is formulated 
for fabric and vinyl, is biodegradable, and retards the growth of mildew. 
This product is tested and endorsed by HAARTZ the leading manufacturer 
of convertible top fabric .............. CVCLEANER ..............ea ..........12.95

MEGUIAR’S® CAR CAR GIFT PACK  

Kit includes 16 oz. Cleaner Wax, 16 oz. Soft Wash Gel, 7 oz. Scratch X,  
16 oz. Quik Detailer and 16 oz. High Glass Endurance Tire Protectant Gel.
  ............................... G9919 .........................kit ...........24.95

MEGUIAR’S® COLOR X    

The Color X formula is the proven one-step system to restoring color and 
gloss from your contaminated paint finish. In one step, this polish/wax 
combination will revive brilliant color and add protection. It removes light 
scratches, swirls and oxidation that dull paint finish. It is a fast fix or and 
entire car polish. Safe on all paints.
16 oz. spray  ............................... G11816 .......................ea ............8.95

MEGUIAR’S® HIGH GLOSS  
HOT SHINE™ TIRE SPRAY  

This high gloss tire spray is the first with an adjustable trigger 
sprayer. This 2-way sprayer gives you more control on the spray 
pattern. This means less mess for you with this easy-to-use walk 
away formula. Patented antiozonant technology combined with 
water resistant polymers keeps your tires looking Blacker longer 
while it is preventing premature aging, cracking and browning. 

Gives approximately 50 tires per bottle that high gloss wet-look.
24 oz. spray  ............................... G12024 .......................ea ............5.95

MEGUIAR’S® NXT GENERATION™  
TECH PROTECTANT   

This protectant from Meguiar’s® is engineered with synthetic 
polymers to clean, protect and condition all vinyl, rubber and 
plastic surfaces. This tech protectant helps to keep them 
looking new and protect them from fading. It is the ultimate in 
all-in-one protection.
24 oz. spray...............G12924 .......................ea ............6.95

CVPROTECTCVCLEANER

G11816G9919
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MOTHERS® CLEAR COAT WHEEL POLISH  
This Mothers® Clear Coat Wheel Polish restores that like new appear-
ance to your coated wheels, by removing minor surface imperfections, 
scratches and blemishes. It also removes road film and oxidation and 
protects against UV damage.
8 fl. oz. bottle .............................. 05108 ..........................ea ............5.95

MOTHERS® WHEEL MIST FOR  
CLEAR COATED WHEELS   
This Mothers® Wheel Mist for clear coated wheels removes rust and dust. 
Spray on, wait, hose off, and dry wheels with soft towel.
22 fl. oz. bottle ............................ 05922 ..........................ea ............5.95

MOTHERS® WHEEL MIST  
FOR CHROME WHEELS    
Mothers® Wheel Mist for wire and chrome wheels and wire hub caps. 
Removes rust and dust. Spray on, wait, hose off, and dry wheels with 
soft towel. NOTE: DO NOT USE ON CLEAR COATED WHEELS. See 
part #05922 for clear coated wheels.
22 fl. oz. bottle ............................ 05822 ..........................ea ............5.95

MOTHERS® BILLET METAL POLISH  
This could possibly be the best metal polish you have ever used. Moth-
ers® is known for its fine products and this one is no exception. Cleans 
billet, forged or finely cast aluminum, brass, gold and any other polishable 
metal. Not recommended for Gold plating, chrome, anodized, painted or 
coated metal.
4 oz. jar  ............................... 05106 ..........................ea ..........12.95

LUSTER LACE™ METAL POLISHING STRIPS 
These metal polishing strips from Luster Lace™ work great on those tight 
areas. Good for aluminum, brass, stainless steel, bronze, copper and 
magnesium. Includes: 4 narrow strips, 3 medium strip and 2 wide strips. 
For Revitalizer to help them last longer see part #50804.
  ............................... 50201 ..........................ea ..........12.95

LUSTER LACE™ METAL  
POLISH REVITALIZER    
This bottle of Revitalizer is for use on your Luster Lace metal polish pad 
so it lasts longer. For Luster Pad, see part #50402.
2 fl. oz. bottle .............................. 50804 ..........................ea ............4.95

MEGUIAR’S® SWIRL REMOVER
Specially formulated cleaner/polish removes most swirl marks and creates 
a brilliant high gloss. Highest quality ingredients provide outstanding results 
by hand or machine. Extremely easy to wipe-off. Safe and effective for all 
paints including clear coats. Paintable: safe for paint shop environment.
16 oz.  ............................... M0916 .........................ea ............9.95

MEGUIAR’S® GOLD PASTE WAX
This clear coat paste has incredible reflective qualities. Regardless of 
what paint you have, this formula will dramatically deepen the color, bring 
out the full richness of the paint, and create clear, sharp reflections unlike 
anything you have ever experienced. It glides on and off easily, cleans 
the surface, removes swirl marks, adds polishing oils, reduces UV ray 
damage, and adds tough, long-lasting polymer protection. Comes with 
applicator.
11 oz. ................................G7014 .........................ea ..........12.95

MEGUIAR’S® SHOW CAR GLAZE                     
A pure polish that nourishes the paint for a dazzling, wet-look, showcar 
shine. Safe and effective on all paint surfaces including clear coats. Does 
not build up with repeated use.

16 oz.  ............................ M0716 .....................ea ......... 8.95

MOTHERS WAX AND HOT WHEELS
Mothers Hot Wheels Premium Wax is the latest one-step car wax to join 
the Mothers line. You get a Hot Wheels special edition Mothers car, plus 
a 16 oz. bottle of one of the finest paint care products available. This 
would make a great gift!
  ............................... 17140 ..........................ea ............9.95

MOTHERS® SHOWTIME INSTANT DETAILER 
This Mothers® California Gold Showtime Instant Detailer shines in seconds, 
removes fingerprints, enhances color and brings out the beauty of your 
vehicle. Great for all types of paint. Contains no harmful detergents and 
will not strip wax.
16 fl. oz.  ............................... 08216 ..........................ea ............6.95

MOTHERS® CLEAR COAT WHEEL POLISH 
Mothers® Chrome Polish cleans, brightens and protects chrome bumpers, 
wheels, trim and accessories. Also glass and mirrors. Safe for Black chrome 
and show chrome plating. Will not streak, scratch or smear.
8 oz. bottle  ............................... 05208 ..........................ea ............4.95

M0916

G7014 M0716

08216 05208

05108 05922 05822
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LUSTER PAD™ METAL POLISH   
This metal cleaning pad from Luster Lace™ has the polish in the pad. It 
works great on flat and irregular metal surfaces. This includes aluminum, 
stainless steel, bronze, magnesium, brass, nickel, copper and platinum. 
Not suitable for use on anodized, clear coated or plated surfaces. Works 
great for cleaning your vehicle. For the Luster Lace® Revitalizer see part 
#50804.  ............................... 50402 ..........................ea ..........10.95

LUSTER LACE™ SUPER PADS   
This metal cleaning pad is great for cleaning large areas quickly. It is 51/4" 
and works on aluminum, brass, copper, billet, stainless steel, magnesium 
and all bare metal surfaces.
  ............................... 90712 ..........................ea ..........10.95

LUSTER LACE™ CHROME POLISH  
This polish is designed for cleaning and protecting fine surfaces. You can 
use it on chrome, gold plating, anodized metal, clear coat and painted 
metals.
8 fl. oz.  ............................... 30633 ..........................ea ............8.95

LUSTER SEAL POLISH AND SEALANT  
This product is specially designed for preserving, protecting and cleaning 
clear coat, chrome, fiberglass, bare metal or painted surfaces. It contains 
no abrasives.
8 fl. oz.  ............................... LS70308 .....................ea ..........10.95

LUSTER DETAILER™    
By Luster Lace™. This is great for that just polished shine between trips 
to the car wash. It removes bugs, sap, road film and water spots on your 
vehicles paint surfaces, chrome, fiberglass, plastic and glass, as it leaves 
a beautiful shine.
22 fl. oz. bottle ............................ LD11022 .....................ea ..........12.95

LUSTER MICROFIBER CLOTH   
By Luster Lace™. This microfiber cloth is wonderful for detailing your car 
or truck. It was made for fine surfaces, removing swirls and lifting dirt. Ths 
cloth is lent free. Works great with the Luster Detailer part #LD11022.
  ............................... LM20223 .....................ea ............6.95

LUSTER KIT™     
By Luster Lace™. This cleaning kit includes the Luster Pads for cleaning 
larger areas, the Polishing Strips for those hard to reach areas and a 
bottle of Revitalizer to keep them both lasting a long time .Works great 
on aluminum, brass, stainless steel, nickel, bronze, copper, magnesium 
and platinum. .............................. 70409 ..........................kit ...........19.95

CLEAR COAT     
This clear coat spray is for use on bead blasted parts. Great for helping 
to prevent rust. NOTE: This product cannot be shipped via air.
12 oz. aerosol ............................. N80 .............................ea .......... 10.95

BUMPER CHROME    
This can of bumper paint is chrome. It fast drying, has a chrome like 
finish and a brilliant luster.
12 oz. aerosol ............................. 615 ..............................ea ............ 7.95

PLASTI-KOTE® ENGINE PRIMER
Resists temperatures up to 500˚ F (260˚C). It chemically bonds to metal 
and will not burn off, chip, or peel. It is gasoline and oil resistant. 16 oz. 
Aerosol.
Gray  ............................... SP228 .........................ea ............5.95

PLASTI-KOTE® ANTI-RUST PRIMERS
Offers optimal corrosion protection when used in combination with Plasti-
Kote anti-rust topcoat. Fast drying. Does not need to be sanded. Can be 
recoated any time. 12 oz. aerosol can. 
Gray  ............................... SP391 .........................ea ............5.95
Black  ............................... SP393 .........................ea ............5.95

VHT® ENGINE PAINTS
These VHT 550˚ F aerosol enamels are specially formulated to withstand 
corrosion, rust, salt spray and strong solvents.  
11 oz. Red ......................... SP121 .........................ea ............5.95
11 oz. Ford Dark Blue - not Genuine Ford.
  ............................... SP125 .........................ea ............5.95

50402

30633 LS70308

SP391 SP393
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VHT® ENGINE PAINTS CONTINUED
11 oz.

 

Aluminum - universal.
  ............................... SP127 .........................ea ............5.95

11 oz.

 

Yellow ..................... SP128 .........................ea ............5.95
11 oz.

 
White ...................... SP129 .........................ea ............5.95

Flat black, perfect for painting engine blocks.
  ............................... SP130 .........................ea ............5.95
Gold, great for use on valve covers.

  ............................... SP132 .........................ea ............6.95
Natural finish (dark gray). ........... SP997 .........................ea ............5.95

PLASTI-KOTE® ENGINE PAINT
For use on valve covers and air cleaners. This enamel is highly resistant 
to oil and gasoline. Fast dries to a protective film that actually improves 
with age. When properly applied, will not crack, peel or flake off.
16 oz. Ford blue ................ SP205 .........................ea ............5.95
11 oz. Low-gloss black ...... 215 ..............................ea ............5.95

PLASTI-KOTE® ANTI-RUST SPRAY ENAMEL
Use this enamel in the engine compartment or for any low gloss black 
application. This paint resists rust and corrosion when used over anti-rust 
primer. Can be used on interior and exterior, is super-durable, and you 
can re-coat anytime. Officially licensed by NASCAR.
12 oz. Semi-gloss black .... 361 ..............................ea ............5.95

PLASTI-KOTE® CAST FINISH ENAMEL 
This rebuilder’s cast finish is a fast-drying enamel that resists oil, brake 
fluid and gasoline. Recommended for master cylinders, engine blocks, 
idler arms and brackets, strut rods, pitman arms and spindles. Withstands 
heat up to 500˚ F.
12 oz. aerosol can ...................... SP285 .........................ea ............5.95  

GENUINE FORD SPRAY PAINT
Used to refinish splash pans and other argent silver-colored metal body 
parts. 13 oz. Argent silver ........... D7AZ-19000A .............ea ..........19.95

VHT® CHROME PLUS SPRAY PAINT
VHT Brilliant Metallic Paint is a unique, quick-dry formulation that produces 
a metallic appearance on metal, glass, or wood surfaces.
11 oz.  ............................... SP525 .........................ea ............6.95

“MARKAL” PAINT STIKS
Exact ones used by Ford to mark radiator 
support, fender aprons, rear-end hous-

ing, transmission case, sheet metal, glass and many other parts. Box 
of 12: 2 white, 2 yellow, 1 black, 1 orange, 1 pink, 1 fuchsia, 1 brown, 1 
violet, 1 blue and 1 aqua.
Box of 12.  ............................... PAINTSTICK ...............box .........24.95

Bill Hirsch Automotive Chemicals
For over 35 years Bill Hirsch has marketed automotive chemicals 

throughout the world. All Hirsch products are unconditionally 
guaranteed to perform as advertised. You must be satisfied or 

your money will be refunded in full.

MIRACLE SOLVENT
Made specially for thinning and cleanup of Miracle Paint, this 
all purpose solvent can be used for thinning most non-Latex 
paints. Excellent for cleaning brushes and general clean up 
work where a petroleum based solvent is required.
Qt. ............................ MIR-4 ..........................ea ..........10.95

BILL HIRSCH MIRACLE PAINT
A moisture cured non-porous paint-like product that bonds 
to rusted and corroded metals like no other coating. It is 
rock hard and will not crack, chip or peel. Impervious to 
gasoline, lacquer thinner, salt and most acids. Can be 
painted directly over rusted surfaces. Is strengthened 

by exposure to moisture. Will seal concrete, grout and porous tile, like 
no other product. Can be sprayed, rolled or brushed. Comes with dispos-
able gloves and valuable product information sheet. Available in black 
(BLK), silver (SLV) and clear (CLR). (See Miracle Solvent for easy clean 
up and thinning).
Pt.  ............................... MIRPT-   .....................ea ..........19.95
Qt.  ............................... MIRQT-   .....................ea ..........28.95
Gal.  ............................... MIRGL-   .....................ea ..........89.95   

MIRACLE SUPER PARTS WASH/CLEANER
Highly concentrated, environmentally friendly. For use in parts washers, dip 
tanks, etc. Can also be sprayed on. One gallon makes 4 gallons of the best 
and safest parts wash you have ever used – completely re-useable. Non-
flammable and biodegradable. A must for every garage and restorer.
Gal.  ............................... 4001 ............................ea ..........19.95
5 Gal.  ............................... 4002 ............................ea ..........79.95

MIRACLE RUST REMOVER AND METAL PREP
The very best product on the market for removing rust. Not only will this 
liquid product safely and quickly remove rust, but it will leave a gray 
phosphate coating on the metal to provide an excellent base for painting 
and welding conductivity. Can be sprayed or applied to areas normally 
impossible to remove rust from before. Etches aluminum, brass, copper 
and chrome plate to prep for painting, removes nickel plate yet will not 
harm painted surfaces. Non-flammable, non-toxic, biodegradable. One 
step process. For brush, spray or dip application – reuseable.
20 oz. spray  ............................... RR-1000 .....................ea ..........16.95
Gal.  ............................... RR-1001 .....................ea ..........29.95

SP128 SP129 SP130 SP132

SP525D7AZ-19000ASP285361

215SP205

RR-1001
RR-1000
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MIRACLE “HEAVY DUTY” MARINE/INDUSTRIAL 
CLEANER AND DEGREASER
By far the best and safest cleaner of its kind on the market to clean out 
“gummy” fuel tanks or to clean and degrease engines and machinery. 
Works on all metals, porcelain, tile and fiberglass. Will even clean windows 
without leaving streaks. Highly concentrated, non-toxic, non-flammable, 
biodegradable. Rinses off completely with water. Special spray
bottle included.
Gal.  ............................... CD-3001 .....................ea ..........21.95

MIRACLE NON-AEROSOL, SPRAY TYPE 
PAINT REMOVER AND STRIPPER
An excellent product to remove all paints in a fraction of the time it takes 
with regular strippers. This clear spray on liquid will not damage glass, 
chrome, rubber, fiberglass or aluminum. It will remove all paints, enamels, 
urethanes, lacquers, varnishes and marine finishes. No brushing necessary. 
Easy clean up. Complete with special spray bottle.
Gal.  ............................... PR-5001 ......................ea ..........29.95

MIRACLE AEROSOL PAINT REMOVER AND STRIPPER
An incredible product for small and detailed jobs. Dispenses a thick gel 
that sticks fast to what it is sprayed on and will not run, even on vertical or 
inverted surfaces. Works fast and clean. The only aerosol paint stripper 
and remover of its kind on the market. You have to use it to believe it!
18 oz. aerosol ............................. PR-5000A ...................ea ..........14.95

MIRACLE NON-FLAMMABLE RUST INHIBITOR
Strip now! Paint later! Sandblast or strip all of your parts now 
without having to worry about them rusting before you paint 
them. After stripping or sandblasting, spray on a light coat of 
our miracle  rust inhibitor and your parts will be safeguarded 
against rusting. You can then paint as many or few parts as 
you wish, when you wish to do them. Parts can be sprayed 

or dipped. Easily washed off with water. Non-flammable, non-toxic and 
biodegradable. Comes with special spray bottle.
Gal.  ............................... RI-2001 .......................ea ..........21.95

BILL HIRSCH 1600º STAINLESS STEEL  
EXHAUST & MANIFOLD PAINT
Made from stainless steel powder, this fine finish is made 
to withstand 1600˚F. Will impart a pewter gray look to your 
manifold. Highly resistant to weather and temperature 
changes.
Pt. ......................... EMPT-03 .....................ea ..........20.95

SPACE AGE BRILLIANT – 1800º ALUMINUM 
EXHAUST AND MANIFOLD COATING
The only finish of its type that will withstand 1800˚F. Extremely 
weather-, salt- and moisture-resistant.
Pt. .......................... EMPT-15 .....................ea ..........24.95
16 oz. aerosol. ...... EMPT-15A ..................ea ..........14.95

SPACE AGE BLACK 1800º EXHAUST  
AND MANIFOLD COATING
The only black finish of its type on the market that will 
withstand 1800˚F. Imparts a soft silky black finish to any 
exhaust system.
Pt. ......................... EMPT-16 .....................ea ..........24.95
16 oz. aerosol. ...... EMPT-16A ..................ea ..........14.95

SUPER BLACK CHASSIS PAINT
The finest black chassis, undercarriage and under hood 
paint  made yet. Semi-gloss black finish. Withstands 550 
HR. Salt spray test with no visible breakdown. For spray 
or brush application. Absolutely unmatched by anything 
yet made.

16 oz. aerosol. ............................ CHPT-01A ..................ea ..........14.95
Qt.  ............................... CHPT-01 .....................ea ..........24.95
Gal.  ............................... CHPT-03 .....................ea ..........69.95 

BILL HIRSCH ALCOHOL 
RESISTANT GAS TANK SEALER
Stops rust, leaks and corrosion permanently. Resistant to 
all fuel including the new Phase II oxygenated fuels. Heavily 
compounded with rust inhibitors. Permanently bonds to all 
metal or fiberglass tanks. The only sealer on the market 
approved for use in aircraft. Outsells all other sealers on 

the market combined. Over 800,000 cans sold in over 27 countries since 
its introduction. It is in a class by itself.
Qt.  ............................... GTS-05 .......................ea ..........24.95

Gal.  ............................... GTS-06 .......................ea ..........69.95

BILL HIRSCH ENGINE ENAMELS
The highest quality and highest temperature rated hi-gloss engine enamels 
available in over 50 colors. Over 50% of high point scoring cars shown 
at leading car shows all over the U.S.A. have Bill Hirsch Engine Enamel 
on them.
Qt. Blue ........................ EE-BLU .......................ea ..........29.95
 Black ...................... EE-BLK .......................ea ..........29.95
 Red ......................... EE-RED ......................ea ..........29.95

CAST IRON GRAY 1800º EXHAUST AND MANIFOLD PAINT
No other product like it on the market. Easy to use. Dries the look of freshly 
sandblasted cast iron. Highly resistant to all weather and
temperature changes.
Pt.  ............................... EMPT-14 .....................ea ..........24.95
16 oz. aerosol. ............................ EMPT-14A ..................ea ..........14.95

BILL HIRSCH GAS TANK ETCH
Will remove light build-up of rust inside of all tanks and will etch the 
inside of the tank leaving a gray phosphate coating. An excellent 
prep for your tank before introducing gas tank sealer.
16 oz. ............................. TE-01 ..........................ea ..........14.95

BILL HIRSCH GASOLINE  
PRESERVATIVE AND STABILIZER
This excellent product is the finest product on the market to 
prevent gum and varnish build up in your fuel system. While its 
primary use is to keep fuel fresh, it can also be used to clean 
your fuel system, keeping injectors, needle valves, etc. free from 
contamination. For use in 2- or 4-cycle engines. One ounce of 
this product protects 3 gallons of gas or diesel fuel for 3 years. 
One quart will protect 96 gallons for 3 years.

Qt.  ............................... FPS-01 ........................ea ..........16.95

CD-3001 PR-5000A

PR-5001
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2 & 4 DOOR HARDTOP - Has no post at 
the door opening.

2 & 4 DOOR SEDAN - A car with a post 
at the door opening.

2/B OR 2/V - 2 barrel

2WD OR 2wd - 2 wheel drive

3/T OR 3/S/T - 3 speed transmission

3 OR 4/S/T - 3 or 4 speed transmission

4/B OR 4/V - 4 barrel

4/T OR 4/S/T - 4 speed transmission

6/B OR 6/V - 6 barrel

8/B OR 8/V - 8 barrel

A/C - Air Conditioning

AFTERMARKET - Not original. Made after 
the marketing of vehicle.

ANODIZED - Plated aluminum

APRON - Inner panels under the hood.

A/T -  Automatic Transmission

A.T.C. - Automatic temperature control

AUTOLITE - Ford’s service division in 
the ’70s

B/W - Borg Warner

BATTERY APRON - Front right-hand 
panel (passenger side) where the battery 
is mounted.

BRAKE PROPORTIONING VALVE - Used 
on front disc, rear brake cars. Not used on 
4-wheel drum cars. Not to be confused with 
a distribution block.

BELTLINE - Also known as fuzzies, anti-
rattlers, dew wipes, window felts. Refers to 
the beltline (mid-section) of the vehicle. 

BEZEL - Finish cover, rim, or outer 
cover.

C4 AND/OR C6 - Type of transmission

CFM - Cubic feet per minute of air.

C.I.D. - Cubic Inch Displacement

CJ - Cobra Jet

C/M - Cruise-O-Matic

COMPOSITE BRAKE DRUM - Cast metal 
inside with steel outside.

CONCOURS - Refers to judged car show 
where the car is judged as it would be seen 
new or as stock.

CORE - A core is the part you return in 
exchange for a new part. Core fees are in 
addition to the price of the new item. The 
core must be complete and rebuildable 
to receive full core credit. Parts missing 
from the core will be deducted from the 
core fee.

COUPE - Has no post at the door opening.

COWL - Area between the hood and 
windshield.

DIAPHRAGM STYLE - Clutch Cover

DISTRIBUTION BLOCK - At the master 
cylinder. Brake lines are sent out to all 4 
wheels.

DURA SPARK - Electronic solid state 
ignition

EFI - Electronic Fuel Injection

EGR - Exhaust Gas Recirculation

ESCUTCHEON - A plate. Example: the 
cover behind a door handle.

EV/EM - Evaporative Emission

F/B - Fastback. Roof line slopes back. 
Usually has a large back glass.

FE - An engine series

FINNED BRAKE DRUM - Cast metal piece 
with fins.

FROM SERIAL # - Refers to the number 
on the data plate after which a change was 
made in production. 

TO SERIAL # - Refers to a number on 
the data plate before which a change in 
production was made. Changes on the 
production line often occurred during a 
particular production year.

FORMAL ROOF - Same as a hardtop.

GT - Grand Touring

H/D - Heavy Duty

HDC - Heavy Duty Cooling

HEADER - The body panel in front of hood 
if applicable. The front leading edge of a 
convertible top.

HI-PO - High Performance

I.D. - Inside Diameter

IMCO - Improved Combustion

INSULATOR - Rubber or vinyl, as in engine 
insulator or motor mount.

I/P - Intergral Power Steering

KR - King of the Road

LANDAU - Back half of the roof that is 
covered with vinyl.

LEVER STYLE - Clutch Cover 

LH - Left Hand

MCA - Mustang Club of America

MOULDINGS - NOT weatherstrip. Metal 
or plastic trim.

MOTORCRAFT - Ford’s present day
service division

M/S - Manual steering

M/T - Manual Transmission

N.O.S. - New Old Stock

O.D. - Outside Diameter

O.E.M. - Original Equipment

Manufacture

OFFSET/BACKSPACING - Distance from 
the wheel mount to the outside rim.

P/C - Police Car

PI - Police Interceptor

PCV - Positive Crankcase Ventilation

PILLAR POST - The pillar at the front 
windshield.

PHB-AC - Transmission tag code.

PLENUM CHAMBER - Directs heated air to 
the defroster or passenger compartment.

P/S - Power steering

QUARTER - Rear fender

QUARTER PILLAR - The pillar at the front 
of the rear quarter or at the rear of the

door opening.

RH - Right Hand

ROTUNDA - Ford’s service division in 
the ’60s.

S/C - Standard Cooling

S/CJ - Super Cobra Jet

S/D - Sedan Delivery

S.M.CO. - Specialty Motor Company

SPREAD BORE - A type of carburetor 
that has a small primary venturi and a 
larger secondary venturi that provides fuel 
efficiency and greater acceleration.

S/T - Standard Transmission

STD. - Standard

S/W - Station Wagon

T/E - Thermactor Emission

TO SERIAL # - Refers to the number on the 
data plate before which a change was made 
in production. 

FROM SERIAL # - Refers to a number on the 
data plate after which a change in production 
was made. Changes on the production line often 
occurred during a particular production year.

UPHOLSTERY - NOT the complete seats. 
Refers to the outer covers only.

W/4/S - Warner 4-Speed

WINDLACE - Vinyl or cloth trim at the 
door openings

W/S - Windshield

X/C - Extra Cooling
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Car clubs are not operated by Auto Krafters, Inc. Please direct applications, inquiries 
and all other club-related correspondence to the individual clubs, not to Auto Krafters.

A Club dedicated to any Ford based commercial vehicle from 1952 to present. Specifically supporting:  
• 1952 - 1961 Couriers (includes Canadian Meteor Sedan Deliveries up to 1961.)
• 1957 - 1979 Rancheros (includes Canadian Meteor Rancheros, Australian Utilities from 1946 to present, and Argentine Rancheros.)
• 1961 - 1965 Falcon and Courier Sedan Deliveries (includes 1960 to present Australian Falcon Sedan Deliveries and Pinto Panel Deliveries.)

Members enjoy 4 publications of “The Ranchero Enthusiasts’ News” each year which includes in-depth information on various past Ford cars and 
a Roster issue listing all members and their vehicles along with areas of specialties for those tough questions. Members are allowed to submit one 
free 50 word or less ad per issue in the following categories: Vehicles For Sale, Vehicles Wanted, Parts For Sale, and Parts Wanted. Non-members 
may also advertise for $5.00 per 50 word or less ad.

Dues are $25.00 per year for U.S. ($24.00 Renewal) and Canada, and $29.00 U.S. funds per year for all other countries ($28.00 Renewal). The 
membership is 12 months from dues receipt date. 

For more information and a printable membership application, 
go to the car club pages of  www.autokrafters.com

or write to: Ranchero Enthusiasts, 2223 Cody Ave., Bellingham, WA 98225-8126 USA

2/04

RANCHERO ENTHUSIASTS
FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIATE THE UNIQUE FORD RANCHERO

The International Mercury Owners Association cordially invites you to join us. The International Mercury Owners 
Association (IMOA), founded in 1991, was formed for the purpose of offering Mercury owners and collectors 
(regardless of year or model of vehicle owned) the advantages of locating parts, sharing information, the opportu-

nity to locate or sell cars, and to receive a quarterly publication called Quicksilver. Our goal is to formulate well organized local car shows in addition 
to an international convention. By becoming a member you will receive the following benefits:
 

      • Quicksilver - a quarterly publication which contains original articles by members, technical tips, photos of members’ cars, classified ads 
(free non-commercial listings to members), and when available, information on upcoming car shows.

      • Technical Advisors - We have a staff of technical advisors throughout the U.S. who will help you with any questions or problems you may 
have for finding parts or information needed for any restoration project you may have.

      • Mercury Parts & Services Directory - We publish a yearly directory containing the names, addresses and phone numbers of  vendors 
who carry Mercury parts or render services to Mercury cars.

      • Annual show: We hold an annual show which includes: display of members’ cars with judging for awards; swap meet; car corral;  and a 
banquet.

Membership has grown in the hundreds and we have several regional clubs that have been formed. 
We look forward to your membership and participation in the IMOA.

For more information and a printable membership application, 
go to the car club pages of  www.autokrafters.com

or write to: International Mercury Owners Association, 6445 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, IL 60707-3410

The International Mercury
Owners Association

FCA was formed in 1979 to band together owners world-wide of the Falcon and Falcon Ranchero automobile built by 
the Ford Motor Company from 1960 to 1970 and to provide a medium of exchange for ideas, technical information, 
amusing reminiscences and the availability of parts (often at a substantial discount.) Lasting Friendships will be formed 
through local get-togethers and as a result of the Club’s Annual Meet each year.

Whether your Falcon serves as everyday transportation, a relaxing plaything, or both, you’ll find valuable help in your 
preservation and restoration as well as interesting facts and information from the Club and many fellow Club Members.

Our newsletter, “THE FALCON NATIONAL NEWS”, which is sent out each month to all the Club’s Members, contains information so valuable you 
will want to file it away for future reference.

FCA has people of all ages - from retired to teenagers still in school. Among the members are men and women of all professions; individuals who 
could certainly afford more costly or new cars if they chose.

Every new member receives a New Member Packet upon payment of dues. This includes a personal membership card, Falcon Club cars to pass 
out to others who might be interested in the Club and a copy of the latest newsletter.

For more information and a printable membership application, 
go to the car club pages of  www.autokrafters.com

or write to: Falcon Club of America, P.O. Box 113, Jacksonville, AR 72078-0113



Auto Krafters, Inc.
Gold Card Club

 

q   1 year membership - $49.95  q    2 year membership - $79.95
Name:  ________________________________________________________________________  
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City:  ____________________________________    State:  __________   Zip:  _____________
Daytime Phone Number:  ___________________    Fax Number:  _______________________
Evening Phone Number:  ___________________    Email:  ____________________________
Year and Type of Vehicle:  _______________________________________________________

Please charge my credit card     q   $49.95 for one year;  q   $79.95 for 2 years
Specify:     q   VISA q   MasterCard q   Discover      q   Am Ex
Credit Card #:  ____________________________  Expiration Date:  ___________________

Print name on card:  ________________________

Signature of card holder:_____________________

I am enclosing:   q    $49.95 for 1 year;   q $79.95 for 2 years
q   Cash    q   Check   q   Money Order

Please enclose payment and mail to:

Your membership card will be sent to you in the mail.
Satisfaction guaranteed. If you feel this program is not for you, simply notify us in writing within
60 days. We will refund your membership fee minus any discounts already given.

Auto Krafters, Inc.
PO Box 1100,
New Market, VA 22844

DETACH FORM HERE

10%
Discount

Free
Shipping

See details on back.

For the Classic Ford Enthusiast



P.O. Box 1100 • New Market, VA 22844-1100
(540) 740-8000 • FAX (540) 740-8011

www. autokrafters.com

Need a current catalog? Sign up for membership in the Auto Krafters Gold Card Club and choose 
up to two of the catalogs below. We will send them to you at no charge by priority mail.

q ’641/2 - ’73 Mustang

q ’62 - ’70 Fairlane/’68 - ’76 Torino;
  Also includes ’66 - ’70 Comet,
 ’68 - ’71 Montego/Cyclone, 
 ’62 - ’63 Meteor and ’67 - ’79 Ranchero

q ’60 - ’70 Galaxie and other 
 full-sized Fords and Mercurys

q ’58 - ’76 Thunderbird

q ’70 - ’77 Maverick and ’71 - ’77 Comet

q ’60 - ’701/2 Falcon Also includes 

 ’60 - ’65 Comet and ’60 - ’66 Ranchero 

q ’67 - ’73 Cougar

q ’53 - ’72 F-Series Pickup

q ’66 - ’77 Bronco

q ’73 - ’79 F-Series Pickup and ’78 - ’79 Bronco

q ’80 - ’96 F-Series Pickup and ’80 - ’96 Bronco

Auto Krafters is your source for classic Ford parts and accessories. Since 1978, we have helped Ford enthusiasts across the world 
maintain their vehicles – from show cars to favorite drivers. We are proud to offer you the opportunity to become a member of the 
Auto Krafters Gold Card Club – an exclusive club that offers the privileges you deserve! For only $49.95 per year ($79.95 for 2 years) 
you will receive such benefi ts as:
• Free shipping on all orders. A $9.95 order processing fee per order will be added. Some exceptions apply. (See Note 1)
• Priority Order Handling - shipped the same day on in-stock items for orders placed before 1 p.m. ET.
• 10% discount on Internet orders over $100 (excluding shipping). Special shipping rates may apply. (See Note 1)
• 10% discount and free shipping on any order over $2500, includes truck freight items except Bronco fi berglass! (See Note 2)
• Liberal return policy on items in sellable condition. (See Note 3)
• Price match guarantee on any currently advertised competitors prices. (See Note 4)
• A monthly newsletter fi lled with special sale prices and new product announcements.
• Program is available for continental U.S.A. shipments only.

Membership Rules

• You must have your Gold Card Club membership number on your order form or available when you call to receive membership 
   benefi ts. If your number is not present, you will not receive the  benefi ts. No retroactive benefi ts to orders placed before
   becoming a member.
• You will be notifi ed of any price changes on items. Balances due must be paid before shipment is made. Please make sure you give
   us a daytime phone number and/or Email address for immediate notifi cation.
• Back-ordered items or drop shipments are not subject to priority handling.
• Discounts not available on used parts, 27F batteries, tires, wheels, disc brake conversion kits, suspension kits, NOS parts or core fees.
• Discounts apply to classic Ford parts only (1979 and earlier).
• Free shipping not available outside the continental U.S.
• Auto Krafters reserves the right to choose the best shipping method.

Note 1: Excludes shipping on batteries, tires, wheels, disc brake conversion kits, suspension kits, oversized UPS orders and truck 
shipments. Free shipping not available outside the continental U.S.

Note 2: Excludes shipping on batteries, tires, wheels and disc brake conversion kits. Free shipping not available outside the continental U.S.
Note 3: Items are nonreturnable after installation. Sellable condition means that the item can be put back into stock for immediate 

resale. Electrical items are not returnable. Defective items will be replaced under warranty.
Note 4: Must be an equivalent quality part to receive matching price.

Auto Krafters reserves the right to modify this program without prior notice.



NOTE: Please give a street address for shipping.  UPS or truck lines will not deliver to a P.O. Box.

Customer #  ______________   Gold Card Club Membership #  ________________   E-mail  _____________________________

q Falcon ( q Hardtop   q Fastback   q Convertible   q 2 door   q 4 door   q Station wagon )  

q Comet ( q Hardtop   q Fastback   q Convertible   q 2 door   q 4 door   q Station wagon ) 

q Ranchero   Interior Code ______________

Year _______   Body Style _____________   Engine ___________  Transmission __________  Interior Color ______________

Total Price
of   Qty.              Part Number        

Vehicle 
Info

Please 
check all 
that apply

Sub Total

Add Shipping and Handling 

Add $10.00 Boxing Fee for Sheet Metal 
Includes: Hoods, Fenders, Quarter Panels, Toe Boards, 
Floor Pans - Full and Half, Radiators, and Gas Tanks.

Add $5.00 Rush Special Handling Fee  
Gives you priority over all other guaranteed orders. If we 
receive the order by 2:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time and it 
is in stock, it will be shipped out the same day.

Add $1.50 Insurance Fee 
For orders $150.00 and Up.

Add VA. 5% Sales Tax (Va. Sales Only)

Total

Minimum Order Amount on Credit Card is $20.00

Credit Card Number
                              **

**Enter last three digits after card number on back of card.

Print Name on Card

Signature of Cardholder

 Page Year of
  No. Vehicle

Total Price
of Items  Qty.          Part Number        Description     Unit Price

Shipping and Handling Fee Chart

These are standard UPS or FedEx Ground shipping amounts.  
Shipping quotes will be given for all Air Shipments and Truck Freight 

Shipments upon request from the customer.

 Mailing/Billing Address

 Name  ____________________________________________

 Address  ___________________________________________

 City  _________________________________    State  _____

 Zip  ________     Daytime Phone (          )  ________________

* Except for oversized and overweight items.

 Order Standard
 Total 7-10 Days

$350.00 - $499.99 ............ $32.95
$500.00 - $599.99 ............ $36.95
$600.00 - $699.99 ............ $39.95
$700.00 - $799.99 ............ $46.95
$800.00 - Up .................... FREE*

 Order Standard
 Total 7-10 Days

$0.00 - $49.99 .................... $9.95
$50.00 - $99.99 ................ $15.95
$100.00 - $149.99 ............ $19.95
$150.00 - $249.99 ............ $23.95
$250.00 - $349.99 ............ $28.95

 Shipping Address

 Name  ____________________________________________

 Address  ___________________________________________

 City  _________________________________    State  _____

 Zip  ________     Daytime Phone (          )  ________________

Specify: q VISA q MasterCard     Expiration

 q Am Ex q Discover

  214 East Old Cross Road  •  P. O. Box 1100  •  New Market, VA  22844
Phone (540) 740-8000  •  Fax Number (540) 740-8011  •  www.autokrafters.com

Check Method of Payment:

q Credit Card

q Money Order or Cashier’s check

q Personal or Company Check (Order held 14 days for bank 
clearance.)

Issue 2005



Order by Phone
It’s fast and convenient! For best service have all catalog and 
credit card information ready, then call:

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-228-7346
 FAX NUMBER 1-540-740-8011

CUSTOMER SERVICE 1-800-228-7346
LOCAL NUMBER 1-540-740-8000

A $20 MINIMUM IS REQUIRED FOR ORDERS PLACED OVER THE 
PHONE. Mastercard, VISA, Discover card and American Express 
are welcome. C.O.D. shipments are available on certain items pay-
able by money order only. A $7.95 C.O.D. fee is added to each 
package.

Mail Orders
Fill out the order blank in the back of this catalog. For fast-
est delivery, send a money order or cashiers check. Personal 
checks are accepted but will delay the order 14 days while 
the check clears the bank. Mastercard, VISA, Discover card 
and American Express are welcome. A $20 MINIMUM IS REQUIRED 
FOR ORDERS PLACED THROUGH THE MAIL. Be sure to include 
card number, expiration date, billing address, and signature of 
cardholder. C.O.D. orders are available by mail on certain items.  
Additional $7.95 C.O.D. fee per package applies.

Fax Orders
Accepted 24 hours daily. Mastercard, VISA, Discover card, 
and American Express or Cash C.O.D. A $20.00 MINIMUM IS 
REQUIRED FOR ORDERS PLACED OVER THE FAX.
Fax number is 540-740-8011.

Warranty/Exchanges
All parts are guaranteed. If you have a problem with any purchase, 
please call Customer Service at 800-228-7346. Many times, applica-
tion problems can be quickly handled by phone, saving needless 
shipping expense. Should you find it necessary to return anything, 
a copy of our return procedures is packed with your invoice. All 
claims for shortages must be made within 48 hours. No Short-
age Claims After 48 Hours. Before you return anything for any 
reason, we require that you obtain a return authorization number. 
Unauthorized or C.O.D. returns will be refused. No returns will 
be accepted after 30 days of date of receipt, without a return 
authorization number or without an invoice. New return autho-
rization number must be obtained after 30 days. Absolutely 
no returns after 120 days from date of purchase regardless of 
reason unless covered by an extended warranty. We reserve the 
right to charge a 15% restocking fee on certain items. Auto Krafters, 
Inc.’s liability is limited to the replacement of the product or refund of 
the purchase price. Installation labor costs or shipping charges are 
not refunded. Electrical parts are non-returnable once installed. We 
will replace defective units only. Our customer service representa-
tives are available from 8:30-5:00 Monday-Friday.

Warehouse Location
Auto Krafters Inc. office and warehouse are located in New Market, 
off Interstate 81 exit 264. Go east 1/2 mile. P.O. Box 1100 • 214 East 
Old Cross Road • New Market, VA 22844. Our local phone number 
is 540-740-8000. Sorry no personal checks accepted for show-
room purchases without prior authorization.  

Store Hours (Eastern time zone)
MONDAY - FRIDAY .......................................8:30 AM - 6:00 PM
SATURDAY....................................................9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
SUNDAY .......................................................................CLOSED

Phone Hours (Eastern time zone)
MONDAY - FRIDAY .......................................8:30 AM - 7:00 PM
SATURDAY....................................................9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
SUNDAY .......................................................................CLOSED

Shipping Charges
In the continental United States, there is a minimum shipping 
charge of $9.95. Any excess shipping will be credited to you for 
future use. Most orders are shipped via UPS. Please furnish a 
complete street address as UPS cannot deliver to a post office 
box number. We reserve the right to ship extra heavy or over-
size shipments freight collect. Hoods, fenders and quarter 
panels fall in this category. If you have prepaid the shipping and 
the order has to be shipped freight collect, we will refund your 
prepaid shipping. If you have any question, please call Customer 
Service 800-228-7346 for assistance. Please check all truck 
shipments for damage before signing the bill of lading. Once 
truck shipments are signed for, no claims can be made for 
damage. Some parts require additional handling charges. Frag-
ile items, such as moldings, will be shipped in PVC tubes and 
will incur a $15 handling fee. All oversized items will incur a $10 
boxing fee and/or crate charges where applicable. Please inquire 
about additional handling charges when ordering.

Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Canadian orders should add 
20% estimated shipping and handling with a minimum of $10.00.  
Other foreign countries should add 35% with a minimum of 
$15.00. Any excess will be refunded. Canadian customers are 
responsible for all customs fees and duties.

Customer Satisfaction
Our goal is customer satisfaction and we strive to sell the highest 
quality parts at competitive prices. If you encounter a problem 
with your order, contact us immediately so that we may resolve 
the problem. We want your repeat business and the business 
of your friends and neighbors. Most orders are processed and 
shipped within 24 hours of receipt. If we should need to back 
order any items, they will be shipped as soon as possible unless 
you notify us otherwise. If you require your parts delivered by a 
specific date, please advise us when placing your order and we 
will do our best to accommodate your needs.

Back Ordered Items
Due to the difficulty of keeping some items in stock, an item you 
order may be put on back order for later delivery. Most back 
ordered items can be shipped in 21 days. If you do not receive your 
back ordered items within the time stated on your notification letter, 
please call us at 1-800-228-7346 for a revised delivery date.

Origin of Parts
We sell both Genuine Ford and quality reproduction parts acquired 
from many sources, both domestic and foreign. We will be happy 
to give you the country of origin of all our parts, if known. All Ford 
Trademark parts sold (such as emblems, etc.) are licensed by 
Ford Motor Company. The majority of the parts in this catalog 
are Made in the U.S.A., are reproductions of originals and are 
NOT Genuine Ford. Auto Krafters is proud to offer reproduction 
parts and accessories from such manufacturers as Dennis Car-
penter®, Auto Custom Carpet®, Jim Osborn Reproductions®, Scott 
Drake Mustang Parts® and many others.

NOTE: We are not responsible for typographical errors.
  Prices are subject to change without notification.

NOTE: Illustrations are typical and may not be representative   
of the part you are ordering.

Secure online ordering @ our web site http://www.autokrafters.com

Auto Krafters, Inc.
P.O. Box 1100 • 214 East Old Cross Road

New Market, VA  22844

Copyright © 2005 Auto Krafters, Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America. No part of this publication may 
be reproduced including drawings, photographs or text without the prior written permission of Auto Krafters, Inc. All statements and 
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